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Abstract

The in-cylinder trapped air, residual gas, and temperature are important dynamic

parameters in Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) Spark Ignition (SI) engines for fuel

and combustion control. However, their real-time prediction for transient engine op-

erations is complicated, especially when concerning variable valve timing. A dynamic

cycle-by-cycle control-oriented discrete nonlinear model is proposed and developed in

this thesis to estimate the in-cylinder mixture temperature and the mass of trapped

air, and residual gas at the point of Intake Valve Closing (IVC). The developed model

uses in-cylinder, intake and exhaust pressures as the primary inputs. The exhaust

gas backflow into the cylinder is estimated using a compressible ideal gas model that

is designed for engines equipped with Variable Valve Timing (VVT). The designed

model is integrated into a rapid-prototype control system for real-time operation.

The model’s dynamic behavior is validated using an engine dynamometer transient

test cycle under real-time conditions.

The cold crank-start phase significantly contributes to the engine-out total emissions

during the US Federal Test Procedure (FTP). The first three engine cycles of the cold

crank-start for a Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) engine in Hybrid Electric Vehicle

(HEV) elevated cranking speed is investigated at 20°C. To this end, the impact of

the operating strategy on the individual-cylinder engine-out emissions is analyzed
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quantitatively. For this purpose, a new dynamic method was developed to translate

the engine-out emissions concentration measured at the exhaust manifold outlet to

mass per cycle per cylinder. The HEV elevated cranking speed provides valve timing

control, throttling, and increased fuel injection pressure from the first firings. This

study concentrates on analyzing the cranking speed, spark timing, valve timing, and

fuel injection strategy, and parameter effects on engine-out emissions. Design of

Experiment (DOE) method is used to create a two-step multi-level fractional-factorial

test plan with a minimum number of test points to evaluate the significant parameters

affecting engine-out emissions during cold crank-start. The split injection parameters,

including the Start of the first Injection (SOI), End of the second injection (EOI), and

split ratio, in addition to the first cycle additive fuel factor, are investigated. Results

show that using the high cranking speed with stabilized low intake Manifold Absolute

Pressure (MAP), highly-retarded spark timing, high valve overlap, late intake first

injection, 30 CAD bTDC firing EOI, and low first cycle fuel factor reduces the average

fist three cycles HC emission by 94%.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 In-Cylinder Parameters Estimation

Emission regulations set by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and

California Air Resources Board (ARB) for the Light Duty Vehicles (LDV) have pro-

gressively become more stringent over the recent decade. The combined allowed value

for Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and unburnt hydrocarbon (HC) emissions, as significant

factors for smog formation, has decreased by 46% from Tier2 emission regulation be-

ginning in MY 2017 and will see a further 65% reduction from 86 to 30 mg/mi by

2026 with Tier3 [1]. To meet the new requirements, engines have been equipped with

new technologies, downsizing and turbocharging, Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI),
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and VVT. Moreover, in-cylinder and exhaust pressure sensors have been utilized in

several studies to develop new models to estimate individual-cylinder parameters such

as in-cylinder gas temperature and residual gas. The estimated parameters are then

incorporated for individual in-cylinder air charge prediction to improve Air to Fuel

Ratio (AFR) control during transients. Precise AFR control in advanced engines is

essential to reduce engine-out emissions to meet emission regulations. In conventional

AFR control methodologies, part of the AFR control complexity relates to the trans-

port delay from where the air-fuel mixture is prepared inside the cylinder to where an

oxygen sensor senses it. Using the in-cylinder AFR control, the transport delay and

the AFR excursions during dynamic conditions are reduced, resulting in more precise

AFR control, especially during the transients. In addition, the estimated in-cylinder

parameters are used for accurate and dynamic individual-cylinder combustion phasing

control as a potential improvement for engine-out emissions reduction.

The new European Real Driving Emissions (RDE) testing requirements have been

phased in from 2017. The RDE will be applied to all new cars by the beginning of 2021

to regulate vehicle emissions in real driving operations. The RDE considers higher

accelerations, along with gradient, stop-and-go, or greater speeds [2]. As a result,

a precise model for predicting the mass of trapped air charge and residual gas with

improved dynamic behavior is required to cover broad real driving emissions. This

model can significantly help to decrease the Non-Methane Organic Gases (NMOG)

and NOx engine out and tailpipe emissions when coupled with catalyst temperature
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and oxygen storage state control [3].

Chapter 2 of this study reviews the state-of-the-art research for air charge models

for RDE conditions. It presents a new real-time model to estimate the in-cylinder

trapped air charge, residual gas, and temperature in a state-of-the-art four-cylinder

turbocharged GDI engine equipped with intake and exhaust VVT. The model is

control-oriented, as all manipulated variables (inputs), measured intermediate vari-

ables, estimated parameters (outputs), and disturbances are formulated for engine

control, model uncertainties are described, and constraints on the inputs and states

are defined. The trapped air charge is calculated at Intake Valve Closed (IVC) using

an event-based approach cylinder-by-cylinder. In this research, IVC is considered as

the beginning of each cycle before ignition and combustion. The developed model

uses the residual gas mass defined from the previous cycle that has flowed back from

the exhaust and possibly into the intake. The residual gas backflow mass during the

valve overlap is calculated based on the compressible ideal-gas flow using the cylinder

and exhaust pressure sensors’ dynamic data. The developed model is computationally

efficient, not including iterative loops and complex numerical calculations, capable of

being implemented in a production ECU. It is physics-based with low calibration

efforts comprising 32 required calibration points in total to cover broad engine part-

load speed and load conditions. In contrast, a conventional ECU requires calibrating

512 points for 24 measuring points of load, engine speed, and valve overlap every 8

points. Also, it is a dynamic model with one cycle resolution, which captures the
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engine transients with less than 1.5% average relative steady-state error.

1.2 Cold Crank-Start Emissions Analysis

The Federal Test Procedure, FTP-75, is used for emission certification and fuel econ-

omy testing of light-duty vehicles in the United States. Figure 1.1 shows the US

EPA Urban Dynamometer Driving Cycle for FTP-75, comprising three phases, cold

start, transient and hot start. The transient cold start phase has the most significant

contribution to the cumulative HC emission over the FTP-75 cycle. For instance, the

cumulative tailpipe HC emission over the FTP-75 cycle for a 2010 vehicle equipped

with a 3.5 liters turbocharged GDI engine and a low-temperature Three-Way Cata-

lyst (TWC) shows that the cold-start phase is responsible for 97% of the tailpipe HC

emissions [4]. More important, during the first four seconds of the cold-start phase,

including the conventional low-cranking speed crank-start period, 110 mg of unburnt

HC equivalent to 32% of the Tier3 limit is scavenged out of the engine [5].

Given the upcoming highly restrictive emission regulations for the combined allowed

value for Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and unburnt HC emissions, this signifies the impor-

tance of engine emission control from the cold start phase when a vehicle begins to

operate. Extensive studies have been done to reduce the engine-out emissions in the

FTP-75 transient and hot start phases. However, reducing the engine-out emissions
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Figure 1.1: The US FTP-75 driving cycle

during the cold “crank-start” phase remains challenging, while there are multiple

opportunities for improvement. For this purpose, firstly, the cold-crank-start period

contribution has to be quantified precisely to analyze the cold-start emissions effi-

ciently. This thesis aims to provide a methodology and analytical tools for engine

cold crank-start dynamics and emissions analysis.

To meet the new fuel consumption requirements, new technologies, such as downsiz-

ing and turbocharging, Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI), and Variable Valve Timing

(VVT), have recently been utilized broadly. For instance, GDI engines have experi-

enced a rapid adoption in the market, increasing from 0% in 2007 to over 50% market

share in 2016 in the US[6], and a foreseen market share of up to 97% by 2025[7].

In addition, many vehicle manufacturers are increasingly using Hybrid Electric Ve-

hicles (HEV) in their near-zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) product portfolios[8] because
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of specific CO2 vehicle emission reduction legislation[9].

The GDI engines have several advantages for reducing fuel consumption; however,

the direct injection of the liquid fuel into the cylinder leads to emissions challenges,

especially for HC during the cold-start phase. In the conventional vehicles, the cold

crank-start includes the lowest temperature and lowest engine speed compared to

all the other engine operating modes throughout the FTP-75 driving cycle. There-

fore, considerable constraints occur on the fuel evaporation and mixture formation in

conventional low cranking speed crank-start, leading to a substantial required over-

fueling to guarantee an ignitable fuel-air mixture. The cold cylinder walls cause fuel

film formation as one of the important reasons for increasing HC emission [10], and

is further extubated due to the over-fueling requirement. Additionaly, part of the

injected fuel absorbs into the oil layer and, after combustion, is desorbed back into

the bulk gases as another reason for HC emission increase. Furthermore, the heat

transfers away from the flame front to the cold cylinder walls increases, and the post-

flame oxidization rate of the resulting emissions from combustion decreases. As a

result, flame quenching distance grows, causing the increase of gaseous fuel escaping

from combustion and HC emission.

Another factor of importance is that the low engine speed during cranking reduces

the charge motion, resulting in poor mixture formation. As a consequence, fuel evap-

oration and mixture homogeneity decrease. Furthermore, the post-flame oxidization
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rate decreases in low engine speed because the quality of mixing unburnt HC with the

hot bulk gases reduces in the vicinity of the cold walls. Besides, the fuel evaporation

decreases due to the lack of hot residual gases in the first cycle events compared to

the next combustion cycles during the crank-start. A portion of the fuel injected in

the first cycle that does not contribute to the combustion or scavenged out of the

cylinder as unburnt HC during the exhaust stroke remains in the cylinder as residual

fuel. The residual fuel contributes to the combustible mixture of the second cycle. In

the cold-crank phase, higher ring-gap and lack of lubrication results in considerable

blow-by rate and charge loss compared to other engine operating states [11]. As a

result, a portion of the injected fuel is lost through the lubrication oil and blow-by

gases into the crankcase.

In the HEVs, the engine is cranked to idle speed quickly using a powerful integrated

starter and generator, or electric motor instead of the starter as an auxiliary rotation

device. Therefore, the transients of the engine during the start-up are different, and

there are several additional opportunities, such as VVT control, throttling, and high

fuel pressure from the first firing over conventional low cranking speed vehicles for

cold-start emissions improvement.

Chapter 3 presents an individual-cylinder dynamic analysis of the engine-out emis-

sions for a GDI engine at the motored elevated HEV cranking speed during the cold

crank-start initial three cycles. Firstly, the most critical parameters affecting the
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engine-out emissions during the cold-crank start are specified. Then, an optimal test

plan, including the test parameters levels, is derived using the DOE method. The

tests are accomplished on engine-dyno with duplicating the motored elevated HEV

cranking speed cold crank-start process. Finally, the experimental data are used along

with the developed dynamic method for translating the emissions concentration to

mass per cycle per cylinder to analyze the engine-out emissions behavior and distin-

guish the optimal engine operating strategy. The precise dynamic individual-cylinder

cycle-by-cycle engine cold crank start analysis determines the optimal engine control

inputs trajectories. The optimal control inputs trajectories can be used for predictive

closed-loop AFR and combustion control during the engine cold crank-start phase to

minimize the engine-out emissions.

The specific contributions of this thesis are:

1. Development of a real-time discrete non-linear cycle-by-cycle physics-based

model to estimate the mass of trapped air; charge and residual gas with low

calibration effort

2. A new pegging method using both intake and exhaust absolute pressures, Dual-

Pressure Pegging (DPP), is introduced to compensate the thermally-induced

intracycle in-cylinder pressure sensor drift for precise estimation of the gas ex-

change during the exhaust stroke and valve overlap;
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3. Estimating the mass of exhaust gas backflows into the cylinder during valve

overlap based on compressible ideal gas flow equations;

4. A new amplification technique for in-cylinder pressure transducer signal, Dual-

Scale Amplification (DSA), is introduced to increase the measured in-cylinder

pressure Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) during the gas exchange;

5. Integration and validation of the in-cylinder air charge, residual gas, and tem-

perature model on the rapid-prototype engine control system for real-time op-

eration assessment.

6. Development of a new method to quantify engine-out emissions in mass per

cycle per cylinder

7. Development of an engine-dyno test methodology to duplicate the motored HEV

elevated cranking speed cold crank-start process

8. Utilize DOE methods to create a two-step multi-level fractional-factorial test

plan with an optimal number of test points to analyze the engine-out emissions

during the cold-start first cycles

9. Analysis of the engine operating strategy, including cranking speed, spark tim-

ing, and valve timing with respect to their impact on the engine-out emissions

10. Analysis of the split injection strategy’s parameters, including SOI, EOI, split

ratio, and the first cycle fuel factor impact on the engine-out emissions
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11. Derivation of the optimal control inputs trajectories resulting in the lowest HC

and NOx emissions during the cold start first cycles
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Chapter 2

In-Cylinder Air Charge, Residual

Gas and Temperature Estimation

The in-cylinder trapped air, residual gas, and temperature directly impact Spark

Ignition (SI) engine operation and control. However, estimation of these variables

dynamically is difficult. This chapter proposes a dynamic cycle-by-cycle model for

estimation of the in-cylinder mixture temperature at different events such as Intake

Valve Closed (IVC) and the mass of trapped air and residual gas. In-cylinder, intake,

and exhaust pressure traces are the primary inputs to the model. The mass of trapped

residual gas is affected by valve overlap increase due to the exhaust gas backflow. Of

importance to engines with Variable Valve Timing (VVT), the compressible ideal-gas

flow correlations are applied to predict the exhaust gas backflow into the cylinder.
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2.1 Introduction

Precise estimation of the in-cylinder air charge is vital for engine control. Engine

torque, AFR, and combustion phasing control depend on the estimated air charge and

residual gas concentration. The conventional and in-cylinder pressure-based methods

have already been investigated for air charge estimation. In the conventional meth-

ods, intake Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) and Mass Air Flow (MAF) sensors

have been utilized; however, this results in several issues, and obstacles [12]. The

MAF sensor is an appropriate device to measure the engine’s total air consumption

in steady-state conditions. However, its measured data for transient conditions can

not be used unless the filling and emptying dynamics of the intake manifold are mod-

eled and integrated into real-time observers [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The intake manifold

dynamic model needs MAP sensor data and Volumetric Efficiency (VE). The VE has

been traditionally specified using look-up tables that require significant calibration ef-

forts, especially for the engines with VVT [18]. Speed-density is another conventional

method for air charge estimation using intake manifold temperature, MAP sensors,

and VE data. The speed-density method has a lower cost and proper transient per-

formance, but still requires considerable calibration efforts [19]. Several studies have

been done to reduce VE calibration efforts, such as using Artificial Neural Network

(ANN) [20, 21, 22] or a parametric model [23, 24]. The ANN model had a prob-

lem with the points outside the training region and could not be easily implemented
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in mass-production engine controllers. The parametric models included several cali-

brated parameters requiring extensive engine test datasets to be calibrated offline and

required adaptive corrections. In another study, researchers developed a model for

fresh air charge and residual gas fraction estimation for a turbocharged VVT engine

using engine speed, intake manifold pressure, and VVT actuator positions [25]. This

model also needed significant calibration efforts, and compressible-flow-based correla-

tions used for residual gas fraction estimation were not validated. As a source of error,

in all conventional methods, the total air consumed by the engine was calculated, and

the trapped air in all cylinders was assumed to be equal.

The cylinder pressure-based method was first introduced in the 1990s to overcome

conventional methods’ drawbacks. Table 2.1 shows the summary of cylinder pressure-

based air charge and residual gas estimation models from the literature review and

this work.

In one research paper, the temperature of air and fuel mixture at the beginning of

compression stroke was adapted by a Kalman filter to improve the transient response

of the model [26]. This research was done on a Multi-Port Fuel Injection (MPFI)

engine without VVT, using the in-compressible flow-based method developed by Fox

et al. [27] for residual gas fraction calculation. The Fox model uses incompressible

flow with the average pressure difference between the exhaust and intake to estimate
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Scholars M. Mladek G.Colin J. Worm S. Wang A.Yazdani A.Thomasson This Work

Engine
MPFI
Dual-position IVT

MPFI VVT MPFI VVT MPFI VVT GDI VVT Diesel VVT GDI VVT

Estimated
In-Cylinder
Parameters

1. Air charge
2. Residual gas

Air charge Air charge Residual gas
1.Air mass
2.Residual gas

1.Air charge
2.Residual gas

1.Air charge
2.Residual gas
3.Temperature

Input
Parameters

1.Cyl. Pressure
2.MAP
3.Exh. Pressure
4.Inlet air temp.
5. Spark timing

1.Cyl. Pressure
2.MAP
3.Exh. Pressure
4.Exh. temp.

Cyl. pressure
1.Cyl. pressure
2.MAP
3.Exh. Pressure

1.Cyl. Pressure
2.MAP
3.Inlet air temp.
4.Rel. humidity

1.Cyl. Pressure
2.MAP
3. Exh. Pressure

1.Cyl. Pressure
2.MAP
3.Exh. Pressure
4.Inlet air temp.
5.Rel. humidity

Model
1.Offline initial
condition
2.Online iterative

Online Offline
Real-time
Control-oriented

Cycle-by-cycle
Event-based
Online

Offline Iterative

Cycle-by-cycle
Event-based
Real-time
Control-oriented

Residual gas
estimation

Iteration using
spark timing

incompressible
flow based

NA
incompressible
flow based

incompressible
flow based

Compressible
flow based

Compressible
flow based

Computation
duration /
sampling rate

IVC to 50% mass
burned position/
0.2CAD

IVC to IGN /
1CAD

IVC to IGN IVO to EVC
Entire cycle /
0.5CAD

IVC to EVO
Entire cycle /
0.5CAD

Assumptions
Ideal gas law
Fixed stoich.
AFR

Ideal gas law
First law

Ideal gas law
Mass
conservation

Ideal gas law
Ideal gas law
Mass
conservation

Ideal gas law
First law

Ideal gas law
First law
Mass conservation

Calibration
effort

NA moderate moderate modearte high low low

Steady-state
validation

1000 to 5000RPM
zero to full load

2 engine speed
2 load

1000 & 5000RPM
Different EGR rate
and cam pahse

1000 to 4500RPM
MAP:0.3 to 0.9bar
Different cam
phasing

1000 to 2500RPM
IMEP: 2.5 to 9bar
Different cam
phasing, AFR
and CA50

600 to 1450RPM
50 to 2500Nm
Different cam
phasing

1500 to 4500RPM
2.5 to 7.5bar IMEP
Different cam phasing,
AFR and CA50
GT-Power TPA-based

Transient
validation

NA NA
4800 RPM/intake
valve transitions

1000 to 3500 and
3500 to 1000RPM
with valve timing
transitions

1400 to 1600RPM
2 to 6bar IMEP
(High overshoots
during transitions)

Not included

1000 to 4500RPM
0.5 to 10bar IMEP
(Good overshoot, rising
and settling times)

Table 2.1
Summary of cylinder pressure-based air charge and residual gas estimation

models compared to the study in this work

residuals for the overlap period. The dynamic behavior of Hart’s model was also val-

idated using the hot-film air mass meter data. In another research, it was assumed a

fixed stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, and air charge calculations were done from Intake

Valve Closed (IVC) to 50% mass burned position for every cycle [28]. This research

was also accomplished on an MPFI engine with double-position variable inlet valve

timing. In this research, an iterative approach was used for residual gas fraction es-

timation, and spark timing was considered as an input for the burn rate estimation.

In one study, a model-based control strategy for estimation of the air mass was intro-

duced to control the Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR), and AFR [29]. This study

also used a high computational iterative method. In other studies, cylinder pressure
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difference was used as Delta-P to estimate cyclic trapped fresh air charge in the cylin-

der [30, 31]. In these works, the in-compressible flow-based FOX model was used for

residual fraction calculation, and the designed model was not suitable for the engine

with cam phaser and EGR. One algorithm considered a duration between the IVC

and ignition at every cycle and predicted the fresh air mass based on total in-cylinder

trapped mass [32]. In this algorithm, the in-compressible flow-based correlation was

used for residual fraction estimation. The proposed algorithm was sensitive to the

cylinder pressure offset, and the model was not evaluated and verified for transient

conditions.

In recent works on air charge and residual fraction estimation, presented by Yazdani

et al. [33] and Thomasson et al. [34], Yazdani et al. proposed a cycle-by-cycle cylin-

der pressure-based air charge and residual gas estimation model. This model also

used the incompressible flow-based Fox model as a base for estimating the mass of

residual gas. Also, the transient response of the model showed significant overshoot

during engine dynamic conditions. Thomasson et al. used compressible flow correla-

tions to predict the mass of residual gas mass; however, the model was not assessed

and validated for transient conditions. Shu Wang et al. [35] developed a model for

estimation of the mass of residual gas for SI engines. Wang’s model was control-

oriented, but it also assumed the gas flow as an in-compressible flow and needed a

significant amount of calibration. In addition, Cavina et al. [36] designed a static

residual fraction estimator for a GDI engine based on the compressible flow-based Fox
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model. Guardiola et al. [37] developed a model for cylinder charge and composition

estimation for a Reactivity Controlled Compression Ignition (RCCI) engine in which

in-cylinder pressure resonance with a closed-loop intake manifold observer was used.

Shaver et al. [38] proposed a compressible flow-based dynamic model to estimate

the residual gas effect on Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) engines

with Variable Valve Actuation (VVA). Most of the methods discussed above were not

thoroughly validated in both steady-state and transient conditions using data from a

high-fidelity engine simulation model or experimental data.

The research in this chapter aims to develop a computationally efficient, physics-

based model to be implemented in the engine Electronic Control Unit (ECU) for

a real-time estimate of the mass of trapped air charge and residual gas in-cylinder

gas temperature with minimum calibration effort. This goal is fulfilled by designing a

discrete and dynamic Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) cycle-by-cycle, event-based

model, which uses in-cylinder, intake, and exhaust pressures data to estimate the

outputs. The specific contributions of this work are:

1. Development of a discrete cycle-by-cycle physics-based model to estimate the

mass of trapped air; charge and residual gas with low calibration effort

2. Validation of the model in steady-state and transient conditions using experi-

mental data;
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3. A new pegging method using both intake and exhaust absolute pressures, Dual-

Pressure Pegging (DPP), is introduced to compensate the thermally-induced

intracycle in-cylinder pressure sensor drift for precise estimation of the gas ex-

change during the exhaust stroke and valve overlap;

4. Gas exchange dynamics are considered using high-resolution crank-angle based

cylinder pressure, intake and exhaust manifold pressures;

5. Estimating the mass of exhaust gas backflows into the cylinder during valve

overlap based on compressible ideal gas flow equations;

6. A new amplification technique for in-cylinder pressure transducer signal, Dual-

Scale Amplification (DSA), is introduced to increase the measured in-cylinder

pressure Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) during the gas exchange;

7. Integration and validation of the model on the rapid-prototype engine control

system for real-time operation assessment.

2.2 Experimental Setup

A Ford 2.0L Ecoboost turbocharged in-line 4-cylinder GDI engine was utilized for

this study. The engine was equipped with two intake and two exhaust valves per

cylinder. Intake and exhaust valve timings were adjusted using an oil-driven dual-

independent valve phasing system. A summary of the engine technical specification
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is presented in Table 2.2. A Bosch production ECU read the engine sensors and com-

manded the actuators to control the engine. All parameters of the Bosch production

ECU were accessible through ATI Vision® software. The Bosch ECU connects with

Delphi Cylinder Pressure Development Controller (CPDC) via a CAN interface. The

designed real-time model in Simulink/Stateflow environment was programmed inside

the CPDC and tested and validated while synchronized with the engine production

ECU.

Figure 2.1 represents a schematic of the test engine experimental setup. A 450 hp

Alternating Current (AC) dynamometer controlled the engine speed and load to run

under desired steady-state or transient operating conditions. Two independent exter-

nal cooling systems were used to adjust the engine coolant and inlet air temperatures

to the desired operating values. Inlet air temperature was regulated by controlling the

coolant temperature of the turbocharger after-cooler. Using these external cooling

Compression Ratio 9.3:1
Bore 87.5 mm
Stroke 83.1 mm
Connecting Rod Length 155.9 mm
Wrist-Pin Offset 0.6 mm
Base Intake Valve Open (IVO) 11° ATDC
Base Intake Valve Close (IVC) 247° ATDC
Base Exhaust Valve Open (EVO) -216° ATDC
Base Exhaust Valve Close (EVC) 8° ATDC
Firing Order 1-3-4-2

Table 2.2
Engine technical specification
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the engine experimental setup

systems, the engine coolant and inlet air temperatures were adjusted to the engine

normal operating values, 85oC and 40oC, respectively, while the dynamic cycle was

accomplished.

Kistler 6125A pressure transducers were used to measure the cylinder pressures with

an accuracy of 2%. An OMEGA pressure sensor was used to measure the dynamic

pressure in the intake manifold with an accuracy of 0.25%. A fast response piezoresis-

tive Kulite pressure sensor was used to measure the dynamic pressure in the exhaust

manifold with a measurement bandwidth of 150 kHz and an accuracy of 1.5%. The

temperature drift of the Kulite exhaust pressure sensor was compensated using an
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OMEGA pressure sensor with a measurement bandwidth of 1 kHz. The OMEGA

pressure sensor was mounted using a pipe with a length of about 90 cm to maintain

a distance from the engine, not affected by the engine heat. It measured the exhaust

pressure at the same location, shown in figure 2.1, as the Kulite sensor measured.

An AD Combustion Analysis System (CAS) with 16-channels was used for crank

angle-resolved data acquisition. Cylinder and exhaust pressure data were recorded

by CAS with a sampling resolution of 0.5 CAD. High-resolution measured cylinder

and exhaust pressure data captured gas exchange dynamics during the valve overlap.

K-type thermocouples were used to measure inlet air and exhaust gas temperatures

in the intake and exhaust ports.

The air and fuel mass flows were measured by a laminar mass flow-meter and a

Coriolis flow-meter, respectively. The fuel used for the experiments is E10 gasoline

with an AKI of 87. An 80I-110S Fluke AC/DC Clamp-On Current Probe was used to

measure the injection pulse of the fuel injection in all cylinders. CAS with 0.5 CAD

resolution recorded the injection pulse and fuel rail pressure traces. The injection

pulse trace was used to extract the actual injection pulse width. A wideband UEGO

sensor was also used along with the production sensor with an accuracy of 1% around

lambda 1. The output of the wideband UEGO sensor was monitored using an ETAS

lambda-meter and recorded by CAS.

The output of the cylinder pressure transducer needs to be referenced to an absolute
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pressure, which is used for pegging. Referencing the cylinder pressure transducer

output to MAP at the Bottom Dead Center (BDC) before compression is the most

common pegging method [39]. However, the MAP-based pegging procedure does not

consider thermally-induced intracycle and inter-cycle sensor drift caused by thermal

gradients in the sensor [40]. The cylinder pressure data is the key input for estimat-

ing the trapped air charge and residual gas, especially for calculating the exhaust

gas backflow during the valve overlap. Therefore, the intracycle thermal drift of the

cylinder pressure sensor output should be compensated. For this purpose, a new

method for Dual-Pressure Pegging is introduced in this study for cylinder pressure

data pegging using both MAP and exhaust pressure data. In the DPP method, the

cylinder pressure transducer output is pegged in the middle of the exhaust stroke,

between 300 to 303 CAD, in addition to BDC before compression. The middle of the

exhaust stroke is the point where the blowdown phase is complete, and the cylinder

and exhaust pressures come to near equilibration. Figure 2.2 shows the difference

between the MAP-based and DPP-based pegged cylinder pressure traces. The pres-

sure range related to the intake and exhaust strokes is highlighted. The DPP pegging

entirely compensated the cylinder pressure deviation from exhaust pressure in the

MAP-pegged cylinder pressure caused by the intracycle thermal drift. As a result,

cylinder pressure matches the exhaust pressure from the end of blowdown up to where

intake valves open with less than 1% error.

The entire range of measurement of the cylinder pressure transducer is from 0 to 100
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Figure 2.2: MAP and dual-pressure pegged cylinder pressure traces

bar, which is converted to 0 to 5V at the output of the main scale amplifier. Therefore,

a wide region of the measured cylinder pressure in each cycle has a low SNR. This

region includes the entire intake and exhaust strokes and a part of compression and

expansion strokes. In this region, the cylinder pressure is between 0 to 3 bar. Even

small SNR cylinder pressure during intake and exhaust strokes will propagate to a

significant error to the entire designed model implemented in the CPDC. The new

DSA technique is introduced to solve this problem and improve the designed model

outputs’ precision.

Figure 2.3 shows how the DSA technique is implemented to prepare high-precision

cylinder pressure data for the CPDC. In the DSA technique, a differential amplifier is

used in addition to the main scale amplifier. The new differential amplifier amplifies
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Figure 2.3: Dual-scale technique implementation on CPDC

the cylinder pressure signal from the charge amplifier output and crops out part of

the data related to the high cylinder pressure zone over 3 bar. As a result, the signal

range from 5 to 25 V is clipped, and the 0 to 5 V range is mapped for the cylinder

pressure data in the range of 0 to 3 bar. The embedded software of the CPDC was

developed so that each cylinder had two-cylinder pressure inputs, one for the range of

0 to 100bar and the second for the range of 0 to 3 bar. The cylinder pressure inputs to

the designed model during the intake and exhaust strokes, including IVC, compression

BDC, IVO, EVC, and EVO, were produced using second cylinder pressure input with

high resolution.
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2.3 Physical Model Development

In the newly developed real-time nonlinear MIMO model, individual-cylinder pressure

trace in every cycle is used event-based to estimate the mass of in-cylinder trapped

fresh air and residual gas. In addition, the temperature of the in-cylinder trapped

mixture at IVC and exhaust gas at the end of blowdown are also predicted, which

can be used as inputs to combustion phasing and catalyst thermal models, respec-

tively. Figure 2.4 shows a block diagram of how the model operates event-by-event

throughout a cycle for a single cylinder, including inputs and outputs.

Figure 2.4: A block diagram representation of the cycle-by-cycle event-
based performance of the model including inputs and outputs for a single
cylinder
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The model comprises several calculations based on thermodynamic laws and com-

pressible ideal gas flow correlations. Every cylinder’s cycle starts at the IVC and

ends at the next cycle IVC. Figure 2.5 shows the physical laws and relationships used

in the developed model throughout one cycle on a P-V diagram. The model is divided

into two major sub-models, (i) residual gas and (ii) air charge.

Figure 2.5: A P-V diagram including all physical laws and relationships
that are used for calculation of the air charge and residual gas masses during
one cycle
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2.3.1 Residual Gas Sub-Model

In this study, residual gas is the in-cylinder burnt gas trapped at IVC from the

previous engine cycle. The residual unburnt fuel from the previous engine cycle

is assumed to be negligible for a warm engine. The mass of the total residual gas

contributed in the cylinder trapped mixture at IVC is equal to the mass of in-cylinder

trapped gas at EVC when there is negative overlap.

mrestot [k] = mEV C [k] (2.1)

From EVC to IVO, the combustion chamber is a closed system, and trapped residual

gas remains constant. After IVO, a portion of the trapped residual gas that flows

back into the intake manifold is assumed entirely sucked back into the cylinder during

the intake stroke. The total residual gas contributed in the cylinder trapped mixture

at IVC is composed of two portions in the positive overlap. The first portion is the

exhaust gas that remains in the cylinder during the exhaust stroke and is trapped in

the cylinder at IVO,

mrestrap [k] = mIV O[k] (2.2)

mEV C and mIV O are estimated in the air charge sub-model. The second portion is

the exhaust gas that flows back from the exhaust manifold into the cylinder dur-

ing the valve overlap from IVO to EVC. Both exhaust and intake valves are open
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simultaneously during the valve overlap, and the exhaust gas is exchanged between

the exhaust manifold, cylinder, and intake manifold based on pressure differences.

However, it is assumed that a portion of the exhaust gas, which flows into the intake

manifold runner during the valve overlap, is completely sucked back into the cylinder

during the intake stroke of the same cycle. Thus, the mass of the exhaust gas that

flows back into the cylinder is a function of engine speed, in-cylinder and exhaust

manifold pressures and temperatures, intake and exhaust valve timings, and exhaust

valves characteristics, including profile discharge coefficient and effective area. In this

study, the exhaust gas mass flow across the exhaust valves during the valve overlap

is calculated using the correlation for compressible ideal gas flow for sub-critical flow

as following,

ṁexh[k] =
CDA · pup[k]√
RexhTup[k]

·
(
Pdown[k]

Pup[k]

) 1
γ

·

{
2γ

γ − 1

[
1−

(
Pdown[k]

Pup[k]

) γ−1
γ

]} 1
2

(2.3)

where, pup and Tup are upstream pressure and temperature, pdown is the downstream

pressure, A is the effective area of the engine exhaust valve, N is engine speed and

Rexh is the gas constant of the exhaust gas, which is assumed constant and equal to

277 J
kg.K

, CD is the Discharge Coefficient that is determined experimentally in the flow

test bench, and γ is assumed constant and equal to 1.3 [11]. If the exhaust gas flow

across the exhaust valve is choked, downstream to upstream pressure ratio, Pdown
Pup

is

less than or equal to the critical pressure ratio, 0.546, for γ = 1.3, and the exhaust
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gas mass flow is calculated as following [11],

ṁexh[k] =
CDA · pup[k]√
RexhTup[k]

· γ
1
2 ·
(

2

γ + 1

) γ+1
2(γ−1)

(2.4)

After IVO, exhaust gas evacuation from the cylinder into the exhaust manifold can

continue for a short duration until cylinder pressure is higher than exhaust pressure.

Then, in Equation (3) or (4), upstream pressure is cylinder pressure, pup = pcyl, and

downstream pressure is exhaust manifold pressure, pdown = pexh. In addition, the

temperature of the in-cylinder gas flowing out of the cylinder during valve overlap is

the average of the in-cylinder gas temperature at IVO and EVC,

Tup[k] = Tres[k] =
TIV O[k] + TEV C [k]

2
(2.5)

The in-cylinder gas temperature at IVO, TIV O, and at EVC, TEV C , are calculated in

the air charge sub-model. As soon as the cylinder pressure decreases less than exhaust

pressure, exhaust gas backflow into the cylinder begins. Then, Equation (3) or (4)

are used assuming pup = pexh, pdown = pcyl and Tup = Texh. Texh is the temperature of

the exhaust gas in the exhaust manifold runner from the exhaust temperature model.

Due to the cylinder and exhaust pressures’ highly dynamic behavior during valve

overlap, the valve overlap period is divided into several segments. Each segment is

determined as a period in which pcyl is continuously greater than pexh or vice versa.

Thus, the mass of exhaust gas crossing the exhaust valve is calculated with 0.5 CAD
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resolution using dynamic cylinder and exhaust pressures data for each subsection as

following,

mexhi [k] =
1

12N [k]
·
∫ θi+1

θi

ṁexhi [k] · dt (2.6)

where mexhi is the mass of exhaust gas flows in each segment, and θi and θi+1 define

the beginning and end of each segment. If the exhaust gas flows back into the cylinder,

mexhi = mbackflowi and if the exhaust gas is evacuated out of the cylinder, mexhj =

mevacuatedj . Then, the portion of the residual gas which is added during the valve

overlap is estimated,

mresov [k] =
n∑
i=1

mbackflowi [k]−
m∑
j=1

mevacuatedj [k] (2.7)

The mass of total residual gas that remains inside the cylinder at IVC for combustion

in the next engine cycle is the sum of the trapped and overlap parts,

mrestot [k] = mrestrap [k] +mresov [k] (2.8)

2.3.2 Air Charge Sub-Model

The trapped fresh air mass is estimated as one of the in-cylinder total trapped mixture

components at IVC. To estimate the trapped air mass at IVC, six calculation steps

in different events are accomplished throughout a cycle, as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Step 1: IVC to EVO

From IVC to EVO, both intake and exhaust valves are closed, and control volume,

including the combustion chamber, is assumed to be a closed system neglecting the

blow-by. The effect of gas composition change due to combustion is also ignored.

Therefore, the in-cylinder gas temperature at EVO, TEV O, is derived using ideal gas

and mass conservation laws,

TEV O [k] =
PEV O [k] · VEV O [k]

Ru · ntot [k − 1]
(2.9)

where, Ru is the universal gas constant equal to 8314.5 J
kmole.K

, ntot is the number of

moles of the total trapped mass at IVC from the previous cycle, PEV O and VEV O are

cylinder pressure and volume at EVO, respectively.

Step 2: EVO to End of Blowdown(BWD)

Isentropic blowdown process is assumed after the exhaust valve opens, during which

a rapid decrease of cylinder pressure occurs. The end of the blowdown point is

considered a fixed engine position at 260 CAD, where cylinder pressure and exhaust

manifold pressure come to be nearly equal. Thus, the in-cylinder gas temperature

at blowdown, which is considered as in-cylinder exhaust gas temperature, TEXH , is
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calculated using an isentropic expansion equation,

TEXH [k] = TEV O [k]

(
PBWD [k]

PEV O [k]

)(
γEV O−1

γEV O

)
(2.10)

where, γEV O is assumed to be constantly equal to 1.29, which is the specific heat

ratio of the exhaust gas at the temperature of 1200 K [11] and PBWD is the cylinder

pressure at the end of blowdown. The mass of in-cylinder trapped exhaust gas after

the isentropic blowdown process is calculated as below,

mEXH [k] =
PBWD[k] · VBWD[k]

Rexh · TEXH [k]
(2.11)

where VBWD is cylinder volume at the end of blowdown.

Step 3: End of Blowdown(BWD) to IVO or EVC

The sequence of step 3 is from the end of blowdown to IVO if there is a positive

overlap or from the end of blowdown to EVC if there is a negative overlap. From

the end of blowdown to IVO or EVC, the control volume is an open system where

cylinder pressure is almost constant. As a result, the energy balance equation is used,

−QEXH [k] +WEXH [k]−HEXH [k] = ∆UEXH [k] (2.12)
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where, QEXH , WEXH , HEXH are energy transfer by heat, work, and mass, respec-

tively, and ∆UEXH is internal energy change from the end of blowdown to IVO or

EVC in the combustion chamber. QEXH is calculated as convective heat transfer from

the in-cylinder exhaust gas to the cylinder wall, assuming cylinder wall temperature

is the same as engine coolant temperature.

QEXH [k] = hEXHA · (TBWD[k]− Tcoolant[k]) ·∆tEXH [k] (2.13)

where hEXH is convective heat transfer coefficient, A is the effective surface area, and

TBWD and Tcoolant are average in-cylinder exhaust gas temperature from the end of

blowdown to IVO or EVC and engine coolant temperature, respectively. TBWD is

calculated as below,

TBWD[k] =
TEXH [k] + TIV O/EV C [k]

2
(2.14)

∆tEXH is the time duration from the end of blowdown to IVO or EVC in seconds

which is calculated using engine speed as below,

∆tEXH [k] =
∆θEXH [k]

6N [k]
(2.15)

where ∆θEXH is the duration from the end of blowdown to IVO or EVC in crank angle

degrees. In Equation (12), WEXH is negligible, assuming to have constant pressure

from the end of blowdown to IVO or EVC. Also, HEXH can be neglected because

most of the in-cylinder exhaust gas is evacuated from EVO to the end of blowdown,
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and in-cylinder and exhaust pressures come to nearly equal. Therefore, the mass of

in-cylinder gas is assumed to be constant from the end of blowdown to IVO or EVC

equal to mexh. The change of internal energy can be calculated using average specific

heat at constant volume of exhaust gas, CpEXH , as following,

∆UEXH [k] = mEXH [k] · CvEXH ·
(
TIV O/EV C [k]− TEXH [k]

)
(2.16)

where, CvEXH is assumed to be constantly equal to 840 J
kg.K

, for the temperature of

1000 K [11]. Thus, from a combination of the equations (11) to (16), the in-cylinder

gas temperature at IVO or EVC is achieved,

TIV O/EV C [k] =

(
6N [k]mEXH [k]CvEXH
hEXH [k]A∆θEXH [k]

− 0.5
)
TEXH [k] + Tcoolant[k]

6N [k]mEXH [k]CvEXH
hEXH [k]A∆θEXH [k]

+ 0.5
(2.17)

hEXHA is the first calibration parameter of the model. The mass of in-cylinder

trapped exhaust gas at IVO or EVC is calculated as following,

mIV O[k] =
PIV O[k] · VIV O[k]

REXH · TIV O[k]
(2.18)

Where, PIV O and VIV O are cylinder pressure and volume at IVO.

mEV C [k] =
PEV C [k] · VEV C [k]

REXH · TEV C [k]
(2.19)

Where, PEV C and VEV C are cylinder pressure and volume at EVC.
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Step 4: IVO to EVC or EVC to IVO

In the case of positive overlap, the temperature of the in-cylinder gas at EVC is

calculated using TIV O from step 3 and the isentropic expansion equation,

TEV C [k] = TIV O[k] · (PEV C [k]

PIV O [k]
)

(
γIV O−1

γIV O

)
(2.20)

For negative overlap, the temperature of the in-cylinder gas at IVO is calculated using

TEV C from step 3 and isentropic expansion equation,

TIV O [k] = TEV C [k] · ( PIV O [k]

PEV C [k]
)

(
γIV O−1

γIV O

)
(2.21)

where, γIV O is assumed 1.305, which is the specific heat ratio of the exhaust gas at

900 K[11].

Step 5: IVO or EVC to Compression Bottom Dead Center (BDC)

From IVO or EVC to compression BDC, air induction and direct fuel injection into

the cylinder occur. The First Law of Thermodynamics for the combustion chamber

assuming as an open system is,

QINT [k]−WINT [k] +HINT [k] = ∆UINT [k] (2.22)

where, QINT , WINT , HINT are energy transfer by heat, work, and mass, respectively,
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and ∆UINT is internal energy change during intake stroke in the cylinder. QINT

is calculated as convective heat transfer from in-cylinder mixture to the cylinder

wall or vice versa, assuming cylinder wall temperature is the same as engine coolant

temperature,

QINT [k] = hINT [k]A · (TINT [k]− Tcoolant[k]) ·∆tINT [k] (2.23)

where, hINT is convective heat transfer coefficient and ∆tINT is the time duration

from IVO or EVC to compression BDC which is calculated using engine speed,

∆tINT [k] =
∆θINT [k]

6N [k]
(2.24)

Where, ∆θINT is the duration between IVO or EVC to compression BDC in crank

angle degrees. TINT is the average in-cylinder mixture temperature at IVO or EVC

and compression BDC,

TINT [k] =
TIV O/EV C [k] + TBDC [k]

2
(2.25)

where, TBDC is the temperature of the in-cylinder trapped mixture at BDC compres-

sion. hEXHA is the second calibration parameter of the model. In equation (22),

WINT is the work produced by cylinder assuming cylinder pressure is constant while
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cylinder volume is increasing,

WINT [k] =

(
PIV O/EV C [k] + PBDC [k]

2

)
·
(
VBDC [k]− VIV O/EV C [k]

)
(2.26)

Where, PBDC and VBDC are cylinder pressure and volume at BDC compression, re-

spectively. HINT is the input enthalpy into the cylinder through air induction and

fuel injection. Decomposing the input enthalpy of the different inducted gases and

injected fuel to the internal energy and flow work,

HINT [k] = mairint [k] (uairint + pairintvairint)

+mH2Oint [k] (uH2Oint + pH2OintvH2Oint)

+mresint [k] (uresint + presintvresint) +mfuel[k] (ufuel + pfuelvfuel) (2.27)

where, mairint and mH2Oint are the masses of inducted dry air and air water vapor into

the cylinder from IVO or EVC to compression BDC. mresint is the mass of a portion

of the residual gas that flows into the intake manifold runner during valve overlap

and is assumed to be completely inducted back into the cylinder during the intake

stroke. mfuel is the mass of injected fuel into the cylinder during the intake stroke
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and calculated using the previous cycle estimated trapped air mass,

mfuel [k] =
mair[k−1]

λdes [k] · AFstoich
(2.28)

where, λdes is the desired lambda value, AFstoich is the stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio

for E10 fuel and assumed constant and equal to 14.07 kg(air)
kg(fuel)

. The liquid fuel is

injected directly into the warm cylinder during intake stroke is mostly vaporized.

Therefore, the change of internal energy from IVO or EVC to compression BDC is

composed of two major parts, the injected fuel internal energy of vaporization and

the difference of internal energy between two thermodynamic states,

∆UINT [k] = UBDC [k]− UIV O/EV C [k] + Ufgfuel [k] (2.29)

where, UIV O/EV C and UBDC are internal energy of in-cylinder contents at IVO or EVC

and compression BDC, respectively. The internal energy of the in-cylinder mixture

at compression BDC is estimated as below,

UBDC [k] = mairint [k] · uairint +mH2Oint [k] · uH2Oint +mfuel [k] · ufuel

+mrestot [k] · urestot (2.30)
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where, mrestot is the mass of total residual gas in the cylinder at compression BDC

as input from the residual gas sub-model. Depending on having positive or negative

valve overlap, exhaust gas in the cylinder at IVO or EVC is the trapped residual gas

at IVO or EVC, respectively. Then, the internal energy of the in-cylinder gas at IVO

or EVC is calculated,

UIV O/EV C [k] = mIV O/EV C [k] · uIV O/EV C (2.31)

The injected fuel internal energy of vaporization, Ufgfuel , is calculated assuming 90%

of the total injected fuel is vaporized during the intake stroke in the engine normal

operating condition,

Ufgfuel [k] = 0.9 ∗mfuel[k] · ufgfuel (2.32)

where, ufgfuel is the internal energy of vaporization of the fuel on a unit mass basis

assumed to be constant and equal to 349.8 kJ
Kg.K

at the average in-cylinder temperature

during the intake stroke, 500 K. In equation (27), the pv fluid work of the cylinder
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inlet mixture components can be combined and calculated as below,

pairintvairint + pH2OintvH2Oint + presintvresint

= MAP [k] ·
(
VBDC [k]− VIV O/EV C [k]

)
(2.33)

From the combination of the equations (22) to (33) and expressing the change of

internal energies using temperature difference and average specific heat at constant

volume,

QINT [k]−WINT [k] +MAP [k] · (VBDC [k]− VEV C [k]) + pfuel
mfuel[k]

ρfuel
−

Ufgfuel [k] = (mairint [k]Cvair +mH2Oint [k]CvH2O
) (TBDC [k]− Trun[k]) +

mfuel[k]Cvfuel (TBDC [k]− Tfuel[k]) +

mrestot [k]Cvres
(
TBDC [k]− TIV O/EV C [k]

)
(2.34)

where, ρfuel is the density of the E10 fuel assumed to be constantly equal to 757.4 kg
m3 ,

pfuel is the fuel pressure in the fuel rail, upstream of the injector, which is measured

by a production pressure sensor, Trun is the inducted air temperature in the intake
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manifold runner, which is modeled as a function of the boosted air temperature

measured by a production sensor before throttle, Tairinlet ,

Trun[k] = Tairinlet [k] + ∆T (2.35)

Tfuel is the fuel temperature in the fuel rail, which is assumed to be constant and equal

to 323K, Cvair , Cvfuel , CvH2O
and Cvres are the average specific heat at constant volume

of dry air, fuel, air water vapor and residual gas, respectively. No condensation or

water injection occurs to the air from the ambient to the cylinder. Thus, air water

vapor mass inside the cylinder at compression BDC, mH2Oint , is achieved using ideal

gas law and TBDC ,

mH2Oint [k] =
(RH[k] · Psat[k]) · VBDC [k]

RH2O · TBDC [k]
(2.36)

where, RH is ambient relative humidity, Psat[k] is air vapor saturated pressure at

the ambient temperature, and RH2O is the air water vapor gas constant, assuming

a constant equal to 461.5 J
kgK̇

[11]. The trapped dry air at compression BDC is

calculated as below,

mairint [k] =

(
ntotBDC [k]− mH2Oint [k]

MH2O

− mrestot [k]

Mres

− mfuel[k]

Mfuel

)
·Mair (2.37)
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where, MH2O, Mres, Mfuel and Mair are molar masses of the air water vapor, residual

gas, fuel and dry air are assumed constantly equal to be 18.02, 30.5, 100.1 and 28.97

kg
kmol

, respectively. ntotBDC is the number of moles of the total trapped mixture at

compression BDC,

ntotBDC [k] =
PBDC [k] · VBDC [k]

Ru · TBDC [k]
(2.38)

From the combination of equations (34) to (38), a second-degree equation as a function

of TBDC is derived. Solving this equation, the temperature of the total trapped

mixture at compression BDC is estimated.

Step 6: Compression BDC to IVC

In-cylinder mixture temperature at IVC, TIV C , is estimated using the polytropic

equation,

TIV C [k] = TBDC [k] ·
(
PIV C [k]

PBDC [k]

)(
npoly [k]−1

npoly [k]

)
(2.39)

where, PIV C is in-cylinder pressure at IVC, and npoly is the polytropic index in the

compression stroke. The polytropic index is calculated between -60 to -120 CAD after

IVC. Then, using TIV C and ideal gas law, the number of moles of the total trapped

mass at IVC, ntot, is calculated,

ntot [k] =
PIV C [k] · VIV C [k]

Ru · TIV C [k]
(2.40)

Where, VIV C is the in-cylinder volume at IVC. In-cylinder trapped mass at IVC is
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a composition of the fresh air, including air and water vapor, fuel, and residual gas.

Air water vapor is calculated again at IVC using TIV C and VIV C in the equation (36).

The mass of in-cylinder trapped dry air, mair, is estimated as below,

mair[k] =

(
ntot[k]− mH2O[k]

MH2O

− mrestot [k]

Mres

− mfuel[k]

Mfuel

)
·Mair (2.41)

2.3.3 Nonlinear Control-Oriented MIMO In-Cylinder Air

Charge, Residual Gas and Temperature Model

A combination of the equations in Residual Gas and Air Charge sub-models creates

a control-oriented nonlinear discrete MIMO state-space model,

x[k + 1] = f (x[k], u[k], d[k])

y[k] = h (x[k], u[k], d[k]) (2.42)
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where, x[k] is model state, u[k] is intermediate control input, d[k] is disturbance input,

and y[k] is the output vectors.

x[k] =

TEXH [k]

mair[k]

 , u[k] =



N [k]

pcyl[k]

θintadv [k]

θexhret [k]

pexh[k]

MAP [k]

Trun[k]

Tcoolant[k]

λdes[k]

Tfuel[k]

pfuel[k]



, d[k] =

RH[k]

Tamb[k]

 , y[k] =



TIV C [k]

mair[k]

mres[k]

TEXH [k]



(2.43)

where, Θintadv , Θexhret are the intake and exhaust valves timing, respectively, and are

used with cylinder pressure trace to produce cylinder pressure and volume in different

events during an entire cycle. The ambient air relative humidity and temperature

are considered as disturbances in the d vector. The state-space realization includes

two states, TEXH and mair, which are presented as nonlinear functions of states

and inputs. The inputs included in uk are, in fact, intermediate control variables.

Intermediate control variables can be described as functions of independent control
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inputs, including throttle position, valve timing, injected fuel amount, and timing.

The outputs of the model all can be demonstrated as nonlinear functions of the states

and inputs as well,

TEXH [k + 1] = f1 (TEXH [k],mair[k], u[k], d[k])

mair[k + 1] = f2 (TEXH [k],mair[k], u[k], d[k])

TIV C [k] = f3 (TEXH [k],mair[k], u[k], d[k])

mres[k] = f4 (TEXH [k], u[k], d[k]) (2.44)

2.4 Model Calibration and Validation

The model described in section 4 includes two key calibration parameters, hEXHA

and hINTA, the convective heat transfer coefficients during exhaust and intake strokes

multiplied by the effective surface area. The calibration parameters were implemented

in the form of look-up tables. The selection of appropriate inputs and breakpoints

of the inputs for the look-up tables were made using experimental data for a wide

range of the engine normal part-load operating conditions. The two-level full-factorial

Design of Experiments (DOE) method was used to determine the test plan for the
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experimental data. DOE techniques help determine concurrently the individual and

interactive effects of all factors that can influence the outputs of the developed model.

Using DOE, a complete insight of interaction between design elements is achieved,

facilitating a robust design. Using the DOE method, sensitive areas in the model

that could cause problems are recognized and resolved.

The factors affecting the designed model outputs are engine speed and load (IMEP),

intake and exhaust valve timing, combustion phasing (CA50), and Lambda. Table

2.3 represents the two-level DOE test plan, including low and high levels of all defined

factors covering the experimental engine part-load operating conditions. The DOE

test plan comprises 64 tests in total. During the DOE tests, every factor was tested

on the experimental engine at its low and high levels while all other factors were fixed.

Between every two DOE tests, the engine was run until the inlet air and exhaust gas

temperatures were stabilized at the new test point.

A set of data was recorded for every test point as soon as all engine parameters,

especially inlet air temperature, were steady. The DOE test points, including simul-

taneous intake valve advance and exhaust valve retard, -30 and 30 CAD respectively,

Table 2.3
DOE test plan for the designed model calibration

Factors
Engine
Speed
(RPM)

IMEP
(kPa)

Intake
Advance
(◦CA)

Exhaust
Retard
(◦CA)

CA50
(◦CA)

Lambda

Levels Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High
Value 1500 3500 250 750 -30 0 0 30 8 18 0.9 1

Points 2 2 2 2 2 2
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caused very high overlap, 60 CAD. Very high overlap led to unstable engine operation

and high COV of IMEP. Therefore, the DOE test points comprising very high overlap

were replaced with -20 and 10 CAD intake advance and exhaust retard, respectively.

As a result, all DOE test points included a similar overlap duration equal to 27 CAD

considering -3 CAD of overlap with cams at pinned positions in which the engine was

operating stably.

Crank angle-resolved experimental data including engine position, speed, MAP, cylin-

der and exhaust pressures, and cycle-averaged data comprising valve timing, inlet air

and exhaust gas temperatures, Lambda, ambient temperature, and humidity, as well

as air and fuel mass meters data, were recorded for each test. This data was used to

define the values of the calibration parameters for each engine DOE test point.

Direct measurement of residual fraction in the cylinder for calibration and valida-

tion of the designed model is possible [27]. However, residual fraction measurement

is complex and has several limitations and associated uncertainties and errors. For

instance, charge non-uniformity and cycle-to-cycle fluctuations result in variation of

the measured hydrocarbon concentration and subsequent error on residual fraction

measurement [41]. A well-accepted approach to residual fraction determination is the

GT-Power TPA method [42]. The GT-Power TPA method analyzes the steady-state

experimental data to determine the quantities such as residual gas fraction and cylin-

der temperature, which are difficult to measure directly. As a result, the calibration
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of the designed model comprises two major steps. The first step is determining the

residual fraction and cylinder temperature validation values using the GT-Power TPA

model. The second step is to calibrate the designed model using the air and fuel mass

meter data and GT-Power TPA model validation values, including the trapped air

and residual masses and in-cylinder gas temperature at IVC and the end of blowdown.

2.4.1 GT-Power TPA-based Validation

The GT-Power TPA mode offers a simulation-based method to analyze steady-state

experimental data to determine the quantities such as residual gas fraction and cylin-

der temperature, which are arduous to be measured directly. For this purpose, a

single-cylinder GT-Power model of the experimental engine was built. The model

was parameterized using the experimental engine geometry specification, including

the combustion chamber and components at the cylinder inlet and outlet. In addi-

tion, the experimental engine valve profiles shown in Figure 2.6 and Coefficient of

Discharge (CD) characteristic curves represented in Figure 2.7 (a) and (b) were set

in the model. Furthermore, the injectors and fuel specifications were also adjusted in

the GT-Power model based on experimental engine data.

For each steady-state DOE test point, the GT-Power model was fed by the 300 cycle-

averaged intake manifold, in-cylinder, and exhaust pressure traces, as well as engine
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Figure 2.6: The experimental engine valves profile

speed, intake and exhaust valves timings, Lambda, inlet air, exhaust and ambient

temperatures, and relative humidity. Then, the Overall Convection Multiplier of

the engine cylinder heat transfer was fine-tuned such that the GT-Power simulated

cylinder pressure trace coincided with the experimental data throughout the cycle at

the different strokes and peak pressure with less than 1% error. Figure 2.8 shows how

measured experimental and GT-Power simulated cylinder pressure traces match one

another for one of the DOE test points.

The simulated values of IMEP and trapped air mass at IVC matched with the ex-

perimental data from CAS and mass flow meter with a relative error less than 2%.

The identical procedure was accomplished for all DOE test points using the GT-

power model to derive residual fraction, cylinder mixture temperature at IVC, and
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Figure 2.7: Experimental engine valves Coefficient of Discharge character-
istic curves
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Figure 2.8: Experimental and GT-Power simulated cylinder pressure traces
for the DOE test point (N=1500RPM, IMEP=250kPa, Intake Advance=0
◦CA, Exhaust Retard=30 ◦CA, CA50=8 CA aTDC and Lambda=1)

average exhaust gas temperature during the exhaust stroke. Figure 2.9 depicts the

simulated in-cylinder temperature profile, including in-cylinder gas temperature at

different events, as well as trapped air mass and residual fraction from the GT-Power

model for one of the DOE test points.

The estimated parameters from the GT-power model and the related DOE factors

were analyzed using Minitab to define the most prevailing factors. As a result, the

lowest possible calibration efforts with acceptable precision for the developed model

were identified. The Pareto charts that assist in visualizing all factors’ main and

interaction effects to the estimated parameters are shown in Figures 2.10, 2.11, and

2.12 for significance level, α, of 0.05. The red vertical dash lines are the reference
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Figure 2.9: GT-Power simulated results including in-cylinder gas temper-
ature, trapped air, fuel and residual gas masses at IVC for the similar DOE
test point in Fig. 9

lines for statistical significance depends on the significance level. Bars that cross the

reference line are statistically significant. For instance, in figure 2.10 for trapped

air mass, the bars representing factors B, A, and AB cross the reference line at 4.5.

These factors are statistically significant at the 0.05 level with the model terms. To

summarize, Pareto charts show the IMEP and engine speed are dominant factors for

trapped air mass at IVC, and IMEP, valves timing, and engine speed have the most

contribution to the residual fraction and temperature at IVC. Therefore, the IMEP,

engine speed, and valves timing were selected as inputs for the calibration look-up

tables of the designed model, including two low and high levels for each, resulting in

16 calibration points in total.
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Figure 2.10: Pareto charts of the model outputs for air mass

2.4.2 MIMO Model Calibration

The developed model was parameterized with the engine specifications, including

valve profile and Coefficient of Discharge used for the GT-Power model, and was

fed with similar inputs. Then, the simulated results from the GT-Power model for

residual fraction, in-cylinder mixture temperature at IVC, and the average exhaust

gas temperature during the exhaust stroke, as shown in figure 2.9, were used for

calibration and validation of the developed model.
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Figure 2.11: Pareto charts of the model outputs for residual fraction

As discussed above, the designed model includes two calibration parameters, con-

vective heat transfer coefficients of heat transfer multiplied by effective area, hINTA

and hEXHA, in the exhaust and intake strokes. The calibration parameter, hEXHA,

primarily affects the mass of the trapped residual gas at IVO, and average cylinder

exhaust gas temperature, whereas hINTA has the prevailing effect on the trapped air

mass and cylinder mixture temperature at IVC. However, hINTA and hEXHA have

an interactive effect on intermediate variables and outputs of the model. Therefore, a

step-by-step calibration procedure was derived for calibration of the model as follows,

1. It is assumed the heat transfer during the exhaust stroke is negligible, and in-

cylinder gas temperature is constant from the end of blowdown to IVO or EVC
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Figure 2.12: Pareto charts of the model outputs for temperature at IVC

(hEXHA = 0).

2. hintA is calibrated to have the model estimated air mass equal to the steady-

state experimental data from the air mass meter.

3. hexhA is calibrated to increase the heat transfer during the exhaust stroke. As a

result, the exhaust gas temperature decreases, and the mass of trapped residual

gas increases. hexhA is calibrated to have the estimated residual fraction and

exhaust gas temperature from the developed model equal to the simulated values

from the GT-Power model with a defined acceptance margin.

4. hintA is fine-tuned concurrently with hexhA change to preserve the estimated
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air mass equal to the experimental data.

Figure 2.13 represents the step-by-step calibration procedure flowchart. This calibra-

tion procedure was used to define the calibration parameters, hINTA and hEXHA, for

the 16 points from the DOE.

Q_exh=0
TIVO/EVC=TEXH

mair-estim=m air-exp

hint Caibration
Model Run

No

hexh calibration

Yes

mres-estim=m res-GT

TIVC-estim=TIVC-GT

TEXH-estim=TEXH-GT

No

Yes

Model 
calibrated

Inputs (Pressures & 
Temperatures)

Figure 2.13: Developed model calibration procedure
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2.4.3 MIMO Model Steady-State Validation

Having hINTA and hEXHA calibration parameters for different engine speeds and

loads and valve timings, the heat transfers during intake and exhaust strokes were

calculated, and their trends were examined and compared to expectations. Figures

2.14 and 2.15 represent the heat transfers during intake and exhaust strokes in differ-

ent engine speeds and IMEPs, respectively, as well as various valve timings. Figure

2.14 shows the heat transfers during the intake, and exhaust strokes decrease while

the engine speed increases at the same load, as their duration reduces. In addition,

engine volumetric efficiency decreases and results in in-cylinder total trapped mass

and enthalpy decrease. Here, the experimental data from the air mass meter also

demonstrates total engine air consumption decrease when engine speed increases,

verifying the volumetric efficiency reduction. Figure 2.15 highlights the increase in

heat transfer for both intake and exhaust strokes resulting from in-cylinder trapped

mass and enthalpy increase while engine load increases at constant engine speed.

On the other hand, valve overlap via exhaust valve retard leads to increased heat

transfer for the intake and exhaust strokes. An increase in intake stroke heat trans-

fer growth ensues from increasing residual fraction and in-cylinder trapped mixture

temperature. In addition, the EVO retard leads to more expansion, a shorter blow-

down phase, and less exhaust gas scavenging out of the cylinder. As a result, the
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Figure 2.14: Heat transfers during intake and exhaust strokes at constant
engine load

Figure 2.15: Heat transfers during intake and exhaust strokes at constant
engine speed
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enthalpy of the in-cylinder exhaust gas flow and heat transfer during exhaust stroke

increases. Additionally, as the in-cylinder gas temperature at each event, shown in

Figure 2.5 P-V diagram, depends on the temperature from prior events, increasing or

decreasing the trapped mixture temperature, TIV C , causes respectively, the decrease

or increase of the subsequent in-cylinder exhaust gas temperature, TEXH , and heat

transfer during exhaust stroke as well.

Contrary to the exhaust valve retard, increased valve overlap via intake valve advance

causes the intake and exhaust stroke heat transfer to decrease. Intake valve advance

leads to opening the valves before TDC-Intake during the exhaust stroke while the

piston is going up and intake manifold pressure is considerably lower than in-cylinder

pressure. As a result, a higher amount of exhaust gases flow back into the intake

manifold runner compared to the exhaust retard condition. Consequently, the residual

gas is cooled down inside the intake manifold runner before it is sucked back into the

cylinder during the intake stroke, resulting in the in-cylinder mixture temperature

and heat transfer decrease during the intake stroke.

The trapped air mass estimated by the GT-Power model and designed model, as

well as the experimental data from the LFE air mass meter, are presented in Figure

2.16. The calibrated GT-Power model and MIMO model estimate trapped air mass

with less than 1.8% relative error compared to the measured LFE air mass meter

experimental data. Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show the estimated residual fraction and
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of GT-Power TPA and developed model results
for in-cylinder trapped air mass

in-cylinder mixture temperature at IVC from the calibrated GT-Power and designed

models. The MIMO model estimates the residual fraction and TIV C within 2.1% and

1.8% in comparison to the GT-Power model results, respectively. The average of the

relative error for 16 DOE test points for air mass, residual fraction, and TIV C is 1.5%.

Estimated residual fraction and in-cylinder mixture temperature at IVC from the

calibrated and validated designed model based on the GT-Power model simulated

results and LFE air mass meter experimental data are represented for 16 DOE test

points in Figures 2.19 and 2.20. The residual fraction depends significantly on engine

load (IMEP), valve overlap, and engine speed, as is expected. Reduction of IMEP and

engine speed and increasing valve overlap cause residual fraction to rise as expected.

Figure 2.20 shows the in-cylinder mixture temperature decreases when the engine
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of GT-Power TPA and developed model results
for Residual fraction

Figure 2.18: Comparison of GT-Power TPA and developed model results
for in-cylinder gas temperature at IVC
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load increases caused by a significant increase in the mass of trapped fresh air charge

in the cylinder relative to residual gas. In addition, when engine speed increases, the

duration of the intake stroke decreases, and heat transfer from the in-cylinder mixture

to the cylinder wall reduces. Consequently, the in-cylinder mixture temperature at

IVC increases while engine speed rises. Also, higher valve overlap at the same engine

speed and load results in a higher residual fraction and higher in-cylinder mixture

temperature. In Figure 2.20, intake valve advance leads to earlier intake valve open

and lower cylinder pressure, resulting in a lower in-cylinder mixture temperature at

IVC.

Figure 2.19: Designed model results for Residual fraction
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Calibration parameters, hintA and hexhA, for 16 selected DOE test points, includ-

ing low and high engine speed, IMEP, and valve timing, were inserted in two 4-

dimensional look-up tables using linear interpolation. The look-up tables were uti-

lized to generate the parameters while the MIMO model was run in a transient cycle

to validate the model’s dynamic behavior.

2.4.4 MIMO Model Dynamic Behavior Validation

The in-cylinder air charge, residual gas, and temperature model were run and val-

idated first offline as a Matlab code using transient experimental data. Then, the

model was implemented on the CPDC rapid-prototyping ECU in Simulink/Stateflow

and was run and validated in real-time in parallel to the engine production ECU via

Figure 2.20: Designed model results for in-cylinder mixture temperature
at IVC
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CAN communication as shown in Figure 3 on the engine dynamometer.

2.4.4.1 Offline Dynamic Validation

The in-cylinder air charge, residual gas, and temperature model calibrated using GT-

Power TPA results was implemented as a Matlab code and validated first in offline

conditions. The model Matlab code is included in Appendix A. Then, a randomly

generated transient vehicle driving cycle was applied as a reference to analyze and

verify the MIMO model dynamic behavior. The driving cycle captured various tip-

in/tip-out events over varied speed/load conditions. The dynamometer controller was

programmed with the relevant speed/torque profile to simulate the transient driving

cycle. The dynamometer reproduced the transient behavior of the engine from the

test vehicle by adjusting the dyno speed, torque, and pedal position. Bosch PCM

controlled the engine, and all data from production sensors and test bench instru-

mentation sensors were recorded throughout 1250 cycles of the dynamic cycle. The

acceleration and deceleration rate of speed and torque applied by the dynamometer

for the simulated driving cycle are shown in Table 2.4[43]. The scatter plot in Figure

2.21 depicts the engine operating conditions covered during the 1250 cycle test. Red

dots represent the engine speed/load operating points used for offline validation of

the model[44]. The blue dots show the 16 calibration points selected based on DOE

analysis[45].
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Figure 2.21: Engine operating condition scattering during transient cycle

Air and fuel mass meters are located at a distance from the engine and are not

appropriate to be used as references for validation of the model estimated trapped

air during transitions. Thus, the air mass in the exhaust gas is calculated using

the experimental data measured by the exhaust gas oxygen (UEGO) sensor. Then,

the gas transport delay from the engine cylinder to the UEGO sensor is estimated.

For this purpose, the measured injection pulse width and fuel rail pressure with the

injector fuel delivery calibrations were used to calculate the flow rate of the injected

Maximum speed Maximum load
acceleration
(rpm/sec)

deceleration
(rpm/sec)

acceleration
(bar/sec)

deceleration
(bar/sec)

1370 -1150 33 -63

Table 2.4
Transient test acceleration and deceleration specification
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fuel mass, ṁfinj . The test engine injector’s fuel delivery characteristic curves in mg

per injection based on injection pulse width in msec and fuel rail pressure in psi have

been shown in Figure 2.22.

As the representative of the gas transport transient behavior, fuel transport dynamics

from when it is injected directly into the cylinder to when an experimental lambda

sensor measures its effect is modeled for a wide range of engine speed and load as

following,

ṁfUEGO(s)

ṁfinj(s)
=

1

1 + τUEGOs
· e−s∆T (2.45)

Where, ṁfUEGO is the flow rate of the fuel mass measured by the UEGO sensor,

Figure 2.22: Injector fuel delivery characteristic curves
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UEGO is the time constant of the sensor from its specification sheet and ∆T is the

period between the moment of fuel injection into the cylinder and the moment of AFR

measurement by the UEGO sensor. ∆T was measured in different engine speeds and

loads by commanding lambda value to be changed from stoichiometric condition to

both rich and lean conditions[46]. The transport-delay compensated lambda value

resulting from the fuel transport dynamics model is used to produce the experimental

reference dynamic air charge as followed

mairref = λUEGO · AFstoich ·mfUEGO (2.46)

Figure 2.23 depicts the inputs and outputs of the designed discrete cycle-based in-

cylinder air charge, residual gas, and temperature model during the dynamic cycle.

The spark timing, controlled by the production PCM to the optimum value through-

out the transient cycle, is also shown in figure 2.23. After any acceleration or decelera-

tion, the model output for air charge settled in a new steady-state level with less than

2% error. However, a 2% steady-state error results from the 16 point calibration for

the entire range of the engine part-load operating condition[45]. Other vital outputs

comprising the mass of trapped and overlap backflow residual gas and in-cylinder gas

temperatures at IVC and after blowdown are also depicted in Figure 2.23. Dynamic

behavior of the in-cylinder trapped mixture temperature at IVC during transitions is

interesting as it is an essential input for combustion phasing estimation[43]. Similarly,

in-cylinder exhaust gas temperature at the end of the blowdown should have proper
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dynamic behavior as it is propagated to the engine-out exhaust gas temperature es-

timation that is used in the catalyst warm-up model[45].

Figure 2.23: The offline MIMO model validated outputs in a transient
driving cycle
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To scrutinize the MIMO model dynamic behavior during transitions, one of the tip-

in and tip-out transitions shown in Figure 2.24 is zoomed in and analyzed in detail.

Figure 2.24 shows a tip-in between cycles 70 and 90 in which about 900 and 80 kPa

increase in the IMEP and MAP occurs, respectively. In addition, the exhaust valve

timing experiences 27 CAD retard from the parking position and settles back to the

parking position again at the end of the transition. The intake valve remains in the

parking position until cycle 86 and then advances for 12 CAD. As it is seen in Figure

2.24, the model estimated trapped air charge at IVC increases from 100 mg to 530 mg

following the experimental reference dynamic air charge cycle-by-cycle without delay.

Furthermore, the estimated trapped air pursues the dynamic of the model’s inputs

during acceleration and does not show any extra overshoot. The residual fraction

also decreases by about 12% due to the trapped air charge increase, while the valve

overlap is approximately the same at the beginning and end of the transition.

Figure 2.25 shows a tip-out between cycles 680 and 700 in which about 800 and 60

kPa decrease in the IMEP and MAP occurs, respectively. In addition, the intake

valve timing changes from 20 CAD advance to the parking position while the exhaust

valve remains entirely at the parking position. As it is seen in Figure 2.25, the

model estimated trapped air charge at IVC decreases from 405 mg to 95 mg following

the experimental reference dynamic air charge cycle-by-cycle without delay. The

estimated trapped air follows the dynamic of the model’s inputs during deceleration

and does not show any extra overshoot. The residual fraction also increases by about
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Figure 2.24: The offline MIMO model validated outputs during a tip-in
transition

10% due to a 310 mg trapped air charge decrease while the valve overlap decreases

for about 20 CAD.
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Figure 2.25: The offline MIMO model validated outputs during a tip-out
transition

2.4.4.2 Real-Time Implementation and Validation

The model was implemented on the CPDC rapid-prototyping ECU in Simulink/S-

tateflow and was run and validated in real-time in parallel to the engine produc-

tion ECU via CAN communication as previously shown in Figure 2.3 on the engine
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dynamometer. The Simulink/Stateflow model is included in Appendix B. The cal-

ibration parameters comprising convective heat transfer coefficients of heat transfer

during intake and exhaust strokes were added to the real-time model as two look-up

tables. The look-up tables included real-time cycle-based engine speed, IMEP, and

intake and exhaust valves timing as inputs.

The dynamic behavior of the implemented real-time model on CPDC was assessed

and validated in a 1350 cycles transient cycle on the engine dynamometer. Bosch

PCM controlled the engine with CPDC being operated in parallel. Figure 2.26 shows

inputs and outputs of the real-time model on CPDC recorded by ATI-Vision software

during the cycle. The dynamics of the inputs, including valve timing, Lambda, and

in-cylinder pressure in different events, are seen in Figure 2.26. Figure 2.26 also

depicts that in the steady-state regions, the real-time estimated air mass follows

the experimental LFE air mass meter data with less than 2% error. Figure 2.27

shows the real-time model estimated air charge against the LFE air mass meter

data per cycle and cylinder. The average error is 1.45 mg throughout the transient

cycle steady-state regions, and the standard deviation of error is 4.2 mg. The real-

time dynamic behavior of the estimated trapped residual gas, the mass of exhaust

gas flowing back into the cylinder during valve overlap, residual fraction, and in-

cylinder gas temperature at IVC and after blowdown are also depicted in Figure

2.26. Similarly, the estimated residual gas and in-cylinder temperature parameters’

dynamics do not include overshoot.
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Figure 2.26: The experimental validation of real-time model in a transient
driving cycle

To analyze the real-time model dynamic behavior during transitions, one of the tip-

in and tip-out transitions shown in Figure 2.26 is zoomed in and assessed in detail.

Figure 2.28 shows a tip-in between cycles 520 and 540, including the IMEP and
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Figure 2.27: The real-time model estimated air charge against the LFE
air mass meter data per cycle and cylinder

MAP dynamics while engine load increases. The exhaust valve timing is changed

from 28 to 11 CAD retarded while the intake valve remains in the parking position.

The dynamics of the in-cylinder pressure at IVC and EVO are also seen in Figure

2.28. The model estimated trapped air charge at IVC follows the input dynamics,

especially the in-cylinder pressure dynamics, cycle-by-cycle during the acceleration.

The residual fraction also decreases by about 9% due to a 17 CAD decrease of valve

overlap while the trapped air charge increases about 80mg.

Figure 2.29 shows a tip-out between cycle 710 and 730 in which about 255 and 21

kPa decrease in the IMEP and MAP occurs, respectively. The exhaust valve timing

is retarded 16 CAD while the intake valve remains in the parking position. The

model estimated trapped air charge at IVC follows the input dynamics, especially the
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in-cylinder pressure dynamics, cycle-by-cycle during the deceleration. The residual

fraction also increases by about 7% due to a 15 CAD increase of valve overlap while

the trapped air charge decreases about 80 mg.

2.4.5 MIMO Model Sensitivity Analysis

The designed model included several assumptions. The sensitivity of the model out-

puts to the considered assumptions is analyzed for the range of engine part load

conditions in this section.

Gas Composition Change from IVC to EVO

The ideal gas and mass conservation laws were used in the developed model for

calculation of the TEV O from TIV C , assuming gas composition does not change from

IVC to EVO for simplification. In reality, the gas composition is changed from a

mixture including unburned air and fuel and burned residual gas at IVC to mostly

burned gas at IVO in the engine’s normal operating condition. Uncertainty analysis

shows that this assumption causes less than 0.5% relative error in the trapped air

charge and residual gas estimation.

Constant End of Blowdown Position
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Figure 2.28: Zoomed-in view of Figure 2.26. The real-time model validated
outputs during a tip-in transition
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Figure 2.29: Zoomed-in view of Figure 2.26. The real-time model validated
outputs during a tip-out transition
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The designed model used 260 CAD as a constant engine position for the end of

blowdown. In reality, the end of blowdown changes with engine speed and load and

cam phasing. Uncertainty analysis shows that 20 oCA change of the end of blowdown

position from 250 to 270 oCA results less than 0.15% change in the trapped air

charge and residual gas estimation. The position of the end of blowdown impacted

the calculation of TIV O or TEV C using the energy balance equation used from the end

of blowdown to IVO or EVC. Therefore, the uncertainty resulted from the variation of

the end of blowdown position is compensated by the calibration parameter, hEXHA.

Constant Specific Heat Ratios

The developed model used a constant specific heat ratio of the exhaust gas at IVO and

EVO. However, the specific heat ratio of the exhaust gas changes with equivalence

ratio and temperature variation[11]. For our case, equivalence ratio, and TEV O and

TIV O change for the DOE tests were over the range of 0.9 to 1, 940 to 1380 K, and

650 to 930 K, respectively. Consequently, γEV O and γIV O could have a variation from

1.25 to 1.35[11]. This 0.1 variation in the specific heat ratios causes a 0.25% relative

change in the trapped air charge and residual gas estimate.

Constant Fuel Vaporization Portion

In the model, the portion of the fuel is vaporized during the intake stroke while it is
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injected into the cylinder chamber was constantly considered equal to 90%. Uncer-

tainty analysis shows that a 5% change in the portion of vaporization of the injected

fuel results in a 1% change in the trapped air charge estimate. The vaporization

portion of the fuel impacts the charge cooling of the inducted gases. Therefore, the

uncertainty resulting from the fuel vaporization portion is lumped into the calibration

parameter, hINTA.

2.5 Summary and Conclusion

A nonlinear discrete MIMO physics-based model was developed to estimate the mass

of trapped air and residual gas and in-cylinder mixture temperature in a turbocharged

VVT-GDI engine. A precise dynamic cycle-by-cycle prediction of individual-cylinder

mass of trapped air and residual gas and in-cylinder mixture temperature at IVC are

vital to improving fuel and combustion phasing control. The developed model used

dynamic in-cylinder, intake, and exhaust pressures to estimate the required param-

eters and was validated through dynamic experiments and analysis. Compressible

ideal gas flow correlations were used to derive the model from estimating the residual

gas resulting from exhaust backflow during valve overlap.

The model was calibrated and validated using experiments developed based on a

full-factorial, two-level DOE test plan, including 64 test points. The GT-Power TPA
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method and experimental data from the LFE air mass meter were used to calibrate

and validate the designed model in steady-state conditions with a maximum 1.5% av-

erage relative error. The optimum number of calibration points was determined using

DOE analysis based on Pareto charts. As a result, 16 calibration values were defined

as adequate calibration effort for each calibration parameter to have less than 2% error

of the estimated parameters across all tested engine part-load operating conditions.

The calibration effort of the model is significantly low, 32 points, compared to the

extensive VE look-up table calibration, 512 points required in VVT-based traditional

models.

The model was implemented as a built-in code in the Delphi CPDC rapid prototype

engine controller for experimental assessment and validation in real-time conditions.

Dynamic validation of the real-time model was accomplished using a transient cycle

in real-time conditions. The estimated parameters followed the transitions cycle-by-

cycle with no lag and extra overshoot and less than 2% steady-state relative error.

Compared to the GT-Power TPA model, the developed model runs 2800 times faster

and was easily implemented on the rapid-prototype ECU.

The model has been designed modular and can be further developed for other engine

operating conditions, such as cold-start, in the future.
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Chapter 3

Elevated HEV Cranking Speed

Cold Start Emissions Analysis

The cold crank-start phase significantly contributes to the engine-out total emissions

during the US Federal Test Procedure (FTP). The first three engine cycles of the cold

crank-start for a Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) engine in Hybrid Electric Vehicle

(HEV) elevated cranking speed is investigated at 20°C. To this end, the impact of the

operating strategy on the individual-cylinder engine-out emissions is analyzed quan-

titatively. For this purpose, a new dynamic method was developed to translate the

engine-out emissions concentration measured at the exhaust manifold outlet to mass

per cycle per cylinder. The HEV elevated cranking speed provides valve timing con-

trol, throttling, and increased fuel injection pressure from the first firings. This study
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concentrates on analyzing the cranking speed, spark timing, valve timing, and fuel in-

jection strategy and parameters effect on engine-out emissions. Design of Experiment

(DOE) method is used to create a two-step multi-level fractional-factorial test plan

with a minimum number of test points to evaluate the significant parameters affecting

engine-out emissions during cold crank-start. Out of the first step DOE analysis, the

optimal cranking speed, spark timing, and valve timing, which results in the lowest

unburnt HydroCarbon (HC) and NOx emissions, are distinguished. Then, fixing the

first step parameters at their optimal values, the second step is accomplished with

the fuel injection parameters sweep. The split injection parameters, including the

Start of the first Injection (SOI), End of the second injection (EOI), and split ratio,

in addition to the first cycle additive fuel factor, are investigated. Results show that

the high cranking speed with stabilized low MAP, highly-retarded spark timing, high

valve overlap, late intake first injection, 30 CAD bTDC firing EOI, and low first cycle

fuel factor reduces the HC emissions 94%.

3.1 Introduction

Several studies have already examined GDI engine operation strategy and emissions

analysis during the cold crank-start phase. Table 3.1 describes the summary of the

GDI engine emissions analysis from the literature and this work. In one study, Ro-

driguez et al. investigated the effect of the operation strategy on first cycle CO, HC,
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and PM/PN emissions in a GDI engine through analyzing a single combustion event-

out emissions in different Start of Injection (SOI), Fuel Enrichment Factor (FEF),

spark timing, and fuel pressure [5]. In another study, the same authors evaluated the

effects of the injected fuel mass, SOI, and spark timing on the initial three engine

cycles-out emissions [47]. In these two studies, the valve timing was in a conventional

parking position. I another work, Rodriguez et al. researched the effect of valve

timing with large negative valve overlap on initial three engine cycles-out emissions

at constant engine load, combustion lambda, spark timing, and injection timing in

another study [48]. All three above studies were carried out for the conventional

cranking speed of 280 rpm. Next, Rodriguez et al. accomplished a carbon accounting

analysis in different FEF, single injection timing, spark timing, MAP, fuel pressure,

and engine cranking speed to assess the amounts of fuel contribute to combustion,

being evacuated as unburnt HC emissions, remaining in the combustion chamber as

residual fuel, and lost as blow-by or being absorbed in the lubrication oil [49]. All the

above studies were done with the engine operating in single cylinder mode, resulting

in an intrinsic deviation from 4-cyl engine real dynamic behavior during cold crank-

start even if the engine is externally assisted in simulating the 4-cyl engine speed

transient. In addition, Rodriguez et al. have not analyzed the effect of the split injec-

tion strategy on cold crank-start emissions. More important, to convert the measured

concentrations from emission analyzers to the mass, they have used the theoretical

isentropic expansion of an ideal gas for the exhaust process, which imposes another
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Scholars J.Rodriguez J.Rodriguez Jinghu Hu Zheng Xu V. Kale This Work

Mode
Crank
First cycle

Crank
First cycle

Crank
5 cycles

Crank
Fast Idle

Crank
3 cycles

Crank
3 cycles

Cranking
Speed (RPM)

Low/280 280/700/1200 Low/280 200/500/1200 Low/180 600/1100/1600

Fuel
Pressure (bar)

Low/50 Low/50 50 to 125 100 4 to 30 100

Fuel Injection
Strategy

Single Injection Single Injection Split Injection Split Injection
Single
Injection

Split Injection
Intake/Compression

Analyzed
Parameters

1. Fuel Pressure
2. Spark Timing
3. Valve Timing
4. FEF
5. SOI

1. Cranking Speed
2. Fuel Pressure
3. Spark Timing
4. FEF
5. SOI
6. MAP

N/A N/A
1.AFR
2.SOI

1. Cranking Speed
2. Spark Timing
3. Valve Timing
4. Fuel Factor
5. SOI
6. EOI

Emission
Estimation

1.Quasi-steady
2. Single cylinder
3. Mass flow

1.Quasi-steady
2. Single cylinder
3. Mass flow

1.Quasi-steady
2. Mass flow

1.Quasi-steady
2. Mass

N/A
1. Dynamic
2. Individual-cylinder
3. Mass

Estimated
Parameters

N/A N/A N/A
Fuel
evaporation

N/A

1. Trapped air mass
2. Residual Fraction
3. In-cylinder temp.
4. Combustion lambda
5. Residual fuel
6. Fuel evaporation
7. Blowby rate
8. Exhaust gas dynamic
9. Post-oxidized HC

Emission
Measurement

1. HFR400 FFID
2. Fast NDIR500
3. Cylinder runner

1. HFR400 FFID
2. Fast NDIR500
3. Cylinder runner

1. Horiba
(accumulated)
2. Engine out

1. FFID
2. Accumulated

N/A
1. HFR500 FFID
2. Fast NDIR500
3. Engine out

Combustion
Classification

Negative IMEP
Misfire

N/A N/A N/A N/A
Pressure ratio vs IMEP
Normal late-burn
Misfire/Partial burn

Table 3.1
Summary of GDI engine cold crank-start emissions analysis compared to

the study in this work

error in estimation.

Fan et al. studied the effect of split injection on the combustion characteristics of the

first crank-cycle in constant conventional cranking speed, spark timing, fuel pressure,

and valve timing in parking position [50], and analyzed HC emissions concentration

for the entire cranking process without translating to mass [51]. Wiemer et al. inves-

tigated the effect of fuel quantity, injection timing, and spark timing in an engine with

a stratified fuel injection strategy during the conventional speed cold crank-start-up

phase and evaluated the HC emissions in concentration [52]. Xu et al. analyzed
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the effect of split injection strategy on engine cranking and run-up HC emissions

based on cumulative feed gas HC in concentration [53]. Hu et al. introduced a new

cumulative-based technique for cycle-resolved measuring of cold start first five cy-

cles HC and CO/CO2 emissions in the conventional cranking speed GDI engine cold

start operating conditions with constant parameters [54]. Kale et al. investigated the

conventional cranking speed SI engine startup trace on a single cylinder GDI engine

simulating the engine’s initial combustion cycles including engine speed, manifold

pressure and fuel pressure [55].

Some other studies on engine-out emissions during cold crank-start were conducted for

HEVs. Yu et al. investigated the transient characteristics of combustion and single-

cylinder-out HC emissions concentration in different cranking speed start/stop oper-

ation initial cycles in HEV equipped with a Port-Fuel-Injected (PFI) engine [56, 57].

Li et al. analyzed effects of coolant temperature, fuel temperature, cranking speed,

injection timing, and total equivalence ratio on the combustion characteristics and

emissions concentration of the GDI engine first combustion cycle under stratified

combustion conditions for HEV quick start process [58]. Pham et al. researched the

characterization of cumulative HC and NOx emissions from blended plug-in HEVs

during the high-power cold-starts in different driving cycles [59]. Kawaguchi et al.

investigated cumulative HC and NOx emissions during cold-start phase of the FTP-

75 driving cycle for a motored start concept in a PHEV with PFI engine [60]. All the
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above studies have relied either on cycle-resolved emissions concentration or cumula-

tive mass measurement.

This study aims to better understand the dynamic behavior of the engine-out emis-

sions during the cold crank-start phase of a GDI engine at HEV high cranking speeds.

To this end, the engine-out emissions are analyzed utilizing a new dynamic method

developed to translate the emissions concentration measured with fast in-situ analyz-

ers at the exit of the exhaust manifold to mass per cycle per cylinder. The impact

of the engine operating strategy, including cranking speed, spark timing, valve tim-

ing, and fuel injection parameters on the initial three engine cycles emissions, are

investigated. The specific contributions of this work are:

1. Development of a new method to quantify engine-out emissions in mass per

cycle per cylinder

2. Development of an engine-dyno test methodology to duplicate the motored HEV

elevated cranking speed cold crank-start process

3. Utilize DOE methods to create a two-step multi-level fractional-factorial test

plan with an optimal number of test points

4. Analyse of the engine operating strategy, including cranking speed, spark tim-

ing, and valve timing with respect to their impact on the engine-out emissions

5. Analysis of the split injection strategy’s parameters, including SOI, EOI, split
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ratio, and the first cycle fuel factor impact on the engine-out emissions

6. Derivation of the optimal control inputs trajectories resulting in the lowest HC

and NOx emissions during the cold start first cycles

3.2 Experimental Setup

3.2.0.1 Engine Setup

The experiments were accomplished using a Ford 2.0L Ecoboost turbocharged in-line

4-cylinder GDI engine with independent intake and exhaust cam phasing control. A

summary of the engine technical specification is presented in Table 3.2. A Bosch

production ECU read the engine sensors and commanded the actuators to control

the engine. All parameters of the Bosch production ECU were accessible through

ATI Vision® software.

Figure 3.1 represents a schematic of the test engine experimental setup.A 450 hp

Alternating Current (AC) dynamometer controlled the engine speed or load. NI-

VeriStand software was used to develop and speed/torque profile to generate and

apply appropriate stimulus commands to the dynamometer to duplicate the intended

HEV motored crank-start speed-torque profile. Kistler 6125A pressure transducers
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Compression Ratio 9.3:1
Bore 87.5 mm
Stroke 83.1 mm
Connecting Rod Length 155.9 mm
Wrist-Pin Offset 0.6 mm
Base Intake Valve Open (IVO) 11° ATDC
Base Intake Valve Close (IVC) 247° ATDC
Base Exhaust Valve Open (EVO) -216° ATDC
Base Exhaust Valve Close (EVC) 8° ATDC
Firing Order 1-3-4-2

Table 3.2
Engine technical specification

were used to measure the cylinder pressures with an accuracy of 2%. An OMEGA

pressure sensor was used to measure the dynamic pressure in the intake manifold

with an accuracy of 0.25%. A fast response piezoresistive Kulite pressure sensor was

used to measure the dynamic pressure in the exhaust manifold with a measurement

bandwidth of 150 kHz and an accuracy of 1.5%. An AD Combustion Analysis System

(CAS) with 32-channels was used for crank angle-resolved data acquisition. Cylinder,

intake and exhaust pressure data were recorded by CAS with a sampling resolution

of 0.5 CAD. High-resolution measured cylinder, intake and exhaust pressure data

captured gas exchange dynamics during the valve overlap and exhaust gas transients

in the exhaust manifold during the exhaust stroke. The cylinder pressure data was

pegged based on Dual-Pegging method using both MAP and exhaust pressure data.

K-type thermocouples were used to measure inlet air and exhaust gas temperatures

in the intake port and exhaust gas path.

The air and fuel mass flows were measured by a laminar flow-meter and a Coriolis
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the engine experimental setup

flow-meter, respectively. The fuel used for the experiments is E10 gasoline with an

AKI of 87. An 80I-110S Fluke AC/DC Clamp-On Current Probe was used to measure

the injection pulse of the fuel injection in all cylinders. CAS with 0.5 CAD resolution

recorded the injection pulse and fuel rail pressure traces. The injection pulse trace

was used to extract the injection pulse width to confirm the ECU commanded values.

A wideband UEGO sensor was also used along with the production sensor with an

accuracy of 1% around lambda 1. The output of the wideband UEGO sensor was

monitored using an ETAS lambda-meter and recorded by CAS.

The fast response analyzers from Cambustion were used to measure the exhaust
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composition. The HFR500 Fast Flame Ionization Detector (FFID) unit measured the

HC concentration with a response time t10-90 of 1ms. The NDIR500 fast analyzer

measured CO and CO2 concentrations, with a response time t10-90 of 8ms. Figure

3.2 and 3.3 represents the assembly of the emission analyzers’ probes on the engine

and the sampling location of the emissions at the exhaust manifold outlet. CAS with

0.5 CAD resolution recorded the emissions traces. In this study, the measured HC

and CO/CO2, and GT-Power simulated NOx concentration were used for for analysis.

However, the dynamic event-by-event exhaust gas mass flowing out of the exhaust

manifold estimated by the developed method can be used to translate the measured

NOx emission concentration to mass in future work.

Figure 3.2: HC and CO/CO2 emission analyzers assembly on the engine
exhaust manifold outlet
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Figure 3.3: HC and CO/CO2 emission analyzers probes’ tips position

3.2.0.2 Experiment Description

As seen in the experimental setup shown in Figure 3.1, the experiments for this study

were carried out in multi-cylinder mode at the engine real operating conditions in

the motored HEV elevated cranking speed cold crank-start phase. As a result, the

real speed/torque transient of a 4-cylinder engine is analyzed during the crank-start

conditions. To duplicate the HEV motored crank-start process at different cranking

speeds, the dynamometer was programmed to generate the appropriate speed/torque

profile. Figure 3.4 represents the dynamometer speed/torque command for motored

HEV elevated cranking speed cold crank-start experiment with 1100 RPM cranking

speed. A short high-speed command from the dynamometer increased the engine
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speed to 1100 RPM rapidly and kept the engine motoring at 1100 RPM for 3 sec-

onds. The three-seconds motoring phase was included in the experiment to provide

adequate time to increase the oil pressure required for valve actuator activation to

adjust the valve timing to the target value from the first firing. Furthermore, the

MAP was reduced and stabilized, and fuel pressure was increased to the fuel pressure

at the engine’s targeted operating conditions, 100 bar, from the first firing. After the

first firing, the dynamometer commanded engine speed equal to 1500 RPM for the

transition period from 1100 RPM to 1500 RPM during the crank-start phase. Finally,

a small torque ramp was applied by the dynamometer reducing the effective inertia

of the driveshaft and dyno in the test cell and simulating the inertia and accessories

torque in the vehicle when the engine begins to fire.

Figure 3.5 shows how the engine speed and normalized load, spark timing, and

fuel pressure follows the reference HEV profiles using the appropriate dynamometer

speed/torque command shown in Figure 3.4. In addition, the valve timing dynamics,

including the intake advance and exhaust retard is represented in figure 3.5 (d) and

(e), showing that valve timing has reached the target value before the first firing. The

experiment was done at cranking speed equal to 1100 RPM, spark timing, -10, -5.2,

-0.4, 4.4, 9.2, 14 CA aTDC in firing order, intake advance, 20 CAD, exhaust retard,

20 CAD, fuel factor, 1.15, split ratio, 0.5, SOI and EOI, 165 and 50 CA bTDC firing,

respectively. The fuel factor is defined from the proportion of AFR from the injected

fuel mass to the fuel is required for a stoichiometric AFR based on the estimated
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Figure 3.4: Programmable dynamometer speed/torque command for mo-
tored cold crank-start with 1100 RPM cranking speed

Figure 3.5: The engine speed, normalized load, spark timing, and fuel pres-
sure profiles for the duplicated engine-dyno and reference HEV experiments
besides the valve timing dynamics at the motored high cranking speed cold
crank-start

trapped air mass. The fuel factor shows the amount of additional fuel injected in the

first cycle to the fuel required in stoichiometric conditions.

In all experiments, the test room ambient, engine coolant, and intake air temperatures

were retained at the cold-start temperature requirement of the FTP-75 driving cycle,
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20oC± 1o. For this purpose, two independent external cooling systems were used to

adjust the engine coolant and inlet air temperatures to the desired operating values.

Inlet air temperature was regulated by controlling the coolant temperature of the

turbocharger after-cooler. Seven cold-start tests were carried out per day, including

one overnight-cooled and six forced-cooled. At the end of each test day, the engine

was run in idle and part load conditions for half an hour to evaporate and exhaust the

fuel contamination of the engine lubrication oil created from the cold start tests. For

the overnight-cooled test, the engine was soaked for at least 12 hours from the engine

running for the fuel contamination removal on the previous test day. In addition, the

engine was motored for 100 cycles at 1000 RPM and Wide Open Throttle (WOT)

condition after each experiment to evacuate the residual HC from the combustion

chamber and exhaust path for the next test. After each cold-start test, the engine

was cooled-done to 18oC using the external cooling system, fuel pressure and PCM

was reset, and the engine was naturally soaked for an hour to reach the FTP-75

requirement temperature, 20oC± 1o.

Figure 3.6 represents the standard deviation of the measured average first cycle HC

emissions of a cold-start test that has been repeated on 3 different days, seven times

per day, once at the overnight-cooled conditions, and six times at the forced-cooled

conditions. For the 3 overnight-cooled tests, results showed 0.13 mg standard devia-

tion, and for the 18 forced-cooled tests, 0.11 mg standard deviation was achieved.

Therefore, applying precisely similar experiment conditions from test to test has
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Figure 3.6: The average measured first cycle HC emissions for a test re-
peated in 3 different days at overnight-cooled and forced-cooled conditions
for the test results reputability check

shown the results are quite repeatable. In addition, the results shown in Figure 3.6

represent a 25% deviation between the average measured HC emissions of 3 overnight-

cooled tests and 18 forced-cooled tests. This amount of deviation is reasonable be-

cause no matter how careful you are, the forced-cooled test conditions can never be

equal to 12-hours soaked engine test conditions. However, it was used to derive an

accurate correction factor and apply it to the forced-cooled test results.

3.3 Method Development

The cold-crank-start phase is a highly dynamic condition. Therefore, each combus-

tion event has its own unique characteristics, as shown in Figure 3.7 for a motored

elevated cranking speed experiment. The experiment was done at cranking speed

equal to 1100 RPM, spark timing, -10, -5.2, -0.4, 4.4, 9.2, 14 CA aTDC in firing

order, intake advance, 20 CAD, exhaust retard, 20 CAD, fuel factor, 1.15, split ratio,
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Figure 3.7: Motored cold-start experiment at cranking speed 1100 RPM
with zoomed-in first three cycles

0.5, SOI and EOI, 165 and 50 CA bTDC firing, respectively. The fuel factor is de-

fined from the proportion of AFR from the injected fuel mass to the fuel is required

for a stoichiometric AFR based on the estimated trapped air mass. The fuel factor

shows the amount of additional fuel injected in the first cycle to the fuel required in

stoichiometric conditions.

The cold-crank-start phase includes engine speed and MAP dynamics, especially in

the case of low cranking speed. During the first cycle, cylinder temperature is low

and includes cold air as trapped residual gas. As a result, the pistons ring-gap is high,

and there is a lack of lubrication oil, causing significant blow-by rate and charge loss,

including the lost fuel. Air residual is replaced by hot burned exhaust gas from the

second event, and cylinder wall temperature increases from the first cycle combus-

tion, resulting in high in-cylinder temperature transients. As a result, injected fuel
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evaporation behavior varies significantly from the first cycle to the next. Therefore,

a considerable portion of the injected fuel in the first cycle does not evaporate before

the spark to be able to contribute to the combustion, and either exhausted as unburnt

HC out of the cylinder or remains inside the cylinder as residual fuel; the residual

fuel contributes to the next cycle’s combustible mixture.

The engine control inputs, including throttle angle, spark timing, injected fuel

amount, and timing, all follow transient profiles. Furthermore, the first cycle fuel

efficiency factor and consequently combustion Air-to-Fuel-Ratio (AFR) is different.

Moreover, in the motored high-speed HEV crank-start, valve timing is also controlled

from the first cycle. The exhaust gas dynamics inside the exhaust manifold are also

added, considering the air inside the exhaust manifold is replaced by the burnt ex-

haust gas event-by-event during the first cycle. Finally, the exhausted unburnt HC

is post oxidized, especially for the highly-retarded spark timing late-burn combus-

tion. As a result, a dynamic method is used for the individual-cylinder translation of

the engine-out emissions concentration to mass during the cold-start first three cycles,

considering all the above-mentioned transients. Figure 3.8 represents a block diagram

of the method, including the top-level Inputs/outputs. The in-cylinder parameters

are estimated dynamically using the GT-Power Three Pressure Analysis (TPA) as

outlined below and detailed the previous studies’ developed in-cylinder air charge,

residual gas, and temperature model[43, 44, 45, 61] adapted for motored cold-start

first cycles.
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Figure 3.8: Dynamic engine-out emissions concentration translation to
mass per cycle per cylinder top-level Inputs/outputs

This section introduces a new dynamic method for the individual-cylinder translation

of the engine-out emissions during cold-start first three cycles, considering all the dy-

namics mentioned above. The method consists of GT-Power TPA model development,

the previous studies’ developed in-cylinder air charge, residual gas and temperature

model[43, 44, 45, 61] adaptation for motored cold-start first cycles, fuel vaporization

CFD analysis in different split injection strategies, and exhaust gas dynamics inside

the exhaust manifold.
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3.3.1 GT-Power TPA Simulation

Direct measurement of the in-cylinder parameters such as gas temperature, trapped

air mass, residual fraction, and combustion AFR is arduous. For instance, measure-

ment of the residual fraction is possible[27], but complex and has several limitations

and associated uncertainties and errors. For example, charge non-uniformity and

cycle-to-cycle fluctuations result in variation of the measured hydrocarbon concen-

tration and subsequent error on residual fraction measurement [41]. A well-accepted

approach to determine in-cylinder parameters is the GT-Power Three Pressure Anal-

ysis (TPA) method [42]. The GT-Power TPA method analyzes the experimental data

focusing on the cylinder, intake, and exhaust pressure traces, to determine the quan-

tities such as residual gas fraction and cylinder temperature, which are difficult to

measure directly.

Figure 3.9 shows the GT-Power TPA model adapted for the cold start first cycle.

The model consists of three distinct parts. The main part is a single-cylinder model

parameterized using the test engine specification. The second part is the split injection

model that provides split ratio, first and second injection timings—the third part

defines motoring cycles before the first firing. Figure 3.9 also represents the individual-

cylinder dynamic cylinder, intake, and exhaust pressure traces as the main inputs to

the GT-Power TPA model. The GT-Power model is fed by synchronized engine
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Figure 3.9: Adapted GT-Power TPA model for cold-start first cycle

speed, spark timing, intake and exhaust valves timings, inlet air, exhaust, ambient

temperatures, and relative humidity for each firing event. For the first cycle, intake

components and inlet air initial temperature are considered to be the same as ambient

temperature. Also, the initial exhaust gas is set to be air, and exhaust gas and

exhaust path components temperatures are adjusted to the ambient temperature. In

addition, leak path equivalent diameter and crankcase pressure and temperature are

inputs for the blow-by rate estimation. The leak path equivalent diameter calculation

method will be explained later in this paper. Crankcase pressure and temperature

are assumed to be constantly equal to 96 kPa and ambient temperature, respectively.

Another important input to the model is the fuel vaporization profile. The fuel

vaporization profile is derived using CDF analysis and explained later in this paper.
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After initializing the model for one event, e.g., first firing of a high-cranking speed

cold-start test at cylinder 1, the model is calibrated to coincide the GT-Power simu-

lated cylinder pressure trace with experimental cylinder pressure trace at peak pres-

sures and during different strokes with less than 1% error. Also, the trapped air

mass and IMEP calculated by GT-power must match the experimental air mass mea-

sured by air mass meter and IMEP calculated by CAS with less than 2% difference.

Engine speed, MAP, and engine inlet air mass flow are stabilized after three-second

motoring in motored high cranking speed cold start conditions, as is shown in Figure

3.10. Therefore, the measured engine inlet air mass flow can be appropriately used

for GT-Power TPA estimated trapped air mass validation with adequate precision.

The GT-Power model calibration procedure comprised three parameters that require

adjustment: effective compression ratio, combustion lambda, and cylinder overall

Figure 3.10: Engine Speed, MAP, and engine inlet air flow dynamics during
high cranking speed cold-start
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convective heat transfer multiplier. These three parameters are not independent and

have interactive effects on simulated cylinder pressure trace. However, each parameter

effect on the cylinder pressure trace is clearly distinguished. The effective compression

ratio has a dominant effect on pressure profile during compression and peak pressures,

including compression and firing peak pressures. The effective compression ratio

effect on compression peak pressure is clearly recognizable in late-burn cases. The

combustion lambda and overall convective heat transfer multiplier affect cylinder

pressure at the firing peak pressure and expansion stroke. However, the combustion

lambda has a prevailing effect on the firing peak pressure, and the overall convective

heat transfer multiplier impacts the cylinder pressure during expansion. The GT-

power model is calibrated and run cylinder-by-cylinder for the first three cycles. The

results, including the in-cylinder temperature, the mass of trapped air and residual gas

at IVC, and blow-by gas mass, are used for adapted air charge model calibration. The

exhaust gas temperature in the exhaust manifold is utilized to estimate the exhaust

gas dynamics inside the exhaust manifold. The equivalent combusted fuel mass is

used for individual-cylinder engine-out emissions concentration to mass translation.
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3.3.2 Cold Start Adapted In-Cylinder Air Charge, Residual

Gas, and Temperature Model

In this study, the designed in-cylinder air charge, residual gas, and temperature esti-

mation model[45] is developed to be used for motoring and cold crank-start operating

conditions. The air charge model is an event-based model in which different physics

and thermodynamics-based equations are utilized between different events to estimate

the temperature and mass of the in-cylinder trapped gas, as shown in Figure 3.11.

The model comprises two calibration parameters, convective heat transfer coefficients

of heat transfer multiplied by effective area, hINTA and hEXHA, in the exhaust and

intake strokes. The model was developed for the engine part-load operating conditions

but is modular and can be modified and extended easily for other engine operating

states. In the following, the model adaptation for motoring and cold crank-start

conditions will be explained.

3.3.2.1 Motoring

Each experiment starts with the motoring of the engine by the dynamometer for three

seconds. The engine coolant and inlet air temperature are assumed equal to ambient

temperature at the beginning of the motoring phase. Therefore, the model begins
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Figure 3.11: A P-V diagram including all physical laws and relationships
that are used for calculation of the air charge and residual gas masses during
one cycle

to estimate the in-cylinder parameters from the first motoring cycle, assuming the

initial temperature of the in-cylinder mixture at BDC compression is equal to ambient

temperature. The Polytropic, mass conservation, and isentropic expansion equations

are similarly used to estimate the in-cylinder gas temperature at IVC, EVO, and the

end of blowdown. From the end of blowdown to IVO or EVC, depending on having

positive or negative valve overlap, the cylinder content is only air, contrary to the

firing conditions where the cylinder includes exhaust gas. Therefore, convective heat

transfer from the in-cylinder gas, which is only air, to the cylinder walls is assumed
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to be negligible, and hexhA = 0. As a result, the air charge model is simplified for

motoring conditions to have just one calibration parameter, and the in-cylinder gas

temperature remains constant from the end of blowdown to IVO or EVC,

TIV O/EV C [k] = TEXH [k] (3.1)

From the IVO to EVC or EVC to IVO, the isentropic expansion equation is likewise

used. From IVO or EVC to BDC compression, there is air induction into the cylinder

without fuel injection during the intake stroke. Therefore, the first law of thermo-

dynamics is simplified by eliminating the fuel injection effects, including flow work,

change of internal energy resulting from the injected fuel mass, and internal energy

of vaporization. The model is calibrated in two levels of motoring speeds, IMEPs,

and valve timings, for motoring conditions using just the convective heat transfer

coefficient of heat transfer multiplied by effective area for intake stroke, hINTA.

3.3.2.2 Cold Crank-Start

After the last motoring cycle, the cold crank-start phase starts with the first firing

cylinder. The in-cylinder air charge, residual gas, and temperature estimation at IVC

for first firing events are launched with the air residual gas from the last motoring

cycle and estimated in-cylinder gas temperature at BDC compression. While there
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is split intake/compression injection at the cold start first cycles, the first injection

occurs during the last motoring cycle intake stroke. In the warm engine operating

conditions, it is assumed that all injected fuel into the cylinder is nearly vaporized

before BDC compression in the presence of hot residual exhaust gas. For the cold

crank-start, especially at the first cycle in which residual gas is cold fresh air from

the last motoring cycle, the small fraction of the liquid fuel injected into the cylinder

during the intake stroke succeeds to be vaporized before BDC compression. The

vaporized fuel fraction, Xfvap , is derived from the CFD analysis as a function of

cylinder temperature and pressure during the intake stroke and used for calculation

of the internal energy of vaporization of the vaporized fuel,

Ufgfuel [k] = Xfvap(PBDC , TBDC) ∗mfuel1st [k] · ufgfuel(PBDC , TBDC) (3.2)

Where mfuel1st is the injected fuel mass during the first injection at intake stroke,

and ufgfuel is the internal energy of vaporization of the fuel on a unit mass basis as

a function of cylinder pressure and temperature. In addition, as it was explained

before, a considerable amount of the injected fuel during the first cycle, which is not

contributed to the combustion in the same cycle, remains in the cylinder as residual

fuel. The major part of the residual fuel is assumed to be vaporized due to the heat

from the combustion at the same cycle. Therefore, the residual gas inside the cylinder

from the first cycle to the second cycle at IVO consists of exhaust gas and gaseous
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residual fuel. As a result, the first law of thermodynamics was used from IVO or EVC

to BDC compression, is extended for cold crank-start conditions as below,

QINT [k]−WINT [k] +MAP [k] · (VBDC [k]− VEV C [k]) + pfuel
mfuel[k]

ρfuel
−

Ufgfuel [k] = (mairint [k]Cvair +mH2Oint [k]CvH2O
) (TBDC [k]− Trun[k]) +

(1−Xfvap(PBDC , TBDC)) ∗mfuel1st [k]Cfuel (TBDC [k]− Tfuel[k]) +

Xfvap(PBDC , TBDC) ∗mfuel1st [k]Cvfuel (TBDC [k]− Tref ) +

mfuelres [k]Cvfuel
(
TBDC [k]− TIV O/EV C [k]

)
+

mrestot [k]Cvres
(
TBDC [k]− TIV O/EV C [k]

)
(3.3)

Where, mfuelres is the residual fuel remaining unburnt in the cylinder and contributes

to the next cycle combustion, Tref is the reference temperature constantly equal to

273.15 K, and Cfuel is the average specific heat of liquid fuel assume to be equal to

2140 J
kgK̇

[11]. In addition, the mass conservation from IVC to EVO must be included

the charge loss through blow-by and the second injection mass,

mtotEVO [k] = mtotIV C [k] +mfuel2nd [k]−mbb[k] (3.4)
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Where, mtotIV C and mtotEVO are the total in-cylinder trapped mass at IVC and EVO,

mfuel2nd is the mass of fuel injected at the second injection during the compression

stroke, and mbb is the mass of the in-cylinder trapped charge is lost through blow-by.

3.3.3 Charge loss

As it was mentioned in section 4.1, GT-Power TPA estimates the charge loss through

blow-by. However, the GT-Power TPA model needs the leak path equivalent diam-

eter to estimate the blow-by gas mass. The leak path equivalent diameter, CDA, is

calculated here as the average blow-by leakage path between the combustion chamber

and the engine crankcase from when cylinder pressure increases over the crankcase

pressure after IVC up to EVO. For this purpose, the compressible ideal gas flow for

sub-critical flow equations[11] are used as follows,

CDA =
ṁbb ·

√
RTcyl

pcyl ·
(
Pcrank
Pcyl

) 1
γ ·
{

2γ
γ−1

[
1−

(
Pcrank
Pcyl

) γ−1
γ

]} 1
2

(3.5)

Where, pcyl and Tcyl are cylinder pressure and temperature, pcrank is the crankcase

pressure, R is the gas constant, ṁbb is the blow-by mass flow is determined experi-

mentally during the engine motoring at test bench , and γ is assumed constant and

equal to 1.4[11]. If the blow-by flow from the combustion chamber to the crankcase
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is choked; The crankcase to cylinder pressure ratio, Pcrank
Pcyl

is less than or equal to

the critical pressure ratio, 0.528, for γ = 1.4, the leak path equivalent diameter is

calculated as following[11],

CDA =
ṁbb ·

√
RTcyl

pcyl · γ
1
2

(
2

γ+1

) γ+1
2(γ−1)

(3.6)

The calculated leak path equivalent diameter, CDA, is given as an input to the GT-

Power TPA model to estimate the mass of the individual-cylinder blow-by gas, mbb.

3.3.4 CFD Fuel Evaporation Analysis

This research utilizes a CFD model to compute the fuel evaporation rate for the GDI

engine with fuel, modeled as iso-octane. The engine geometry is developed by CATIA

software and validated based on the compression ratio. The developed model is used

to define the fluid dynamic boundaries at CONVERGE CFD software. The RNG

k- model is applied to model the mean flow characteristics for the turbulent flow

conditions. The developed CFD model uses the Reynolds-Average Navier- Stokes to

compute the fluid dynamics and the O’Rourke model to simulate turbulent dispersion.

The GDI fuel injection process is molded by developing a 6-hole injector nozzle model

spraying iso-octane at a 15-degree cone angle. Kelvin- Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor
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models are used to model injected fuel breakup and parcel formation. Generated

parcels are assumed to be evenly distributed through the injection cone. Drag force

on fuel droplets is modeled by using a spherical drop drag approach. Finally, the

fuel and wall interaction is considered to be rebound and slide mode. The developed

model is used to investigate fuel evaporation rate at various intake initial conditions

by using the Frossling model. The computed evaporation rates from the CFD model

are represented by the evaporation rate formula used to update the GT-Power model.

Figure 3.12 shows the CFD model structure and the iso-octane fuel droplets pattern

inside the combustion chamber after direct injection. The injected iso-octane evap-

orates and creates a stratified mixture inside the combustion chamber. Figure 3.13

presents the distribution of the evaporated iso-octane mass fraction at 180 degrees

after the start of injection.

The evaporated iso-octane mass is used to compute the rate of evaporation. Figure

3.14 represents the results obtained from the CFD analysis for the injected fuel evap-

oration profile, while 17.3 mg of fuel is injected into the cylinder with the temperature

of 340 K and different pressures during the intake stroke. Figure 3.15 shows the fuel

evaporation profile for 17.3 mg of fuel injected late at intake stroke with a cylinder

pressure of 50 kPa and different temperatures. The computed fuel evaporation pro-

files from the CFD model are used as inputs to the GT-Power TPA and air charge

model. The SOI coincides with 0 in Figures 3.14 and 3.15, and the injection pulse

width is 15 CAD equal to 1.5 msec in 1600 RPMengine speed.
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Figure 3.12: CFD analysis for evaporated fuel fraction profile derivation
for cold-start first cycles, the model structure

Figure 3.13: CFD analysis for evaporated fuel fraction profile derivation
for cold-start first cycles, fuel droplets pattern
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Figure 3.14: Evaporated fuel fraction profile from the CFD analysis for in-
jected fuel quantity of 17.3 mg, and temperature, 340 K, in different cylinder
pressures

Figure 3.15: Evaporated fuel fraction profile from the CFD analysis for
injected fuel quantity of 17.3 mg, and pressure, 50 kPa, in different cylinder
temperatures
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3.3.5 Exhaust Gas Dynamics

The test engine includes a 0.46 liter integrated water-cooled exhaust manifold. Figure

3.16 shows a sectioned 3D model of the exhaust manifold, including the categorized

detail volume of each cylinder’s exhaust path in liter. Exhaust gas from the cylinder

output to the exhaust manifold outlet, where FFID and NDIR measure the emissions,

shown in Figure 3.16 for cylinder one as an example, experiences different dynamics

during the cold-crank-start phase.

Figure 3.17 represents the exhaust gas dynamics passing from the motoring phase to

the cold crank-start stage based on the measured exhaust manifold pressure data.

Firstly, during the motoring cycle exhaust manifold is filled with cold air, and after

Figure 3.16: The test engine exhaust manifold sectioned 3D model
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Figure 3.17: Exhaust manifold pressure dynamic from motoring to cold
crank-start and fast-idle

the EVO of the first firing event, the air is replaced by hot burnt exhaust gas event-

by-event. Therefore, the mass of the exhaust gas trapped inside the exhaust manifold

between two consecutive events’ EVO dynamically changes during the cold crank-

start phase until the engine reaches the steady-state fast-idle conditions. The rate of

the change of exhaust manifold content mass between two consecutive firing events’

EVO is calculated as follows,

∆mman[k] =
PexhEVO [k] · Vman
Rexh · TexhEVO [k]

− PexhEVO [k − 1] · Vman
Rexh · TexhEVO [k − 1]

(3.7)

Where, k is the event number, Vman is the exhaust manifold volume, Rexh is the gas
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constant of the exhaust gas constantly equal to 277 J
kg.K

, and PexhEVO and TexhEVO are

the exhaust manifold pressure and temperature at EVO. Air charge model calibrated

using the GT-Power TPA simulated results estimate the TexhEVO . Then, the corre-

lation between the mass of exhaust gas enters into the exhaust manifold from the

cylinder, mcylout to the mass of exhaust gas is exhausted out of the exhaust manifold,

mmanout is calculated,

mcylout [k] = mmanout [k] + ∆mman[k] (3.8)

In addition, it is assumed that the exhaust gas flowing out the exhaust manifold

is a mix of the exhaust gas that has remained inside the exhaust manifold from the

previous events, mmanmix and the exhaust gas entering into the exhaust manifold from

the current event, mcylout ,

mmanout [k] = mmanmix [k − 1] +mcylout [k] (3.9)

In other words, a portion of the exhaust gas entering into the exhaust manifold from

the current event, equal to mmanmix , remains inside the exhaust manifold as a residual

to the next event. Therefore, the exhaust manifold residual coefficient is defined as

below,

kres[k] =
mmanmix [k − 1]

mcylout [k]
(3.10)
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The exhaust manifold residual coefficient was derived experimentally for different

engine speeds and loads cylinder-by-cylinder. For this purpose, the engine speed and

load range were determined 750 to 1600 RPM and 1 to 8 bar, respectively, based on

the cranking speed and MAP variation limits during cold crank-start tests. Then, the

engine is run in the steady-state conditions at the defined cold crank-start speeds and

loads with the PCM’s commanded injection amount for stoichiometric conditions.

The injected fuel amount is changed manually to 75% of the stoichiometric condition

cylinder-by-cylinder. It is assumed if any exhaust gas from the previous events is

not mixed with the exhaust gas coming out of the event with 25% less injected

fuel amount, the measured CO2 value should decrease the same amount. Therefore,

the difference between the measured average CO2 with 25% reduced fuel injection

amount and 25% decreased CO2 from the stoichiometric conditions shows how many

percent exhaust gas was mixed from the previous events to the current event scavenged

exhaust gas. Figure 3.18 shows the experimental result of the above-mentioned test at

1600 RPM engine speed and 59 kPa MAP for cylinder 1. As it is seen, the measured

CO2 mass shows a decrease from 197.1 mg to 175.3 mg, whereas a 25% decrease

in CO2 mass would result in 147.8 mg. As a result, 27.5 mg exhaust gas equal to

16% of the total exhaust gas should be flowed out of the exhaust manifold from

the current event belonged to the previous events and was mixed with the exhaust

gas scavenged from cylinder 1. The above-mentioned method was repeated for all

cylinders in different engine speeds and loads defined above.
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Figure 3.18: The steady-state test for determination of the exhaust man-
ifold residual coefficient at 1600 RPM engine speed and 59 kPa MAP for
cylinder 1.

Another important phenomenon for the exhaust gas in the exhaust manifold, espe-

cially in highly late-burn conditions, is the unburnt HC post oxidization. The post

oxidization dynamics is more significant and requires more investigation when partial

burn or misfire occur. For the normal combustion, the post oxidization coefficient,

kpox is assumed to be constant and defined experimentally. The uncertainty the post

oxidization coefficient change can impose on the precision of the engine-out emissions

translation will be analyzed later in this study.

3.3.6 Emissions Concentration Translation

This section represents how the GT-Power TPA, adapted air charge model, charge

loss, and exhaust gas dynamics outputs are combined to translate the engine-out
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emissions concentration to mass per cycle per cylinder. From the mass conservation

and considering the cylinder combustion chamber as the control volume, the mass of

gas exhausted out of the cylinder is estimated event-based as the following,

mcylout [k] = mair[k] +mfuelinj [k]−mchargeloss [k]−mfuelres [k]−∆mres[k] (3.11)

Where, mair is the trapped air mass at IVC, and ∆mres is the cycle-by-cycle change

rate of the residual gas mass during the cold crank-start estimated by the air charge

model, and mfuelinj is the total injected fuel into the cylinder calculated from the

measured injection pulse width. res does not change cycle-by-cycle substantially and

∆mres tends to zero after the cold start first cycles pass, and the engine enters to

the fast idle steady-state conditions, while the engine speed, MAP, and cam phasing

remain constant.

The charge loss is the sum of the in-cylinder gas loss through the blow-by, mbb, and

liquid fuel is absorbed into the oil, mfueloil ,

mchargeloss [k] = mbb[k] +mfueloil [k] (3.12)

The total injected fuel into the cylinder in the current cycle can be divided into the

fuel, which is contributed to the combustion in the same cycle and burnt, mfuelb , and
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the fuel remains unburnt, mfuelub ,

mfuelinj [k] = mfuelb [k] +mfuelub [k] (3.13)

The GT-Power TPA model estimates the mass of burnt fuel. The unburnt fuel either

remains inside the cylinder as residual fuel, or is lost through blow-by gas, mbbfuel ,

or absorbs to the oil, or is exhausted out of the cylinder as unburnt hydrocarbon,

mHCcyl ,

mfuelub [k] = mfuelres [k] +mbbfuel [k] +mfueloil [k] +mHCcyl [k] (3.14)

The exhaust manifold is considered the control volume, including HC post oxidization

and mixed residual exhaust gas effects. Therefore, the unburnt hydrocarbon flowing

out of the exhaust manifold from the current cylinder event EVO to the next cylinder

event EVO, mHCout , is correlated to the unburnt hydrocarbon evacuated out of the

cylinder as following,

mHCout [k] = mHCcyl [k]− kpox[k]mHCcyl [k]− kres[k]mHCcyl [k] (3.15)

The molar mass of the unburnet HC flowing out of the exhaust manifold measured
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by FFID, yHCout is converted to mass as following,

mHCout [k] = yHCout [k] · Mfuel

Mexh

·mmanout [k] (3.16)

Where, Mfuel and Mexh are the molar masses of the fuel and exhaust gas. Mfuel is

considered equal to 100.1 for E10 fuel. The exhaust gas is assumed to be a complete

burnt gas, neglecting the share of the unburnt HC. Therefore, Mexh is considered

equal to 29 kg
kmol

[11]. From the combination of the equations (8) and (11) to (16),

and assuming the mass of vaporized fuel is lost through the blow-by is negligible, the

mass of exhaust gas flowing out of the exhaust manifold from the current cylinder

event EVO to the next cylinder event EVO is determined by,

mmanout [k] =

mair[k] +mfuelb [k]−mbb[k]−∆mres[k]−
yHCout [k]

Mfuel
Mexh

∆mman[k]

1−kpox−kres

1−
yHCout [k]

Mfuel
Mexh

1−kpox−kres

−∆mman[k]

(3.17)

The mass of the residual fuel from the first cycle to the next cycle is an input required

for the air charge model. Residual fuel is estimated as below,

mfuelres [k] = mfuelinj [k]−mfuelb [k]−mHCcyl [k]−mbbfuel [k]−mfueloil [k] (3.18)
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Here, the total lost fuel through the blow-by gas and absorption to the oil at the

first cycle is assumed to be constantly 20% of the total injected fuel [49]. This will

be discussed and validated based on the equivalent combusted fuel mass estimated

by GT-Power TPA and the translated experimental unburnt HC data in the method

validation section. Moreover, the residual fuel mass does not directly influence the

emissions translation and is used as an input to the air charge model. The uncertainty

that the lost fuel fraction can impose on the engine-out emissions translation through

variation of the residual fuel mass will be analyzed later in this section.

Figure 3.19 shows the concept block diagram of the method is used for the emissions

concentration dynamic translation to mass per cycle per cylinder, including the dif-

ferent components’ interrelations. The cylinder, intake, and exhaust pressure traces

are the primary inputs to the method. Besides, the total injected fuel mass is calcu-

lated using the measured injection pulse width. The method consists of five major

components: the GT-Power TPA, adapted air charge and residual gas model, CFD

analysis, fueling, and individual-cylinder engine-out emissions. The GT-Power TPA

estimates the in-cylinder gas temperature and trapped air and residual gas masses

for calibration and validation of the adapted air charge model. In addition, the GT-

Power TPA calculates the equivalent combusted fuel and blow-by gas masses, which

are used as inputs to fueling and adapted air charge, respectively. The CFD analysis

estimates the vaporized fuel fraction based on in-cylinder pressure and temperature

and total injected fuel mass and delivers it to the air charge model. The fueling
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component calculates the unburnt fuel mass from the total injected fuel mass and

equivalent combusted fuel mass from the GT-Power TPA. Then, the unburnt fuel is

decomposed to the lost fuel, residual fuel, and unburnt HC scavenged out of the cylin-

der. Finally, the individual cylinder engine-out emissions component considers the

exhaust manifold dynamics to translate the engine-out emissions to mass per cycle

per cylinder using the estimated variables from other components.

exhaust gas dynamic

Figure 3.19: Concept block diagram of the method for dynamic translation
of the emissions concentration to mass per cycle per cylinder
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3.4 Validation and Results

3.4.1 Calibration and Validation

The first step in using the method from section 3.3 for dynamic translation of the

measured engine-out emissions concentration to mass per cycle per cylinder was cal-

ibration and running the GT-Power model for each experiment cylinder-by-cylinder.

The results from the GT-Power TPA, including the mass of in-cylinder trapped air,

residual gas, and the burnt gas temperature during the exhaust stroke, were used to

calibrate the air charge model. In addition, the mass of blow-by gas and equivalent

combusted fuel from the GT-Power TPA were given as inputs to the air charge model

and emissions concentration translation part. Figure 3.20 represents the cylinder

pressure traces coincidence for the first firing of the experiment shown in Figure 3.7

after the GT-Power model calibration. The table in Figure 3.20 includes the simu-

lated results of the calibrated GT-Power model. The GT-Power TPA results showed

that the calibrated GT-Power model estimated the IMEP and trapped air mass with

1.7% and 1.8% errors, respectively. One reason for the 1.8% error in the estimation

of the trapped air charge is cylinder-to-cylinder air induction variation. The residual

gas, which consists of air for the first cycle, was predicted 85.7 mg, resulting in a 24%

residual fraction for 40 CAD valve overlap. To produce 7.16 bar IMEP, GT-Power
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Figure 3.20: Calibrated GT-Power model for the engine conditions given
in Figure 3.7 with results

TPA showed that 22.6 mg of the 41.3 mg total injected fuel was contributed to the

combustion. Therefore, the mixture and combustion AFRs were 12 and 6.6, respec-

tively. The combustion AFR was calculated as the proportion of trapped air mass to

the equivalent combusted fuel mass, and mixture lambda was the proportion of the

trapped air mass to the total injected fuel mass. Finally, the GT-Power TPA model

estimated about 2% of the total trapped mass, equal to 7.2 mg, was lost through

blow-by. The GT-Power TPA model used the leak path equivalent diameter equal

to 0.88 mm, calculated by the charge loss part, as input for estimating the mass of

blow-by gas.

Here, both fuel injections occurred during the compression stroke. Therefore, these

injections were considered in the IVC to EVO mass conservation calculation in the air
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charge model. For the cases that the first injection happens late in the intake stroke,

for example, at 205 CAD before TDC firing for 1.5 msec equal to 15 CAD, and at

the cylinder pressure 46 kPa and temperature 345 K, only 6% of the fuel is vaporized

before BDC compression based on the CFD analysis results that discussed in section

3.3.4. The vaporized fuel fraction, here 6%, was given as an input to the air charge

model energy balance calculation from EVC to BDC compression. The exhaust gas

dynamics calculations showed the exhaust gas flowing out of the exhaust manifold

consisted of 15.7% mixed from the previous events and 84.3% of the exhaust gas

evacuated out of the current cylinder event. Therefore, the exhaust manifold residual

coefficient of 15.7% was used for 1600 RPM cranking speed and 7 bar IMEP.

The developed method was calibrated and used to translate the engine-out emissions

concentration into the mass per cycle per cylinder in 48 different cold start tests, which

will be determined later based on DOE analysis method. As mentioned before, the

engine speed, MAP, and engine inlet air mass flow are in the steady-state conditions

after three-sec motoring in motored high cranking speed cold start conditions, as

shown in Figure 3.10. Therefore, the measured engine inlet air mass flow can be

appropriately used for GT-Power TPA estimated trapped air mass validation with

adequate precision. Figure 3.21 shows the calibrated GT-Power TPA and adapted

air charge model individual-cylinder estimated trapped air mass against the LFE air

mass meter experimental data for the cold start first cycle of the 36 tests of the first

step of DOE tests, which will be defined later in DOE analysis section. The average
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Figure 3.21: The GT-Power TPA and adapted air charge model estimated
air mass versus the LFE air mass meter data for the cold start first cycle

error and standard deviation of error are 2.7 and 9.9 mg, respectively.

Figure 3.22 shows the calibrated GT-Power TPA model individual-cylinder estimated

IMEP against the CAS calculated IMEP based on the experimental cylinder pressure

trace for the cold start first three cycles of the 36 experiments. The average error

and standard deviation of error are 0.06 and 0.05 bar, respectively. Figures 3.21 and

3.22 show that the GT-Power TPA model was calibrated precisely enough for the

first three cycles of 36 experiments. Therefore, other estimated parameters from the

calibrated GT-Power TPA, such as residual fraction and equivalent combusted fuel

mass, can be used with adequate precision in the developed method to translate the

engine-out emissions concentration to mass per cycle per cylinder.
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Figure 3.22: The GT-Power TPA estimated IMEP versus CAS measured
IMEP for the cold start first three cycles

3.4.2 DOE Analysis

Design of Experiments (DOE) techniques help determine concurrently the individual

and interactive effects of factors that can influence the outputs of the developed

model. Using DOE, an insight of interaction between design elements is achieved,

facilitating a robust design. In this study, a two-step multi-level fractional-factorial

DOE method was used to prepare a test plan for the experimental data. The main

objective of the test plan was to analyze the impact of the most important factors

on the engine-out emissions during the cold crank-start conditions with a minimum

number of test points.
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Table 3.3 describes a list of essential factors that could influence the engine-out emis-

sions during the cold crank-start phase in two rows. The upper row represents the

engine and throttle position, engine speed, spark, and valve timing. The lower row

depicts the fuel injection parameters. Then, the effect of each factor on the engine-

out emissions during the cold crank-start was analyzed. This analysis was based on

the results of the works already carried out and represented in the literature and

experimental data from the tests accomplished in this study. The DOE factors inves-

tigation results showed that the number of motoring cycles before the first firing and

first firing cylinder does not significantly influence the engine-out emissions during

the cold crank-start conditions.

The throttle position profile and the AFR of the second cycle and on were controlled

by the production PCM based on the calibration. The PCM was calibrated that

the engine followed the elevated HEV cranking speed crank-start profile. The fuel

pressure increased to the normal engine operating value of 100 bar from the first firing

due to the motoring, was considered the optimal value for the DOE tests. One intake

injection and one compression injection with a split ratio equal to 0.5 were used for

the split injection strategy based on the PCM software functions and calibration.

Finally, cranking speed, spark timing, valve timing, first cycle fuel factor, and SOI

and EOI in the split injection strategy were chosen as the most dominant factors

affecting the engine-out emissions during the cold crank-start phase, shown in bold

in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3
Factors affecting the engine-out emissions during the cold crank-start

conditions

Valve Timing
Motoring Cycles

(Delay to First Firing)
Engine Position

(First Firing Cylinder)
Engine Cranking

Speed
Throttle Position

(MAP)
Spark

Timing
Intake

Advance
Exhaust
Retard

Fuel Injection Split Injection Strategy

Fuel
Pressure

First Cycle
Fuel Factor

Cycle 2nd and on
AFR

Number of intake
injections

Number of
compression

injections

SOI
intake

EOI
Compression

Split
Ratio

Next, the selected factors’ levels were determined, comprising the low, medium, and

high levels. The factors’ low and high levels were defined experimentally, considering

the stability limit of the engine. As a result, three levels were considered for the

cranking speed, including 600 RPM as the closest point to the conventional cranking

speed, mid-point equal to 1100 RPM, and 1600 RPM as the elevated HEV cranking

speeds. The spark timing levels were defined -10, 0, and 14 CAD aTDC to capture

advanced, retarded, and highly-retarded spark timing effects on the engine-out emis-

sions. The valve timing levels comprised intake advance and exhaust retard. The

intake valve levels included 0 and 20 CAD advance. Also, 0 and 20 CAD were as-

signed for the exhaust valve retard. These points covered 40 CAD highly overlap,

0CAD parking position, and 20 CAD moderate overlap conditions. This provided

analysis of no valve overlap, 40 CAD high valve overlap, and 20 CAD intake advance

and exhaust retard independent effects on the engine-out emissions. The number

of tests decreased from 432 tests to 48 tests using the two-step method DOE, while

all the essential parameters effects on the engine-out cold crank-start emissions were

evaluated. The first step included the cranking speed, spark timing, and valve timing

sweep while the fuel injection parameters were under the control of the PCM. The
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injection fuel amount at the first cycle, the second cycle, and on AFR, the first and

second fuel injection timings and split ratio were kept constant by PCM. Then, the

optimal cranking speed, spark timing, and valve timing resulting in the minimum HC

emissions were determined. Table 3.4 describes the first step of DOE tests, including

36 tests.

What is shown in Table 3.4 for the spark timing levels are, in fact, the initial value

of the spark timing for the first firing events. Figure 3.23 represents the complete

profile of the ignition timing for the first three cycles of the cold start dynamic tests.

As seen, for highly retarded spark timing, the spark timing is constantly equal to 14

CAD aTDC from the first firing to the end of the third cycle. For two other spark

timings, including 0 and -10 CAD aTDC, the spark timing remains at the initial

value during the first 7 events. It tends gradually to 14 CAD aTDC highly retarded

catalyst warm-up phase target value from the end of the third cycle.

At the second step of the DOE tests, the fuel injection parameters were swept while

cranking speed, spark timing, and valve timing was kept constant at their optimal

values from the first step of DOE tests. Two levels were considered for the first

Table 3.4
Cold crank-start first cycles emissions DOE tests carried out in step 1

Factors
Cranking Speed

(RPM)
Spark Timing
(CAD aTDC)

Intake Advance
(CAD)

Exhaust Retard
(CAD)

Levels Low Medium High Low Medium High Low High Low High
Quantity 600 1100 1600 -10 0 14 -20 0 0 20
Points 3 3 2 2
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Figure 3.23: The cold start first cycles experiments’ ignition timing profiles

cycle fuel factor, 1.15 and 1.45, in addition to the high fuel factor for high cranking

speed, 1.65, that were applied and analyzed during the first step of the DOE tests

based on the PCM conventional calibration. This helped to understand the effects

of the low and moderate fuel factor on the engine-out emissions, comparing with the

conventional high fuel factor results from the first step of the DOE tests. The levels

of the SOI of the first injection were defined as 205 and 145 CAD bTDC firing. These

two levels, along with the 165 CAD bTDC firing as SOI applied automatically by

PCM during the first step of the DOE tests, helped investigate the effects of the SOI

on the engine-out emissions for late intake and early and middle of compression first

injection. The literature review and experimental data from the previous works at the

conventional cranking speed utilizing split injection strategy showed the EOI of the

second injection had a significant effect on the engine-out emissions during the cold

crank-start conditions. An optimally selected EOI could create a local rich mixture

before the spark, improving the combustion. Therefore, three different levels were
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Table 3.5
Cold crank-start first cycles emissions DOE tests carried out in step 2

Factors Start Factor Split Ratio
SOI (CAD

bTDC Firing)
EOI

(CAD bTDC Firing)
Levels Low High Medium Low High Low Medium High

Quantity 1.15 1.45 0.5 145 205 0 30 60
Points 2 1 2 3

defined for EOI, including 60, 30, and 0 CAD bTDC, to investigate its effects on

the engine-out emissions for far, near, and adjacent to spark conditions. Table 3.5

lists the second step of DOE tests, including 12 tests. Finally, a two-step fractional-

factorial multi-level DOE test plan was derived to conduct the required experiments

for a complete analysis of the engine-out emissions during the cold start first cycles.

The DOE test plan totally comprised 48 tests, including 12 tests from the first step

and 36 tests at the second step, 12 tests. Each selected factor was tested on the

experimental engine at its defined levels during the DOE tests while all other factors

were kept constant.

3.4.3 Results and Discussion

The developed method in section 3.3 was used to translate the engine-out emissions

concentration to mass per cycle per cylinder for the accomplished 48 tests. Figure

3.24 represents the engine speed and MAP dynamics during the cold crank-start phase

in different cranking speeds to better understand the effect of the engine transient
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Figure 3.24: Engine speed and MAP dynamics during the motored cold
crank-start

behavior on the developed method results. Based on the PCM software and calibra-

tion, especially the throttling, the MAP at the first firing is higher at lower cranking

speeds and tends to similar value after three to five cycles. Therefore, for 600 and

1100 RPM, there are MAP dynamics during the cold-start first cycles, whereas for

1600 RPM, the MAP has already been stabilized at the low target fast-idle value.

Figure 3.25 represents the engine operating conditions and developed method im-

portant intermediate variables and output parameters for cold crank-start first three

cycles. All plots include 12 consecutive events, showing the results from sweeping of

the cranking speed, intake valve advance (Int-Adv), and exhaust valve retard (Exh-

Ret) at constant spark timing, 0 CAD aTDC, and fuel injection parameters. Figure

3.25 (a), (b) and (c) show how IMEP, trapped air mass, and mixture lambda change

event-by-event from the first firing. The mixture lambda was calculated based on

the total injected fuel mass and trapped air mass. Higher MAP in lower cranking
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speeds in the first cycle resulted in higher trapped air mass and higher IMEP at ap-

proximately similar injected fuel mass. Therefore, the mixture lambda was richer for

higher cranking speeds due to the reduced trapped air mass.

Generally, the trapped air mass at the first cycle was significantly higher than the

next cycles due to air as residual gas from the last motoring cycle to the first firing

cycle. After the first cycle, the trapped air mass decreased gradually for 600 and 1100

RPM cranking speeds pursuing the MAP dynamics. For 1600 RPM, the MAP has

already been stabilized in a lower fast-idle target value, which results in a trapped air

mass sudden decrease, as it is seen in Figure 3.25 (b). Figure 3.25 (e) depicts that

the first cycle fuel factor (FF) is higher in higher cranking speeds due to the lower

trapped air mass with similar commanded injected fuel mass. The mixture lambda

for cycle 2 and on is richer for higher cranking speeds due to lower trapped air mass

and the PCM fast-idle open-loop lambda control strategy, as shown in Figure 3.25

(c). The combustion lambda was derived using the AFR calculated from the trapped

air mass, and the fuel mass contributed to the combustion. Figure 3.25 (d) shows

that the combustion lambda is closer to stoichiometric conditions for high cranking

speed. The combustion lambda shows a leaner combusted mixture for lower cranking

speeds. The estimated mass of the residual gas was lower for the higher cranking

speed, as shown in Figure 3.25 (f). The mass of the exhaust gas flowing out of the

exhaust manifold reduced event-by-event as the cold air already filled in the exhaust

manifold during the motoring cycles was gradually replaced by hot burnt exhaust
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Figure 3.25: Cold start first three cycles operating conditions and engine-
out emissions at constant 0 CAD aTDC spark timing
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gas, as shown in figure 3.25 (g). In addition, the mass of engine-out exhaust gas was

higher for lower cranking speed following the mass of trapped air, residual gas and

equivalent combusted fuel dynamics.

Figure 3.25 (h), (i) and (j) show the developed method’s translated individual-cylinder

engine-out CO/CO2 and HC emissions. The cranking speed of 1600 RPM results in

significantly lower HC emissions, especially from the second cycle and on, as shown in

Figure 3.25 (j). Figure 3.25 (i) shows CO emission rises with increasing the cranking

speed in the first cycle. For the second cycle and on, CO emission is slightly higher

for higher cranking speeds. Despite having a similar injected fuel mass at the first

cycle for different cranking speeds, CO2 emission is higher for lower cranking speeds,

as shown in Figure 3.25 (h). After the first cycle, CO2 emission is lower at high

cranking speed because of lower injected fuel mass.

Figure 3.26 shows the engine operating conditions and developed method output pa-

rameters for cold crank-start first three cycles, sweeping the spark timing and valve

timing at constant cranking speed, 1600 RPM, and fuel injection parameters. Re-

tarded spark timing resulted in lower IMEP, as shown in Figure 3.26 (a). Figure

3.26 (b) and (f) show that the mass of trapped air and residual gas did not change

significantly while spark timing varied. The mixture lambda and combustion lambda

followed the trapped air and injected fuel mass dynamics and did not vary consider-

ably with spark timing change, except for the events with partial-burn combustion, as
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shown in figure 3.26 (c) and (d). For the partial-burn events, the combustion lambda

shows very lean values. Figure 3.26 (e) shows that the first cycle fuel factor is also

similar for different spark timing based on the PCM calibration. The mass of exhaust

gas flowing out of the exhaust manifold did not change remarkably with the spark

timing variation following the dynamics of the trapped air, residual gas, and equiva-

lent combusted fuel, as shown in Figure 3.26 (g). The exhaust gs flowing out of the

exhaust manifold got equal to the exhaust gas scavenged out of the cylinder when the

transition of the exhaust manifold content from the cool air to the hot burnt exhaust

gas, and the engine speed and MAP changes were passed, and the engine entered to

the steady-state fast idle mode.

The developed method’s translated individual-cylinder engine-out CO/CO2 and HC

emissions are shown in Figure 3.26 (h), (i), and (j). Retarded spark timing resulted in

a lower HC emissions during the first and second cycles, as shown in Figure 3.26 (j),

due to the crevice volume to total volume ratio reduction, lower pressure in the Crevice

volume, more time for vaporization and mixing, and a higher post-oxidization effect.

Furthermore, the mass of CO/CO2 and HC emissions did not trend with combustion

lambda dynamics for the events, including partial-burn, because a significant portion

of the fuel flowed out of the cylinder as unburnt HC was post-oxidized in the exhaust

manifold. Figure 3.26 (i) shows that the CO emission is also lower for highly retarded

spark timing conditions during the first and second cycles. This helped resolve high

CO emissions in high cranking speed conditions to some extent. Figure 3.26 (i) and
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(j) show that high valve overlap for highly-retarded spark timing conditions results

in twofold HC and CO emissions reduction at the first and second cycles. To sum

up, 1600 RPM cranking speed, 14 CAD aTDC spark timing, and 40 CAD valve

overlap were found as the optimal point of the first step DOE tests with minimum

HC emissions.

Figure 3.27 shows the average NOx emission emitted from the engine during the first

three cycles for the first step of DOE tests. The NOx emission was estimated using the

Extended-Zeldovich model in GT-Power TPA. The results show that NOx emission

is significantly lower for highly-retarded spark timing due to the low cylinder peak

pressure resulting in lower peak temperature.

The second step of the DOE tests was carried out at the optimal cranking speed, spark

timing, and valve timing concluded from the first step. Figure 3.28 represents results

from 5 tests out of the second step 12 DOE tests giving the lowest HC emissions for

the cold-start first three cycles. Reduced fuel factor to 1.15, late intake first injection

at 205 CAD bTDC firing, and 60 CAD bTDC firing EOI of the second injection

resulted in the lowest HC emissions for the first cycle. This is because the engine

speed has already been increased to 1600 RPM during the motoring phase. As a

result, the conventional engine run-up phase, including the rapid speed increase from

280 RPM to 1250 RPM, which requires high fuel injection for guaranteeing the start

quality, does not exist in the HEV elevated cranking speed cold crank-start conditions.
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Figure 3.26: Cold start first three cycles operating conditions and engine-
out emissions at constant 1600 RPM cranking speed
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Figure 3.27: The first three cycles average NOx emission mass for the first
step of the DOE tests

However, this test point shows higher HC emissions for the second and third cycles

than the experiment with moderate fuel factor, 1.45, late intake first injection at 205

CAD bTDC firing, and 30 CAD bTDC firing EOI. This can be due to the leaner

combusted mixture at the second and third cycles because of the low first cycle fuel

factor and decreased residual fuel from the first cycle to the next cycles.

Figure 3.29 represents the first, second, and third cycles and entire three cycles ac-

cumulated HC emissions trend for the entire DOE tests, including arrows showing

the HC emissions change trend versus cranking speed, spark timing and valve tim-

ing. The results showed the HC emissions reduction trend with the cranking speed

increase, except for the test points, including partial-burn or misfire events, as high-

lighted with vertical green arrows on the Figure 3.29. In Figure 3.29, the horizontal
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Figure 3.28: The best results for the HC emissions in the second step of
the DOE tests

brown Arrows show the HC emissions trend based on the valve timing change. For

the first cycle, the HC emissions trend versus valve timing demonstrated that no over-

lap condition results in slightly lower HC emissions at low cranking speed. However,

with increasing the cranking speed, the high overlap condition gives a better result.

High valve overlap led to additional trapped air mass and a very lean mixture due

to high MAP and air as residual gas in the first cycle for low cranking speed. How-

ever, increasing the cranking speed was accompanying by MAP reduction resulting

in lower trapped air mass. Therefore, the high overlap benefited high cranking speed

conditions to increase the trapped air mass and prevent excessive rich mixture with

the same amount of injected fuel. The HC emissions trend versus valve timing clearly

showed the high valve overlap conditions for the second and third cycles resulted in

lower HC emissions for all cranking speeds. The high valve overlap led to higher hot
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residual exhaust gas at cycles two and three, improving the fuel vaporization rate and

mixture preparation quality. The optimal points from the first step of DOE tests and

for the first cycle and total three cycles highlighted with a red box at the legend of

the Figure 3.29. As a result, the optimal point with minimum total first three cycles

HC emissions from the first part of the DOE tests belonged to high cranking speed

and high overlap conditions.

The optimal point from the first step of the DOE tests was indicated, and the test

results with the lowest HC emissions from the second part of the DOE tests have

been zoomed in for better analysis in Figure 3.29. The zoomed-in plot depicts that

the low fuel factor, 1.15, with late intake first injection at 205 CAD bTDC firing,

and EOI at 60 CAD bTDC firing gave the minimum HC emissions result for the first

cycle. For the second and third cycles, the lowest HC emissions was achieved with

a moderate fuel factor of the first cycle equal to 1.45. Increasing the fuel factor in

the first cycle from 1.15 to 1.45 resulted in higher residual fuel from the first cycle

to the next cycle. As a result, higher residual fuel mostly vaporized during the first

cycle expansion stroke helped improve the second and third cycles’ air-fuel mixture

and combustion.

For the EOI in the first cycle, 60 CAD bTDC firing resulted in two times lower HC

emissions comparing to 30 CAD bTDC firing. The first cycle comprises the lowest

in-cylinder trapped mixture temperature due to the lack of hot residual exhaust gas
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Figure 3.29: HC emissions trend from the DOE tests, (a) first cycle, (b)
second cycle, (c) third cycle, (d) total first 3 cycles.
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before the spark occurs. From the second cycle and on the air residual is replaced

by the hot exhaust residual gas and in-cylinder gas temperature increases. As a

result, the fuel vaporization rate in the first cycle is reasonably lower compared to the

subsequent cycles. Therefore, the second injected fuel close to the spark needed more

time to be vaporized and make a local rich area near the spark plug in the first cycle

compared to the second and third cycles. A closer second injection to the spark in the

first cycle did not give the fuel adequate time to vaporize and even might lead to spark

wetting. Consequently, decreasing the time between the end of the second injection

and spark in the first cycle showed an exponential increase in the HC emissions, 93%

increase while EOI changed from 60 to 0 CAD bTDC firing. For the second and third

cycles, the cylinder temperature at compression stroke is considerably higher due to

the presence of the hot residual exhaust gas from the previous cycle. Thus, the fuel

evaporation rate is higher than the first cycle, resulting in reduced HC emissions for

30 CAD bTDC firing EOI.

Tables 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 describes the first, second, and third cycles accumulated

HC emissions values for the second part of the DOE tests, respectively. Table 3.9

represents the accumulated HC emissions values resulted from the second part of the

DOE tests for entire first three cycles. The moderate first cycle fuel factor equal to

1.45, late intake first injection at 205 CAD bTDC firing, 30 CAD bTDC firing EOI

give the minimum engine-out HC emissions for high cranking speed, highly retarded

spark timing, and high valve overlap cold crank-start first 3 cycles.
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Table 3.6
HC emissions results from the DOE tests for the first cycle in mg

Fuel
Factor SOI

(CAD bTDC)

EOI
(CAD bTDC)

0 30 60

205 18.5 2.6 1.3
1.15

145 5.9 7.9 2.9
205 10.4 2.5 6.3

1.45
145 1.6 3.4 8.0

Table 3.7
HC emissions results from the DOE tests for the second cycle in mg

Fuel
Factor SOI

(CAD bTDC)

EOI
(CAD bTDC)

0 30 60

205 3.0 0.8 1.2
1.15

145 1.3 0.7 2.7
205 3.2 0.6 2.9

1.45
145 1.2 2.1 16.9

Table 3.8
HC emissions results from the DOE tests for the third cycle in mg

Fuel
Factor SOI

(CAD bTDC)

EOI
(CAD bTDC)

0 30 60

205 2.3 1.1 2.2
1.15

145 12.4 1.7 4.6
205 2.4 0.9 2.6

1.45
145 4.2 2.3 9.7

Table 3.10 demonstrates the comparison of the HC emissions from this point as the

optimal point to the baseline point. The baseline was considered the point with low

cranking speed, advanced spark timing, no overlap, and fuel injection parameters

based on the PCM calibration. The fuel injection parameters were 1.05 as fuel factor,
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Table 3.9
HC emissions results from the DOE tests for the first three cycles

Fuel
Factor SOI

(CAD bTDC)

EOI
(CAD bTDC)

0 30 60

205 23.8 4.5 4.7
1.15

145 19.6 10.3 10.2
205 16.0 4.0 11.8

1.45
145 7.0 7.8 34.6

compression/compression fuel injection strategy, including 165 and 50 CAD bTDC

firing as SOI and EOI. As it is seen, a significant reduction, by 94%, of the engine-out

HC emissions was achieved from the baseline to the optimal high cranking speed cold

crank-start conditions.

Another important analysis for the cold start first cycle is the injected fuel path

analysis. Figure 3.30 shows the injected fuel path analysis results for two different

DOE test points with the same injected fuel amount. Figure 3.30 (a) depicts the

fuel path for high cranking speed, highly retarded spark timing, and high overlap

Table 3.10
HC emissions reduction at the optimal point of the high cranking speed

conditions compared to the baseline

Cycle
Cranking

Speed
(RPM)

Valve
Overlap
(CAD)

Spark
Timing

(CAD aTDC)

Fuel
Factor

SOI
(CAD
bTDC)

EOI
(CAD
bTDC)

SR
HC

(mg)

HC
Reduction

(%)
1st 600 0 -10 1.05 165 50 0.5 23.5
2nd 600 0 -10 to -0.4 1.05 165 50 0.5 25.7
3rd 600 0 4.4 to 14 1.05 165 50 0.5 15.4

Baseline

Total 600 0 -10 to 14 1.05 165 50 0.5 64.6
1st 1600 40 14 1.45 205 30 0.5 2.5 89
2nd 1600 40 14 1.45 205 30 0.5 0.6 97
3rd 1600 40 14 1.45 205 30 0.5 0.9 94

Optimal
Point

Total 1600 40 14 1.45 205 30 0.5 4.0 94
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conditions, whereas Figure 3.30 (b) is related to low cranking speed, advanced spark

timing, and no overlap conditions as the baseline point. Equivalent combusted fuel

mass is higher for the test with advanced spark timing equal to 64% against 54% for

the highly retarded conditions. Unburnt HC scavenged out of the cylinder is lower,

5.7 mg, for lower cranking speed against 8.9 mg for high cranking speed. However,

the unburnt HC flowing out of the exhaust manifold is lower, 2.2 mg, for the high

cranking speed against 4.8 mg for the low cranking speed due to the higher post-

oxidization effect. For the test with 14 CAD aTDC spark timing, 75% of the unburnt

HC scavenged out of the cylinder was post oxidized, whereas, for -10 CAD aTDC

spark timing, only 15.8% of the unburnt HC was post-oxidized. This shows the

significance of the post oxidization effect in unburnt HC emissions reduction at the

exhaust manifold outlet and catalyst inlet for highly retarded spark timing conditions.

Furthermore, about 20% of the fuel was lost through the blow-by gas and absorption

into the lubrication oil for both cases. The mass of fuel lost through blow-by was

higher because of higher cylinder peak pressure for the low cranking speed case. The

residual fuel was higher for the high cranking speed test, 6%, against 2.2% for the

low cranking speed test, because the fuel factor was considerably lower in the low

cranking speed case.
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3.4.4 Sensitivity Analysis

This section analyzes the sensitivity of the developed method’s outputs to the esti-

mated parameters and assumptions for cold start first three cycles. Table 3.7 details

the percent relative change in the average estimated engine-out emissions if different

parameters are calculated with a 10% deviation.

The predicted trapped air mass has the most dominant effect on the engine-out emis-

sions concentration translation accuracy using the designed method. A 10% deviation

in the trapped air mass estimation can result in an 8% change in the average first

three cycles engine-out emissions calculation. To minimize the trapped air charge

estimation uncertainty, the air charge model was calibrated to estimate the trapped

Figure 3.30: Cold start first cycle fuel path analysis (a) 1600 RPM cranking
speed, 14 CAD aTDC spark timing, 40 CAD valve overlap, 1.65 fuel factor
(b) 600 RPM cranking speed, -10 CAD aTDC spark timing, 0 CAD valve
overlap, 1.15 fuel factor.
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Table 3.11
Sensitivity of the average engine-out emissions during the cold-start first 3

cycles to the developed method parameters

10% Change of
Trapped
Air Mass

Residual
Gas Mass

Equivalent
Combusted
Fuel Mass

Blow-by
Gas Mass

HC Post-
Oxidization
Coefficient

Exhaust Manifold
Residual

Coefficient

Lost Fuel
Fraction

Average First 3 Cycles
Engine-Out Emissions (%)

8 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4

air mass with a maximum 1% deviation from the GT-Power TPA simulated results

and 2.7 mg average error against the experimental air mass meter data. Another pa-

rameter estimated by the air charge model is the mass of residual gas, which causes

a 0.4% relative difference in engine-out emissions estimation if it changes by 10%.

The mass of equivalent combusted fuel and blow-by gas estimated by GT-Power

TPA propagates 0.5% and 0.2% relative change in average engine-out emissions con-

centration translation for cold start first three cycles if they vary 10%. The HC

post-oxidization coefficient, kpox, assumed to be constant, results in a 0.2% relative

difference in the average estimated engine-out emissions if calibrated with a 10%

deviation from the assumed value. The exhaust manifold residual coefficient was

a calibration parameter based on engine speed and load. The uncertainty analysis

shows 10% variation in the calibration of the exhaust manifold residual coefficient

can lead to a 0.4% relative change in the average engine-out emissions translation.

Finally, a 10% difference in the first cycle lost fuel fraction calibration causes a 0.4%

relative change in the estimated average engine-out emissions.
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3.5 Summary and Conclusions

Engine-out emissions from a GDI engine were dynamically analyzed at the elevated

HEV high cranking speed conditions using a new translation method of the emissions

concentration to mass per cycle per cylinder. For this purpose, the motored HEV cold

crank-start speed/load profile was duplicated under engine-dyno conditions using a

programmable dynamometer. A DOE testing and analysis was carried out to derive

an efficient test plan with the minimum number of tests. A two-step fractional-

factorial multi-level DOE test plan, including cranking speed, spark timing, valve

timing, first cycle fuel factor, SOI of the first injection, and EOI of the second injection

with 48 test points in total was conducted. Using the prepared DOE test plan, the

cold start experiments were accomplished in a fully-conditioned test room based on

the FTP-75 driving cycle cold start phase requirements.

The experimental data were used with the calibrated translation method to analyze

the engine dynamics and output emissions during the cold start first three cycles. The

first step of DOE tests showed that 1600 RPM cranking speed with 14 CAD aTDC

highly retarded spark timing and 40 CAD high valve overlap leads to the lowest HC

emissions, while fuel injection parameters were under the PCM control. In the second

step, fuel injection parameters were swept while the cranking speed, spark timing,

and valve timing were kept at optimal values from the first part of the DOE tests.
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From the second step of the DOE tests, it was concluded that a moderate first cycle

fuel factor equal to 1.45, late intake first injection at 205 CAD bTDC firing, and 30

CAD bTDC firing EOI in high cranking speed, highly retarded spark timing, and

high valve overlap conditions reduce the engine-out HC emissions by 94% compared

to the baseline conditions.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Work

4.1 Summary and Conclusion

This study comprised two parts: (i) the development of a real-time model for in-

cylinder temperature, air charge, and residual gas estimation, and (ii) dynamic anal-

ysis of the engine-out emissions during the cold crank-start at elevated HEV cranking

speed. The summary and conclusion from this thesis are provided in the following.
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4.1.1 Air Charge, Residual Gas and Temperature Model

A dynamic physics-based model for estimating the mass of trapped air and residual

gas, and in-cylinder mixture temperature in a turbocharged VVT-GDI engine was

proposed. Precise and dynamic cycle-by-cycle prediction of the mass of trapped

air and residual gas, and in-cylinder mixture temperature at IVC aid to improve

fuel and combustion phasing control. Amelioration of injected fuel mass and precise

control of combustion phasing especially during transients are two main targets for

reducing fuel consumption and engine-out emissions. The developed model estimated

the parameters using in-cylinder, intake and exhaust pressure traces and was validated

through dynamic experiments and analysis. The portion of the residual gas resulting

from exhaust backflow during valve overlap was predicted based on compressible ideal

gas flow correlations.

A full-factorial, two-level DOE test plan including 64 test points was developed for

the experiments required for the designed model calibration and validation. The GT-

Power TPA method and experimental data from LFE air mass meter were used to

calibrate and validate the designed model at steady-state conditions. Then, DOE

analysis using Pareto charts was undertaken to find the optimum number of cali-

bration points. DOE analysis results represented engine speed, IMEP, and intake

and exhaust valve timings as important factors. Thus, 16 calibration points were
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determined as adequate calibration effort for each calibration parameter. Dynamic

validation of the developed model was accomplished using a transient driving cycle.

The estimated parameters followed the transitions cycle-by-cycle with no lag and

overshoot and had less than 1.5% relative steady-state error.

4.1.2 Engine-Out Cold Crank-Start Emissions Analysis

Dynamic estimation of the engine-out emissions in mass per cycle per cylinder is

required to analyze different engine operating conditions and control inputs effects on

the engine-out emissions during the cold start first cycles. Therefore, in this study,

• A new dynamic method was developed for individual-cylinder translation of

the engine-out emissions concentration to mass in a turbocharged VVT-GDI

engine.

• The developed method used GT-Power TPA with crank-angle resolved cylinder,

intake, and exhaust pressures as primary inputs to estimate the in-cylinder

trapped air charge, residual gas, and temperature during the cold start first

three cycles.

• The air charge model designed in the previous work was modified and enhanced

for the engine motoring and cold crank-start states and calibrated using the

simulated results from the GT-Power TPA.
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• The portion of the injected fuel contributed to combustion and the mass of

blow-by gas were two important parameters predicted by GT-Power TPA.

• The injected fuel vaporization profile under different cylinder pressure and tem-

perature conditions was derived using CFD analysis and applied in the analysis.

• The leak path equivalent diameter for blow-by gas was calculated using the

cylinder pressure data.

• The developed method integrated the exhaust gas dynamics inside the exhaust

manifold to the adapted air charge model and GT-Power TPA estimated param-

eters to translate the experimental fast emission analyzers data in concentration

to the mass per cycle per cylinder.

• The sensitivity analysis on the developed method’s outputs concerning the es-

timated parameters and assumptions variations showed the trapped air mass

is the dominant factor affecting the calculated engine out emissions on a mass

basis.

The method was calibrated and validated using the IMEP data calculated by CAS

based on the measured cylinder pressure trace and experimental air mass meter data

from 48 cold start tests, sweeping cranking speed, spark timing, and valve timing. The

results showed that the mass of trapped air charge as the most important parameter

in translating the emissions concentration to mass was estimated with the average
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error equal to 2.7 mg. Furthermore, the simulated IMEP from the GT-Power TPA

showed significantly low average error against the CAS experimental data, equal to

0.06 bar, representing high precision of the equivalent combusted fuel estimation by

GT-power TPA.

The experimental data were used with the calibrated translation method to analyze

the engine dynamics and output emissions during the cold start first three cycles. The

first step of DOE tests showed that 1600RPM cranking speed with 14 CAD aTDC

highly retarded spark timing and 40 CAD high valve overlap leads to the lowest HC

emissions, while fuel injection parameters were under the PCM control. At the second

step, fuel injection parameters were swept while the cranking speed, spark timing,

and valve timing was kept at optimal values from the first part of the DOE tests.

The second step of the DOE tests represented that applying a moderate first cycle

fuel factor equal to 1.45, late intake first injection at 205 CAD bTDC firing, and 60

CAD bTDC firing EOI in high cranking speed, highly retarded spark timing, and

high valve overlap conditions reduce the engine-out HC emissions by 94% compared

to the baseline conditions. The low cranking speed, advanced spark timing, no valve

overlap with compression/compression injection strategy, including 1.05 as the first

cycle fuel factor, 165 CAD bTDC as SOI of the first injection, and 50 CAD bTDC

firing as EOI the second injection had been specified as the baseline conditions.
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4.2 Suggestions for Future Works

Extension to this work, some future actions are introduced for air charge, residual

gas and temperature model, and engine-out cold crank-start emissions modeling and

control in the following.

4.2.1 Air Charge, Residual Gas and Temperature Model

The real-time in-cylinder air charge, residual gas, and temperature model were de-

veloped and calibrated for the engine part-load conditions. However, the model was

designed event-based and modular, consisting of an entire engine cycle physics and

thermodynamics. As a result, the model can be easily extended to be used for other

engine states; As was extended and used for motoring and cold crank-start states in

chapter 2.

As future work, the model can be developed to be used for all engine states, including

full load, idle, fuel cut-off, etc. In addition, the in-cylinder emissions measurement

method using fast emission analyzers can be used as an experimental reliable approach

for the dynamic validation of the estimated residual gas fraction by the air charge
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developed model. Furthermore, the developed model can be used for the individual-

cylinder cycle-by-cycle AFR and combustion control.

4.2.2 Engine-Out Cold Crank-Start Emissions Analysis

For the engine-out emissions modeling and optimization during the engine cold crank-

start and fast-idle phases, the results from the engine-out emissions analysis in Chap-

ter 3 can be used and extended for enigne modeling, optimization, and control appli-

cations as the following,

1. A complete real-time control-oriented model can be developed for the dynamic

individual-cylinder engine-out emissions estimation during the cold crank-start

phase by modeling the fuel evaporation rate, equivalent combusted fuel fraction,

blow by gas mass, and residual fuel mass based on different control inputs and

integrated into the adapted air charge model.

2. The control-oriented cold crank-start emissions model can be merged to a cata-

lyst thermal model to derive an integrated engine cold-start model. An adaptive

optimal control method can then be designed based on the control-oriented cold-

start model using the optimal control inputs trajectories from the engine-out

emissions analysis results from Chapter 3.
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3. An adaptive optimal controller can be designed to optimize the catalyst light-

off time and minimize the engine-out emissions during the cold start phase

simultaneously.
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Appendix A

Air Charge, Residual Gas and

Temperature Model Matlab Code

close all;

clc;

%% Read data from NI, ATI and CAS

test_num = 9;

cd 'E:\Tech Info\Test data \20180725\ ATI ';
TEST_ATI = sprintf('TEST%d.xlsx ', test_num);

Data_ATI = xlsread(TEST_ATI);

IGN_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,6);

N_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,2);

Int_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,49);

Exh_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,48);

TC_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,21);

Lam_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,73);

Lamdes_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,34);
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THP_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,76);

AIR_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,20) *453592;

Fuel_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,65) *0.453592;

PW_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,216);

PWSEP_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,209);

RES_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,107) *453592;

FRP_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,101) *0.0689476; ←↩
% bar

MAP_ATI = Data_ATI (38:end ,53); % kPa

MCT_ATI = (Data_ATI (38:end ,37) -32) /1.8; ←↩
% C

SPK_SRC = Data_ATI (38:end ,7);

TRQ_SRC = Data_ATI (38:end ,8);

ETC_SRC = Data_ATI (38:end ,85);

FUL_SRC = Data_ATI (38:end ,238);

EPS_Stat = Data_ATI (38:end ,237);

IS_SRC = Data_ATI (38:end ,239);

INJ_Mode = Data_ATI (38:end ,247);

ENG_Stat = Data_ATI (38:end ,249);

l_N_ATI = length(N_ATI);

k=0;

Cycle_ATI (1)=0;

for k=2: l_N_ATI

Cycle_ATI(k) = (N_ATI(k,1) /40000)+Cycle_ATI(k-1);

end

k=0;

i=1;

for k=1: l_N_ATI

if Cycle_ATI(k) >=i

N_ATI_cycle(i)=N_ATI(k);

IGN_ATI_cycle(i) = IGN_ATI(k);

Int_ATI_cycle(i) = Int_ATI(k);

Exh_ATI_cycle(i) = Exh_ATI(k);

TC_ATI_cycle(i) = TC_ATI(k);

Lam_ATI_cycle(i) = Lam_ATI(k);

Lamdes_ATI_cycle(i) = Lamdes_ATI(k);

THP_ATI_cycle(i) = THP_ATI(k);

AIR_ATI_cycle(i) = AIR_ATI(k);
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Fuel_ATI_cycle(i) = Fuel_ATI(k);

PW_ATI_cycle(i) = PW_ATI(k);

PWSEP_ATI_cycle(i) = PWSEP_ATI(k);

RES_ATI_cycle(i) = RES_ATI(k);

FRP_ATI_cycle(i) = FRP_ATI(k); ←↩
% bar

MAP_ATI_cycle(i) = MAP_ATI(k); ←↩
% kPa

MCT_ATI_cycle(i) = MCT_ATI(k); ←↩
% C

SPK_SRC_cycle(i) = SPK_SRC(k);

TRQ_SRC_cycle(i) = TRQ_SRC(k);

ETC_SRC_cycle(i) = ETC_SRC(k);

FUL_SRC_cycle(i) = FUL_SRC(k);

EPS_Stat_cycle(i) = EPS_Stat(k);

IS_SRC_cycle(i) = IS_SRC(k);

INJ_Mode_cycle(i) = INJ_Mode(k);

ENG_Stat_cycle(i) = ENG_Stat(k);

i=i+1;

end

end

ATI_trigger_idx = find( IGN_ATI_cycle (1300: end) - ←↩
IGN_ATI_cycle (1300) <=-1.5, 1, 'first ') +1300;

cd('E:\Tech Info\Test data \20180725\NI ')

TEST_NI = sprintf('Log File_2018_7_25_%d.tdms ', ←↩
test_num -1);

Data_NI = TDMS_readTDMSFile(TEST_NI);

N_NI = Data_NI.data {1 ,21};

NI_trigger = Data_NI.data {1 ,20};

NI_time_stamp = transpose (0:0.1:0.10*( length(←↩
NI_trigger) -1));

NI_trigger_idx = find(NI_trigger <=100, 1, 'first ')←↩
-1;

folder_loc = 'E:\Tech Info\Test data \20180725\ CAS '; ←↩
%Change as per your location
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s = num2str(test_num); % Converts ←↩
number to string

basepath = strcat(folder_loc ,'\TEST ',s);
cd(basepath) % Goto Basepath

foo = load('Trace.cpdc.mat ');
CAS_sync = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

foo = load('CAIGN.Cyl1.EST.mat ');
IGN_CAS = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

foo = load('RPM.Timer.mat ');
N_CAS = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

foo = load('Average.MAP.mat ');
MAP_avg_CAS = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

foo = load('Trace.Fuel_Rail.mat ');
FRP_CAS = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

FRP_avg_CAS= mean(FRP_CAS);

CAS_ATI_trigger_idx = find( IGN_CAS (1200: end) - ←↩
IGN_CAS (1200) >=5, 1, 'first ') -1+1200;

cycle_diff_CAS_ATI = ATI_trigger_idx - ←↩
CAS_ATI_trigger_idx ;

CAS_end_idx = length(IGN_CAS);

l_N_NI = length(N_NI);

k=0;

Cycle_NI (1) =0;

for k=2: l_N_NI

Cycle_NI(k) = (N_NI(1,k)/1200)+Cycle_NI(k-1);

end
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NI_trigger_time = NI_time_stamp(NI_trigger_idx); ←↩
%Time of trigger in NI

NI_trigger_cycle = fix(Cycle_NI(NI_trigger_idx)); ←↩
% Trigger cycle

resh_CPDCIn = reshape(CAS_sync ,[],1); % ←↩
reshaping in one column

CAS_tirgger_idx = find(resh_CPDCIn >0.4, 1, 'first ')←↩
-1; % index for first trigger

CAS_tirgger_cycle = fix(CAS_tirgger_idx/size(←↩
CAS_sync ,1)); % Cycle for first trigger

if NI_trigger_cycle >= CAS_tirgger_cycle

cycle_diff = NI_trigger_cycle - ←↩
CAS_tirgger_cycle;

Cycle_NI_syncd = Cycle_NI -cycle_diff -1;

else

cycle_diff = CAS_tirgger_cycle -←↩
NI_trigger_cycle;

Cycle_NI_syncd = Cycle_NI+cycle_diff;

end

CAS_sync_m = mean(CAS_sync ,1);

EGT1_NI = Data_NI.data {1 ,15};

Tind_NI = Data_NI.data {1 ,6};

Tturboin_NI = Data_NI.data {1 ,25};

N_NI_syncd = interp1(Cycle_NI_syncd ,N_NI ,[1:1: size(←↩
N_CAS ,2)]);

EGT1_syncd = interp1(Cycle_NI_syncd ,EGT1_NI ,[1:1: size(←↩
N_CAS ,2)]);

Tind_syncd = interp1(Cycle_NI_syncd ,Tind_NI ,[1:1: size(←↩
N_CAS ,2)]);

Tturboin_syncd = interp1(Cycle_NI_syncd ,Tturboin_NI←↩
,[1:1: size(N_CAS ,2)]);

%% NUMBER of CYCLES and Alignment between Data

cycle_select =1; % cycle select is the parameter used ←↩
when estimator validation is used based

% on experimental air charge from injector PW, FRP and ←↩
lambdas. In fact it is
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% the parameter that syncs and aligns beginning of ←↩
estiamtion between ACAP and

% experimental air charge. Here it is one because ←↩
validation is based on a single value (LFE output)

foo=load('Average.Fuel_Flow.mat ');
AVGFUEL001= getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

[m,num_cycle ]=size(AVGFUEL001(cycle_select:end)); % ←↩
number of cycles obtained from each of the logged ←↩
parmaters (here: fuel)

%% Calibration Parameters

N_table = [1270 3905];

IMEP_table = [0 1250];

Exh_table = [0 31.5];

Int_table = [-30 0];

hint_table = reshape ([0.95 , -2.05, 8.45, -1.55, ←↩
1,1,1,1, 1.25, 0.75, 0.55, 5.05, 5.95, 6.95, ←↩
9.35, 24.65],2 ,2,2 ,2);

hexh_table = reshape ([5.5, 1.5, 5.8, 6.8, ←↩
1,1,1,1, 5.5, 8.5, 17.8, 16.5, 7.1, 14, ←↩
6.8, 29.5],2,2,2,2);

%% Engine Geometry Parameters

Vc = 60204.97e-9; % clearance volume (m^3)

l = 155.87e-3; % connecting rod length (m)

S = 83.10e-3; % Stroke (m)

a = S/2; % crankshaft radius (m)

rc = 9.30; % compression ratio

B = 87.50e-3; % Bore (m)

R = l/a; % ratio of connecting rod to ←↩
crank radius

Vd = (559.9059) *1e-6-Vc; % displacement volume (m^3)

X = 0.60e-3; % wist_pin_offset (m)

g = 1.33; % gamma for flow calculation

Dv_int = 32.5/1000; % intake valve inner seat ←↩
diameter (m)

Dv_exh = 28/1000; % exhaust valve inner seat ←↩
diameter (m)
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% 0.5CA resolution intake and exhaust valves lift (mm)
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Exh_lift = [0 0 0 0 0.00044 0.00044 0.00044 0.00044 ←↩
0.00259 0.00259 0.00259 0.00259 0.0076 0.0076 0.0076←↩

0.0076 0.01612 0.01612 0.01612 0.01612 0.02826 ←↩
0.02826 0.02826 0.02826 0.04352 0.04352 0.04352 ←↩
0.04352 0.06091 0.06091 0.06091 0.06091 0.07909 ←↩
0.07909 0.07909 0.07909 0.09732 0.09732 0.09732 ←↩
0.09732 0.11554 0.11554 0.11554 0.11554 0.13376 ←↩
0.13376 0.13376 0.13376 0.15199 0.15199 0.15199 ←↩
0.15199 0.17021 0.17021 0.17021 0.17021 0.18843 ←↩
0.18843 0.18843 0.18843 0.20665 0.20665 0.20665 ←↩
0.20665 0.22488 0.22488 0.22488 0.22488 0.2431 0.2431←↩

0.2431 0.2431 0.26132 0.26132 0.26132 0.26132 ←↩
0.27955 0.27955 0.27955 0.27955 0.29777 0.29777 ←↩
0.29777 0.29777 0.31599 0.31599 0.31599 0.31599 ←↩
0.33422 0.33422 0.33422 0.33422 0.35244 0.35244 ←↩
0.35244 0.35244 0.37066 0.37066 0.37066 0.37066 ←↩
0.38888 0.38888 0.38888 0.38888 0.40711 0.40711 ←↩
0.40711 0.40711 0.42533 0.42533 0.42533 0.42533 ←↩
0.44355 0.44355 0.44355 0.44355 0.46178 0.46178 ←↩
0.46178 0.46178 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.49928 ←↩
0.49928 0.49928 0.49928 0.52782 0.52782 0.52782 ←↩
0.52782 0.57119 0.57119 0.57119 0.57119 0.63115 ←↩
0.63115 0.63115 0.63115 0.70858 0.70858 0.70858 ←↩
0.70858 0.80395 0.80395 0.80395 0.80395 0.91748 ←↩
0.91748 0.91748 0.91748 1.04922 1.04922 1.04922 ←↩
1.04922 1.19911 1.19911 1.19911 1.19911 1.36697 ←↩
1.36697 1.36697 1.36697 1.55241 1.55241 1.55241 ←↩
1.55241 1.75458 1.75458 1.75458 1.75458 1.96845 ←↩
1.96845 1.96845 1.96845 2.18642 2.18642 2.18642 ←↩
2.18642 2.4063 2.4063 2.4063 2.4063 2.62673 ←↩
2.62673 2.62673 2.62673 2.84643 2.84643 2.84643 ←↩
2.84643 3.06408 3.06408 3.06408 3.06408 3.27878 ←↩
3.27878 3.27878 3.27878 3.4899 3.4899 3.4899 3.4899←↩

3.697 3.697 3.697 3.697 3.89974 3.89974 3.89974 ←↩
3.89974 4.09783 4.09783 4.09783 4.09783 4.29107 ←↩
4.29107 4.29107 4.29107 4.47926 4.47926 4.47926 ←↩
4.47926 4.66226 4.66226 4.66226 4.66226 4.83993 ←↩
4.83993 4.83993 4.83993 5.01216 5.01216 5.01216 ←↩
5.01216 5.17886 5.17886 5.17886 5.17886 5.33994 ←↩
5.33994 5.33994 5.33994 5.49533 5.49533 5.49533 ←↩
5.49533 5.64496 5.64496 5.64496 5.64496 5.78877 ←↩
5.78877 5.78877 5.78877 5.92672 5.92672 5.92672 ←↩
5.92672 6.05876 6.05876 6.05876 6.05876 6.18484 ←↩
6.18484 6.18484 6.18484 6.30494 6.30494 6.30494 ←↩
6.30494 6.41903 6.41903 6.41903 6.41903 6.52707 ←↩
6.52707 6.52707 6.52707 6.62904 6.62904 6.62904 ←↩
6.62904 6.72491 6.72491 6.72491 6.72491 6.81468 ←↩
6.81468 6.81468 6.81468 6.89831 6.89831 6.89831 ←↩
6.89831 6.9758 6.9758 6.9758 6.9758 7.04713 ←↩
7.04713 7.04713 7.04713 7.1123 7.1123 7.1123 7.1123←↩

7.17128 7.17128 7.17128 7.17128 7.22408 7.22408 ←↩
7.22408 7.22408 7.27068 7.27068 7.27068 7.27068 ←↩
7.31108 7.31108 7.31108 7.31108 7.34527 7.34527 ←↩
7.34527 7.34527 7.37325 7.37325 7.37325 7.37325 ←↩
7.39501 7.39501 7.39501 7.39501 7.41056 7.41056 ←↩
7.41056 7.41056 7.41989 7.41989 7.41989 7.41989 7.423 ←↩
7.423 7.423 7.423 7.41989 7.41989 7.42E+00 7.42E+00 ←↩
7.41056 7.41056 7.41056 7.41056 7.39501 7.39501 ←↩
7.39501 7.39501 7.37325 7.37325 7.37325 7.37325 ←↩
7.34527 7.34527 7.34527 7.34527 7.31108 7.31108 ←↩
7.31108 7.31108 7.27069 7.27069 7.27069 7.27069 7.2241←↩

7.2241 7.2241 7.2241 7.17132 7.17132 7.17132 ←↩
7.17132 7.11235 7.11235 7.11235 7.11235 7.04721 ←↩
7.04721 7.04721 7.04721 6.97591 6.97591 6.97591 ←↩
6.97591 6.89846 6.89846 6.89846 6.89846 6.81488 ←↩
6.81488 6.81488 6.81488 6.72519 6.72519 6.72519 ←↩
6.72519 6.62939 6.62939 6.62939 6.62939 6.52753 ←↩
6.52753 6.52753 6.52753 6.41962 6.41962 6.41962 ←↩
6.41962 6.30568 6.30568 6.30568 6.30568 6.18576 ←↩
6.18576 6.18576 6.18576 6.05988 6.05988 6.05988 ←↩
6.05988 5.92808 5.92808 5.92808 5.92808 5.79042 ←↩
5.79042 5.79042 5.79042 5.64693 5.64693 5.64693 ←↩
5.64693 5.49768 5.49768 5.49768 5.49768 5.34272 ←↩
5.34272 5.34272 5.34272 5.18213 5.18213 5.18213 ←↩
5.18213 5.01599 5.01599 5.01599 5.01599 4.84439 ←↩
4.84439 4.84439 4.84439 4.66742 4.66742 4.66742 ←↩
4.66742 4.48522 4.48522 4.48522 4.48522 4.29792 ←↩
4.29792 4.29792 4.29792 4.10568 4.10568 4.10568 ←↩
4.10568 3.90869 3.90869 3.90869 3.90869 3.70717 ←↩
3.70717 3.70717 3.70717 3.50141 3.50141 3.50141 ←↩
3.50141 3.29176 3.29176 3.29176 3.29176 3.07865 ←↩
3.07865 3.07865 3.07865 2.8627 2.8627 2.8627 2.8627←↩

2.64478 2.64478 2.64478 2.64478 2.42613 2.42613 ←↩
2.42613 2.42613 2.20805 2.20805 2.20805 2.20805 ←↩
1.99193 1.99193 1.99193 1.99193 1.78018 1.78018 ←↩
1.78018 1.78018 1.57998 1.57998 1.57998 1.57998 ←↩
1.39623 1.39623 1.39623 1.39623 1.22994 1.22994 ←↩
1.22994 1.22994 1.08158 1.08158 1.08158 1.08158 ←↩
0.95135 0.95135 0.95135 0.95135 0.83934 0.83934 ←↩
0.83934 0.83934 0.74546 0.74546 0.74546 0.74546 ←↩
0.66948 0.66948 0.66948 0.66948 0.61081 0.61081 ←↩
0.61081 0.61081 0.56843 0.56843 0.56843 0.56843 ←↩
0.54032 0.54032 0.54032 0.54032 0.521 0.521 0.521 ←↩
0.521 0.50278 0.50278 0.50278 0.50278 0.48455 0.48455 ←↩
0.48455 0.48455 0.46633 0.46633 0.46633 0.46633 0.4481←↩

0.4481 0.4481 0.4481 0.42988 0.42988 0.42988 ←↩
0.42988 0.41166 0.41166 0.41166 0.41166 0.39343 ←↩
0.39343 0.39343 0.39343 0.37521 0.37521 0.37521 ←↩
0.37521 0.35698 0.35698 0.35698 0.35698 0.33876 ←↩
0.33876 0.33876 0.33876 0.32054 0.32054 0.32054 ←↩
0.32054 0.30231 0.30231 0.30231 0.30231 0.28409 ←↩
0.28409 0.28409 0.28409 0.26586 0.26586 0.26586 ←↩
0.26586 0.24764 0.24764 0.24764 0.24764 0.22942 ←↩
0.22942 0.22942 0.22942 0.21119 0.21119 0.21119 ←↩
0.21119 0.19297 0.19297 0.19297 0.19297 0.17474 ←↩
0.17474 0.17474 0.17474 0.15652 0.15652 0.15652 ←↩
0.15652 0.1383 0.1383 0.1383 0.1383 0.12007 ←↩
0.12007 0.12007 0.12007 0.10185 0.10185 0.10185 ←↩
0.10185 0.08362 0.08362 0.08362 0.08362 0.0654 0.0654←↩

0.0654 0.0654 0.04767 0.04767 0.04767 0.04767 ←↩
0.03175 0.03175 0.03175 0.03175 0.01874 0.01874 ←↩
0.01874 0.01874 0.0093 0.0093 0.0093 0.0093 ←↩
0.00348 0.00348 0.00348 0.00348 0.00074 0.00074 ←↩
0.00074 0.00074 2.00E-05 2.00E-05 2.00E-05 2.00E-05←↩

0];
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Int_lift = [0 0.00031 0.00216 0.00671 0.0147 0.0263 ←↩
0.04106 0.05806 0.076 0.094 0.112 0.13 0.148 0.166 ←↩
0.184 0.202 0.22 0.238 0.256 0.274 0.292 0.31 0.328 ←↩
0.346 0.364 0.382 0.4 0.41902 0.44728 0.49074 0.55129 ←↩
0.62992 0.72715 0.84326 0.97836 1.13244 1.30536 ←↩
1.49688 1.70649 1.93288 2.16859 2.40788 2.6489 ←↩
2.89035 3.13085 3.36892 3.60355 3.8341 4.06013 ←↩
4.28134 4.49748 4.70836 4.91383 5.11376 5.30806 ←↩
5.49663 5.67939 5.85629 6.02726 6.19226 6.35125 ←↩
6.50418 6.65104 6.79177 6.92638 7.05482 7.17708 ←↩
7.29315 7.403 7.50663 7.60402 7.69517 7.78006 7.85869 ←↩
7.93105 7.99713 8.05694 8.11045 8.15768 8.19862 ←↩
8.23326 8.2616 8.28365 8.2994 8.30885 8.312 8.30885 ←↩
8.2994 8.28365 8.2616 8.23326 8.19862 8.15769 ←↩
8.11047 8.05696 7.99717 7.9311 7.85877 7.78017 ←↩
7.69531 7.60421 7.50687 7.40331 7.29354 7.17757 ←↩
7.05543 6.92713 6.7927 6.65215 6.50552 6.35285 ←↩
6.19416 6.0295 5.85892 5.68246 5.5002 5.31219 ←↩
5.11853 4.91931 4.71464 4.50466 4.28953 4.06944 ←↩
3.84466 3.61549 3.38238 3.14597 2.90722 2.66754 ←↩
2.42829 2.19081 1.95707 1.73278 1.52491 1.33497 ←↩
1.16357 1.011 0.87739 0.76277 0.66701 0.58979 0.53048 ←↩
0.48795 0.46006 0.441 0.42 0.405 0.387 0.369 0.351 ←↩
0.333 0.315 0.297 0.279 0.261 0.243 0.225 0.207 0.189 ←↩
0.171 0.153 0.135 0.117 0.099 0.081 0.06301 0.04558 ←↩
0.03003 0.01746 0.00846 0.00303 0.00058 0.00001 0];

% Exhaust valve profile

Exh_Lv =1e -3*[0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12];

Exh_CDA =[0 0.000104724 0.000244374 0.000358699 ←↩
0.00049458 0.000633434 0.000712386 0.000739482 ←↩
0.000761232 0.000762962 0.000762477 0.000773482 ←↩
0.00079742]; %m^2

%% Engine Run -time

c=2;

lambda = Lam_ATI_cycle(cycle_diff_CAS_ATI:←↩
CAS_end_idx+cycle_diff_CAS_ATI -1); ←↩

% lambda in test
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int_adv = -Int_ATI_cycle(cycle_diff_CAS_ATI:←↩
CAS_end_idx+cycle_diff_CAS_ATI -1); ←↩

% absolute intake valve advance ←↩
value

exh_ret = Exh_ATI_cycle(cycle_diff_CAS_ATI:←↩
CAS_end_idx+cycle_diff_CAS_ATI -1); ←↩

% absolute exhaust valve ←↩
retardvalue

i=1;

for i=1: num_cycle

if exh_ret(i) <=0.5

exh_ret(i)=0;

end

if int_adv(i) <=0.5

int_adv(i)=0;

end

end

FRP_ATI = FRP_ATI_cycle(cycle_diff_CAS_ATI:←↩
CAS_end_idx+cycle_diff_CAS_ATI -1);

THP_ATI = THP_ATI_cycle(cycle_diff_CAS_ATI:←↩
CAS_end_idx+cycle_diff_CAS_ATI -1);

Overlap = int_adv+exh_ret -3; % valve aoverlap

rel_hum = 0.42* ones(CAS_end_idx ,1);

% rel_hum = RH_syncd(1, idx_start_CAS:end)/100;←↩
% relative humidity

% amb_temp = Tamb_syncd (1, idx_start_CAS:end)←↩
+273.15; % ambient temperature (K)

amb_temp = (((79 -32) /1.8) +273.15)*ones(CAS_end_idx←↩
,1);

T_ind_air = Tind_syncd (1, cycle_diff:end)+273.15+2; ←↩
% inducted air temperature (K)

T_co = (( TC_ATI_cycle(cycle_diff_CAS_ATI:←↩
CAS_end_idx+cycle_diff_CAS_ATI -1) -32)/1.8) +273.15;←↩

% Coolant temperature (k)

Exh_run_temp = EGT1_syncd (1, cycle_diff:end)←↩
+273.15+2;

Turboin_temp = Tturboin_syncd (1, cycle_diff:end)←↩
+273.15+2;

RES_ATI = RES_ATI_cycle(cycle_diff_CAS_ATI:←↩
CAS_end_idx+cycle_diff_CAS_ATI -1); ←↩

% lambda in test
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AIR_ATI = AIR_ATI_cycle(cycle_diff_CAS_ATI:←↩
CAS_end_idx+cycle_diff_CAS_ATI -1); ←↩

% lambda in test

Xres_ATI = (RES_ATI ./( RES_ATI+AIR_ATI))*100;

%% Thermodynamics parameters

% Temperature assumptions to calculate Cp and gamma

% EVO temp 1200 K

% EVC temp 700 K

% IVC temp 400 K

% IVO temp 900 K

% Moar masses and gas constants

MW_res = 30.45; % residual gas molar ←↩
mass (kg/kmol)

MW_air = 28.97; % air molar mass (kg/←↩
kmol)

MW_vapor = 18.02; % water vapor molar ←↩
mass (kg/kmol)

R_u = 8.31446*1000; % universal gas ←↩
constant (J/kmol.K)

R_evo = R_u / MW_res; % cylinder mixture gas ←↩
constant at EVO [J/KgK]

R_vapor = 461.5; % water vapor gas ←↩
constant (J/kg.K)

R_air = 287.06; % air gas constant (J/←↩
kg.K)

%% Specific heats From EES

Cv_7 = 768.25;

Cv_air_in = 720; % J/kg.K

Cv_air_7 = 860; %J/kg.K

Cv_air_intake = (Cv_air_in+Cv_air_7)/2; %J/kg.K

Cv_vapor_in = 1800; %J/kg.K

Cv_vapor_7 = 1411; % J/kg.K

Cv_vapor_intake = (Cv_vapor_in+Cv_vapor_7)/2; %J/kg.K

Cv_res_in = 840; % J/kg.K

Cv_res_7 = 730; %J/kg.K

Cv_res_intake = (Cv_res_in+Cv_res_7)/2; %J/kg.K
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Cv_fuel_in = 2140; % J/kg.K

Cv_fuel_7 = 1660; %J/kg.K

Cv_fuel_intake = (Cv_fuel_in+Cv_fuel_7)/2; %J/kg.K

%% Humidity

temperature_table =[255.15 258.15 261.15 264.15 266.15 ←↩
269.15 272.15 275.15 277.15 280.15 283.15 286.15 ←↩
289.15 291.15 294.15 297.15 300.15 302.15 305.15 ←↩
308.15 311.15 314.15 316.15 319.15 322.15 325.15 ←↩
328.15 331.15 334.15 337.15 340.15 343.15 346.15 ←↩
349.15 352.15]; % K

p_sat_table =1e3 *[0.15 0.19 0.24 0.3 0.37 0.46 0.56 0.69 ←↩
0.84 1.03 1.23 1.48 1.77 2.1 2.5 2.96 3.5 4.1 4.81 ←↩
5.62 6.56 7.62 8.78 10.14 11.68 13.42 15.75 18.16 ←↩
20.87 23.92 27.35 31.18 35.45 40.2 45.49]; % Pa

%% FUEL SPECS

LHV_fuel = 41.64e6; % {J/kg} % E10

A_F_stoich = 14.06; % E10

C_isooctane = 242.49; % kJ/K.kmol % Cp and Cv ←↩
are the same (liquid)

C_ethanol = 112.4; % kJ/K.kmol % Cp and Cv ←↩
are the same (liquid)

MW_ethanol = 46.07; % kg/kmol

MW_isooctane = 114.23; % kg/kmol

ethanol_density = 789; % kg/m^3

fuel_density = 757.4; % kg/m^3 % E10

isooctane_density = 743.1;

ethanol_mass_fraction = 0.1* ethanol_density/←↩
fuel_density; % calculated from volume fraction 10% of←↩
volume is ethanol 90% is isooctane

isooctane_mass_fraction = 0.9* isooctane_density/←↩
fuel_density;

MW_fuel = 1/( ethanol_mass_fraction/MW_ethanol+←↩
isooctane_mass_fraction/MW_isooctane); % g/mol % E10

ethanol_mole_fraction = ethanol_mass_fraction*MW_fuel/←↩
MW_ethanol;

isooctane_mole_fraction = isooctane_mass_fraction*←↩
MW_fuel/MW_isooctane;
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%Cp_fuel =(( ethanol_mole_fraction*C_ethanol+←↩
isooctane_mole_fraction*C_isooctane)/MW_fuel)*1000; % ←↩
[J/kg.K]

h_fg_fuel_piston = 306200; % [J/kg] {At piston ←↩
temperature (120 C)} {obtained from EES}

h_fg_fuel_ivc = 301500; % {J/Kg} {assumed at IVC ←↩
temp} {obtained from EES}

h_fg_fuel_intake = 349.8 e3; ←↩
% enthalpy of fuel J/kg

% Fuel Injection and Combustion Properties

z = 0.9; % {Fuel fraction going into air after ←↩
injection}

y = 0.9; % {Fuel fraction vaporized before IVC}

T_evc_fuel = 50+273.15; % [K] {saturation Temperature}

%% Loading ACAP data for each cylinder

for c=c:1:c % c for each cylinder

if c==1

foo = load('PresTrace.Cyl1.mat ');
P_kPa = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)))*1e5;←↩

% cylinder pressure trace (Pa)

P_kPa = P_kPa (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('IMEP.Cyl1.mat ');
IMEP_g = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

IMEP_g = IMEP_g(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('NMEP.Cyl1.mat ');
IMEP_n = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

IMEP_n = IMEP_n(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('PMEP.Cyl1.mat ');
IMEP_p = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

IMEP_p = IMEP_p(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;
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foo = load('CAIGN.Cyl1.EST.mat ');
theta_ignition = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(←↩

foo)));

theta_ignition = theta_ignition(cycle_select:end←↩
);

clear foo;

foo = load('tqca1.mat ');
CA = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

for i=1:1: size(CA ,1)

CA(i)=CA(i)-floor((i-1) /1440) *720;

end

foo = load('Trace.MAP.mat ');
MAP_raw = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)))*1←↩

e3; % manifold pressure trace (Pa)

MAP_raw = MAP_raw (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('vol1.mat ');
VOL_CAS = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)))/1←↩

e9; % cylinder volume (m^3)

clear foo;

foo = load('CA50.Cyl1.mat ');
CA50 = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo))); ←↩

% CA50 (CA AFTDC)

CA50 = CA50 (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('CA10.Cyl1.mat ');
CA10 = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo))); ←↩

% CA50 (CA AFTDC)

CA10 = CA10 (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('CA90.Cyl1.mat ');
CA90 = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo))); ←↩

% CA50 (CA AFTDC)

CA90 = CA90 (1:end ,cycle_select:end);
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clear foo;

shift = 0; % CA=CA -0; CA=CA -540; or CA=CA+180←↩
% 180= -540

elseif c==2

foo = load('PresTrace.Cyl2.mat ');
P_kPa = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)))*1e5;←↩

% cylinder pressure trace (Pa)

P_kPa = P_kPa (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('IMEP.Cyl2.mat ');
IMEP_g = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

IMEP_g = IMEP_g(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('NMEP.Cyl2.mat ');
IMEP_n = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

IMEP_n = IMEP_n(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('PMEP.Cyl2.mat ');
IMEP_p = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

IMEP_p = IMEP_p(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('CAIGN.Cyl1.EST.mat ');
theta_ignition = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(←↩

foo)));

theta_ignition = theta_ignition(cycle_select:end←↩
);

clear foo;

foo = load('tqca1.mat ');
CA = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

for i=1:1: size(CA ,1)

CA(i)=CA(i)-floor((i-1) /1440) *720;

end

foo = load('Trace.MAP.mat ');
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MAP_raw = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)))*1←↩
e3; % manifold pressure trace (Pa)

MAP_raw = MAP_raw (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('vol1.mat ');
VOL_CAS = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)))/1←↩

e9; % cylinder volume (m^3)

clear foo;

foo = load('CA50.Cyl2.mat ');
CA50 = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo))); ←↩

% CA50 (CA AFTDC)

CA50 = CA50 (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('CA10.Cyl2.mat ');
CA10 = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo))); ←↩

% CA50 (CA AFTDC)

CA10 = CA10 (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('CA90.Cyl2.mat ');
CA90 = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo))); ←↩

% CA50 (CA AFTDC)

CA90 = CA90 (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

shift = 0; % CA=CA -0; CA=CA -540; or CA=CA+180←↩
% 180= -540

elseif c==3

foo=load('-mat ','TQ03.P01 ');
P_kPa= getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

foo=load('-mat ','IMEP03.P01 ');
IMEP_g= getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

IMEP_g=IMEP_g(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo=load('-mat ','TQENCD.P01 ');
CA= getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;
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foo=load('-mat ','TQ_MAP.P01 ');
MAP= getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

for i=1:1: size(CA ,1)

CA(i)=CA(i)-floor((i-1) /1440) *720;

end

load('-mat ','CVOL720.PFG ');
VOL_ACAP=CVOL720CFG /1e6; %m^3

shift =-360; % shift /2= -180 2 because of CA ←↩
sampling CA=CA -180;

foo=load('-mat ','CAIGN03.P01 ');
theta_ignition=getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)←↩

));

theta_ignition=theta_ignition(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

elseif c==4

foo=load('-mat ','TQ04.P01 ');
P_kPa= getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

foo=load('-mat ','IMEP04.P01 ');
IMEP_g= getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

IMEP_g=IMEP_g(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo=load('-mat ','TQENCD.P01 ');
CA= getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

foo=load('-mat ','TQ_MAP.P01 ');
MAP= getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

for i=1:1: size(CA ,1)

CA(i)=CA(i)-floor((i-1) /1440) *720;

end

load('-mat ','CVOL720.PFG ');
VOL_ACAP=CVOL720CFG /1e6; %m^3

shift =-720; % CA=CA -360;

foo=load('-mat ','CAIGN04.P01 ');
theta_ignition=getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)←↩

));

theta_ignition=theta_ignition(cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

end %
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foo = load('RPM.Timer.mat ');
N_rpm = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo))); % ←↩

engine speed (rpm)

N_rpm = N_rpm (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('Average.MAP.mat ');
MAP_avg = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)))*1e3; ←↩

% Average manifold pressure per cycle (Pa)

MAP_avg = MAP_avg (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('Trace.ExhaustPressure.mat ');
p_exh = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)))*1e3; ←↩

% Exhaust pressure trace (Pa)

p_exh = p_exh (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

clear foo;

foo = load('Trace.ExhaustPressureOmega.mat ');
p_exh_omega = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)))*1←↩

e3; % Exhaust pressure trace (Pa)

p_exh_omega = p_exh_omega (1:end ,cycle_select:end);

foo = load('Trace.InjectorPulse.mat ');
INJ_CAS = getfield(foo ,char(fieldnames(foo)));

clear foo;

%% Intake and Exhaust valves characteristics

[bbb ,aaa] = butter (3 ,0.1);

[ccc ,ddd] = butter (3 ,0.05);

p_exh_filt = filtfilt(bbb ,aaa ,p_exh); %Pa

p_exh_omega_filt = filtfilt(bbb ,aaa ,←↩
p_exh_omega); %Pa

p_exh_omega_mean = mean(p_exh_omega_filt);

p_exh_mean = mean(p_exh_filt);

p_drift_omega = p_exh_mean - ←↩
p_exh_omega_mean;

k=0;
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for k=1: num_cycle

p_exh_cor (1:1440 ,k) = p_exh_filt (1:end ,k←↩
)-p_drift_omega(k);

end

Pexh_cor = reshape(p_exh_cor ,num_cycle←↩
*1440 ,1);

%% MAP and raw cylinder pressure filtered and pegging

CA = repmat(CA ,num_cycle ,1); % ←↩
reshaped in array to be used in ref_press

P_kPa = reshape(P_kPa ,num_cycle *1440 ,1); % ←↩
reshaped in array to be used in ref_press

MAP = reshape(MAP_raw ,num_cycle *1440 ,1); % ←↩
reshaped in array to be used in ref_press

MAP_filt = filtfilt(ccc ,ddd ,MAP); % MAP ←↩
filtering Fc =0.05 and order=3

[pr ,po] = ref_press_dual(circshift(CA,-shift),P_kPa←↩
,MAP_filt ,Pexh_cor , -180 , -177 ,300 ,303); % MAP/←↩
Exhaust Pressure -Based Dual -Pegging

cycle_size = floor(size(pr)/1440); % round ←↩
down

pr = pr(1: cycle_size (1) *1440);

VOL = VOL_CAS; % ←↩
Cylinder volume read from CAS data in m^3

v = VOL/max(VOL); % ←↩
normalized cylinder volume

resh_pr = reshape(pr ,1440, cycle_size (1)); % ←↩
reshaped cylinder pressure to CA*cycles in Pa

mean_pr = mean(resh_pr ,2); % mean←↩
value per 300 cylces of cylinder pressure in Pa

mean_pr = circshift(mean_pr ,shift);

resh_pr = circshift(resh_pr ,shift);

MAP = MAP(1: cycle_size (1) *1440);
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resh_MAP = reshape(MAP ,1440, cycle_size (1)); % ←↩
reshaped manifold pressure to CA*cycles in Pa

mean_MAP = mean(resh_MAP ,2); % mean←↩
value per 300 cylces of manifold pressure in Pa

mean_MAP = circshift(mean_MAP ,shift);

resh_MAP = circshift(resh_MAP ,shift);

resh_pr_filt=filtfilt(bbb ,aaa ,resh_pr); %Pa

%% Intake and Exhaust Cam Arrays

theta_ivc_base = ( -180+67)*ones(size(resh_pr ,2) ,1);←↩
% array with the length of estimaton required

theta_ivc = theta_ivc_base (1: end)-transpose(←↩
int_adv);

theta_ivo_base = (11+360)*ones(size(resh_pr ,2) ,1);

theta_ivo = theta_ivo_base (1: end)-transpose(←↩
int_adv);

theta_evo_base = (180 -36)*ones(size(resh_pr ,2) ,1);

theta_evo = theta_evo_base (1: end)+transpose(←↩
exh_ret);

theta_evc_base = (360+8)*ones(size(resh_pr ,2) ,1);

theta_evc = theta_evc_base (1: end)+transpose(←↩
exh_ret);

theta_7 = -180* ones(size(resh_pr ,2) ,1); ←↩
%BDC in intake stroke

theta_bwd = 260* ones(size(resh_pr ,2) ,1); % ←↩
blowdown=exh

%% Polytropics Calculations

theta_1_comp = -90; % point←↩
1 in compression

theta_2_comp = -50; % point←↩
2 in compression

theta_1_exp = 70; % point←↩
1 in expansion

theta_2_exp = 110; % point←↩
2 in expansion
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index_1_comp = find(CA >= theta_1_comp ,1);

index_2_comp = find(CA >= theta_2_comp ,1);

index_1_exp = find(CA >= theta_1_exp ,1);

index_2_exp = find(CA >= theta_2_exp ,1);

VOL_1_comp = VOL_CAS(index_1_comp); % ←↩
already changed to m^3

VOL_2_comp = VOL_CAS(index_2_comp);

VOL_1_exp = VOL_CAS(index_1_exp);

VOL_2_exp = VOL_CAS(index_2_exp);

%%

for kk =1:1: size(resh_pr ,2);

[p_max_bar(kk),index_max(kk)] = max(resh_pr(:,kk←↩
));

theta_max(kk) = CA(index_max(kk)←↩
);

p_max(kk) = p_max_bar(kk); ←↩
% cylinder peak pressure (Pa)

VOL_max(kk) = VOL_CAS(←↩
index_max(kk)); % cylinder volume at ←↩
peak pressure (m^3)

index_ivc(kk) = find(CA >= theta_ivc(kk) ,1);

p_ivc(kk) = resh_pr(index_ivc(kk),kk); %←↩
cylinder pressure at IVC (Pa)

VOL_ivc(kk) = VOL_CAS(index_ivc(kk)); ←↩
% cylinder volume at IVC←↩

(m^3)

index_evo(kk) = find(CA >= theta_evo(kk) ,1);

p_evo(kk) = resh_pr(index_evo(kk),kk); %←↩
cylinder pressure at EVO (Pa)

VOL_evo(kk) = VOL_CAS(index_evo(kk)); ←↩
% cylinder volume at IVC←↩

(m^3)

index_evc(kk) = find(CA >= theta_evc(kk) ,1);

p_evc(kk) = resh_pr(index_evc(kk),kk); %←↩
cylinder pressure at EVC (Pa)
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VOL_evc(kk) = VOL_CAS(index_evc(kk)); ←↩
% cylinder volume at IVC←↩

(m^3)

index_7(kk) = find(CA >= theta_7(kk) ,1);

p_7(kk) = resh_pr(index_7(kk),kk); %←↩
cylinder pressure at BDC (Pa)

VOL_7(kk) = VOL_CAS(index_7(kk)); ←↩
% cylinder volume at←↩

IVC (m^3)

index_ivo(kk) = find(CA >= theta_ivo(kk) ,1);

p_ivo(kk) = resh_pr(index_ivo(kk),kk); %←↩
cylinder pressure at IVO (Pa)

VOL_ivo(kk) = VOL_CAS(index_ivo(kk)); ←↩
% cylinder volume at IVC←↩

(m^3)

index_ign(kk) = find(CA >= theta_ignition(kk) ,1);

p_ign(kk) = resh_pr(index_ign(kk),kk); %←↩
cylinder pressure at Ignition (Pa)

VOL_ign(kk) = VOL_CAS(index_ign(kk)); ←↩
% cylinder volume at IVC←↩

(Pa)

index_bwd(kk) = find(CA >= theta_bwd(kk) ,1);

p_bwd(kk) = resh_pr(index_bwd(kk),kk); %←↩
cylinder pressure at blowdown (Pa)

VOL_bwd(kk) = VOL_CAS(index_bwd(kk)); ←↩
% cylinder volume at ←↩

blowdown (m^3)
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CRA_angle_exh (1:701 ,kk) = [84 84.5 85 85.5 86←↩
86.5 87 87.5 88 88.5 89 89.5 90 90.5←↩
91 91.5 92 92.5 93 93.5 94 94.5 95 ←↩

95.5 96 96.5 97 97.5 98 98.5 99 99.5 ←↩
100 100.5 101 101.5 102 102.5 103 103.5 104 ←↩
104.5 105 105.5 106 106.5 107 107.5 108 108.5 ←↩
109 109.5 110 110.5 111 111.5 112 112.5 113 ←↩
113.5 114 114.5 115 115.5 116 116.5 117 117.5 ←↩
118 118.5 119 119.5 120 120.5 121 121.5 122 ←↩
122.5 123 123.5 124 124.5 125 125.5 126 126.5 ←↩
127 127.5 128 128.5 129 129.5 130 130.5 131 ←↩
131.5 132 132.5 133 133.5 134 134.5 135 135.5 ←↩
136 136.5 137 137.5 138 138.5 139 139.5 140 ←↩
140.5 141 141.5 142 142.5 143 143.5 144 144.5 ←↩
145 145.5 146 146.5 147 147.5 148 148.5 149 ←↩
149.5 150 150.5 151 151.5 152 152.5 153 153.5 ←↩
154 154.5 155 155.5 156 156.5 157 157.5 158 ←↩
158.5 159 159.5 160 160.5 161 161.5 162 162.5 ←↩
163 163.5 164 164.5 165 165.5 166 166.5 167 ←↩
167.5 168 168.5 169 169.5 170 170.5 171 171.5 ←↩
172 172.5 173 173.5 174 174.5 175 175.5 176 ←↩
176.5 177 177.5 178 178.5 179 179.5 180 180.5 ←↩
181 181.5 182 182.5 183 183.5 184 184.5 185 ←↩
185.5 186 186.5 187 187.5 188 188.5 189 189.5 ←↩
190 190.5 191 191.5 192 192.5 193 193.5 194 ←↩
194.5 195 195.5 196 196.5 197 197.5 198 198.5 ←↩
199 199.5 200 200.5 201 201.5 202 202.5 203 ←↩
203.5 204 204.5 205 205.5 206 206.5 207 207.5 ←↩
208 208.5 209 209.5 210 210.5 211 211.5 212 ←↩
212.5 213 213.5 214 214.5 215 215.5 216 216.5 ←↩
217 217.5 218 218.5 219 219.5 220 220.5 221 ←↩
221.5 222 222.5 223 223.5 224 224.5 225 225.5 ←↩
226 226.5 227 227.5 228 228.5 229 229.5 230 ←↩
230.5 231 231.5 232 232.5 233 233.5 234 234.5 ←↩
235 235.5 236 236.5 237 237.5 238 238.5 239 ←↩
239.5 240 240.5 241 241.5 242 242.5 243 243.5 ←↩
244 244.5 245 245.5 246 246.5 247 247.5 248 ←↩
248.5 249 249.5 250 250.5 251 251.5 252 252.5 ←↩
253 253.5 254 254.5 255 255.5 256 256.5 257 ←↩
257.5 258 258.5 259 259.5 260 260.5 261 261.5 ←↩
262 262.5 263 263.5 264 264.5 265 265.5 266 ←↩
266.5 267 267.5 268 268.5 269 269.5 270 270.5 ←↩
271 271.5 272 272.5 273 273.5 274 274.5 275 ←↩
275.5 276 276.5 277 277.5 278 278.5 279 279.5 ←↩
280 280.5 281 281.5 282 282.5 283 283.5 284 ←↩
284.5 285 285.5 286 286.5 287 287.5 288 288.5 ←↩
289 289.5 290 290.5 291 291.5 292 292.5 293 ←↩
293.5 294 294.5 295 295.5 296 296.5 297 297.5 ←↩
298 298.5 299 299.5 300 300.5 301 301.5 302 ←↩
302.5 303 303.5 304 304.5 305 305.5 306 306.5 ←↩
307 307.5 308 308.5 309 309.5 310 310.5 311 ←↩
311.5 312 312.5 313 313.5 314 314.5 315 315.5 ←↩
316 316.5 317 317.5 318 318.5 319 319.5 320 ←↩
320.5 321 321.5 322 322.5 323 323.5 324 324.5 ←↩
325 325.5 326 326.5 327 327.5 328 328.5 329 ←↩
329.5 330 330.5 331 331.5 332 332.5 333 333.5 ←↩
334 334.5 335 335.5 336 336.5 337 337.5 338 ←↩
338.5 339 339.5 340 340.5 341 341.5 342 342.5 ←↩
343 343.5 344 344.5 345 345.5 346 346.5 347 ←↩
347.5 348 348.5 349 349.5 350 350.5 351 351.5 ←↩
352 352.5 353 353.5 354 354.5 355 355.5 356 ←↩
356.5 357 357.5 358 358.5 359 359.5 360 360.5 ←↩
361 361.5 362 362.5 363 363.5 364 364.5 365 ←↩
365.5 366 366.5 367 367.5 368 368.5 369 369.5 ←↩
370 370.5 371 371.5 372 372.5 373 373.5 374 ←↩
374.5 375 375.5 376 376.5 377 377.5 378 378.5 ←↩
379 379.5 380 380.5 381 381.5 382 382.5 383 ←↩
383.5 384 384.5 385 385.5 386 386.5 387 387.5 ←↩
388 388.5 389 389.5 390 390.5 391 391.5 392 ←↩
392.5 393 393.5 394 394.5 395 395.5 396 396.5 ←↩
397 397.5 398 398.5 399 399.5 400 400.5 401 ←↩
401.5 402 402.5 403 403.5 404 404.5 405 405.5 ←↩
406 406.5 407 407.5 408 408.5 409 409.5 410 ←↩
410.5 411 411.5 412 412.5 413 413.5 414 414.5 ←↩
415 415.5 416 416.5 417 417.5 418 418.5 419 ←↩
419.5 420 420.5 421 421.5 422 422.5 423 423.5 ←↩
424 424.5 425 425.5 426 426.5 427 427.5 428 ←↩
428.5 429 429.5 430 430.5 431 431.5 432 432.5 ←↩
433 433.5 434]+ exh_ret(kk);
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index_pos_evo(kk) = find(CRA_angle_exh (1:701 ,kk)←↩
>=theta_evo(kk) ,1);

index_pos_ivo(kk) = find(CRA_angle_exh (1:701 ,kk)←↩
>=theta_ivo(kk) -1,1);

index_pos_evc(kk) = find(CRA_angle_exh (1:701 ,kk)←↩
>=theta_evc(kk) ,1);

Lv_exh_ov(index_pos_ivo(kk):index_pos_evc(kk),kk←↩
) = 1e-3* Exh_lift(index_pos_ivo(kk):←↩
index_pos_evc(kk)); % exhaust valve lift ←↩
during overlap (m)

Lv_exh(index_pos_evo(kk):index_pos_ivo(kk),kk) =←↩
1e-3* Exh_lift(index_pos_evo(kk):index_pos_ivo←↩

(kk)); % exhaust valve lift from EVO to EVC←↩
(m)

CDA_exh(index_pos_ivo(kk):index_pos_evc(kk),kk) ←↩
= interp1(Exh_Lv ,Exh_CDA ,Lv_exh_ov(←↩

index_pos_ivo(kk):index_pos_evc(kk),kk));

end

%% Initialization

temp1=1e-5; % Previous cycle Temperature at BDC

temp2 =200e-6; % Previous cycle residual molar ←↩
mass

temp3 =1.27; % Previous cycle polytropic ←↩
coefficient

%% Data for Analysis

% LFE_air = LFEair_syncd(idx_start_CAS:end)←↩
*1000*30./ N_rpm (1:end);

CAS_air =( AVGFUEL001 (1:end)*30*1000./ N_rpm (1:end))←↩
.* lambda (1: end)*14.07;

end

%% cycle starts from IVC
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% tic;

for k=2:1: size(resh_pr_filt ,2) -100 % Calculates ←↩
for cycles

hA_int(k) = interpn(N_table , IMEP_table , Exh_table←↩
, Int_table , hint_table ,N_rpm(k), IMEP_g(k)*100,←↩
exh_ret(k), -int_adv(k)); % (J)

hA_exh(k) = interpn(N_table , IMEP_table , Exh_table←↩
, Int_table , hexh_table ,N_rpm(k), IMEP_g(k)*100,←↩
exh_ret(k), -int_adv(k)); % (J)

poly_comp(k-1) = temp3; ←↩
←↩

% poly_comp calculated in previous cycle

n_tot(k-1) = temp1; ←↩
←↩

% temperature at BDC calculated in previous ←↩
cycle (K)

m_air(k-1) = temp2;

N_deg_sec(k) = N_rpm(k)*6; % engine speed {←↩
Convert RPM to degree/s}

T_evo(k) = ((( p_evo(k)*VOL_evo(k))/(R_u*n_tot(k←↩
-1)))); % Temperature at EVO (K)

m_evo_mg(k) = ((p_evo(k)*VOL_evo(k))/( R_evo*←↩
T_evo(k)))*1e6; % mg

n_evo(k) = (( p_evo(k)*VOL_evo(k))/(R_u*T_evo(←↩
k))); % kmol % {Ideal gas law}

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% EVO to End ←↩
of Blowdown(exhaust) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

T_exh(k) = T_evo(k)*(p_bwd(k)/p_evo(k))←↩
^((1.324 -1) /1.324); %using isentropic ←↩
blowdown (T_evo assumed to be 1200K)

m_exh(k) = (p_bwd(k)*VOL_bwd(k))/(R_evo*T_exh(k)←↩
);

if theta_ivo(k)-theta_evc(k) >= 0
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End of ←↩
Blowdown to EVC ←↩
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

DT_bwd(k) = (theta_evc(k)-theta_bwd(k))/←↩
N_deg_sec(k);

Conv_Coef(k) = (Cv_res_in*m_exh(k))/( hA_exh(k)*←↩
DT_bwd(k));

T_evc(k) = ((( Conv_Coef(k) -0.5)*T_exh(k))+T_co(k←↩
))/( Conv_Coef(k)+0.5);

Q_exh(k) = hA_exh(k)*((( T_exh(k)+T_evc(k))/2)-←↩
T_co(k))*DT_bwd(k);

m_evc_mg(k) = ((p_evc(k)*VOL_evc(k))/( R_evo*←↩
T_evc(k)))*1e6; % mg

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% EVC to ←↩
IVO ←↩
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

T_ivo(k) = T_evc(k)*( p_ivo(k)/p_evc(k))←↩
^((1.344 -1) /1.344); % using isentropic ←↩
blowdown (T_ivo assumed 900 K)

m_ivo_mg(k) = ((p_ivo(k)*VOL_ivo(k))/( R_evo*←↩
T_ivo(k)))*1e6; % mg

m_res_trap(k) = m_evc_mg(k);

T_exh1(k)=(T_exh(k)+T_evc(k))/2;

T_exh2(k)=(T_evo(k)+T_evc(k))/2;

else

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% End of ←↩
Blowdown to IVO ←↩
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

DT_bwd(k) = (theta_ivo(k)-theta_bwd(k))/←↩
N_deg_sec(k);

Conv_Coef(k) = (Cv_res_in*m_exh(k))/( hA_exh(k)*←↩
DT_bwd(k));

T_ivo(k) = ((( Conv_Coef(k) -0.5)*T_exh(k))+T_co(k←↩
))/( Conv_Coef(k)+0.5);

Q_exh(k) = hA_exh(k)*((( T_exh(k)+T_ivo(k))/2)-←↩
T_co(k))*DT_bwd(k);
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m_ivo_mg(k) = ((p_ivo(k)*VOL_ivo(k))/( R_evo*←↩
T_ivo(k)))*1e6; % mg

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% IVO to ←↩
EVC ←↩
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

T_evc(k) = T_ivo(k)*( p_evc(k)/p_ivo(k))←↩
^((1.344 -1) /1.344); % using isentropic ←↩
blowdown (T_ivo assumed 900 K)

m_evc_mg(k) = ((p_evc(k)*VOL_evc(k))/( R_evo*←↩
T_evc(k)))*1e6; % mg

m_res_trap(k) = m_ivo_mg(k);

T_exh1(k)=(T_exh(k)+T_ivo(k))/2;

T_exh2(k)=(T_evo(k)+T_ivo(k))/2;

end

T_ov(k) = (T_ivo(k)+T_evc(k))/2;

%% RGF ESTIMATION

if theta_ivo(k)-theta_evc(k) < 0

% Overlap Exhaust flow calculation

p_exh_ov = p_exh_cor(index_ivo(k):index_evc(←↩
k)+2,k); % Exhaust pressure during ←↩
overlap (Pa)

p_ov = resh_pr_filt(index_ivo(k):index_evc(←↩
k)+2,k); % Cylinder pressure ←↩
during overlap (Pa)

CDA_exh_ov = nonzeros(CDA_exh (1:569 ,k));

CDA_exh_ov_back = CDA_exh_ov;

p_exh_ov_m(k) = mean(p_exh_ov); ←↩
% Average of ←↩

exhaust pressure during overlap (Pa)

p_ov_m (k) = mean(p_ov); ←↩
% ←↩

Average of cylinder pressure during ←↩
overlap (Pa)

co1 =0;

co2 =0;
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co3 =0;

co4 =0;

for co1 =1:1: index_evc(k)-index_ivo(k)+2

p_ratio_ov = p_exh_ov(co1)/p_ov(co1);

if p_ratio_ov <= 0.54

int_ov21(co1 ,k) = CDA_exh_ov(co1).*←↩
p_ov(co1); % integral part for ←↩
choked flow from cylinder to ←↩
exhaust port

elseif p_ratio_ov > 0.54 && p_ratio_ov < ←↩
1

co2=co2+1;

% integral part for subcritical flow←↩
from cylinder to exhaust port

int_ov22(co2 ,k) = CDA_exh_ov(co1).*←↩
p_ov(co1).*(( p_exh_ov(co1)/p_ov(←↩
co1)).^(1/g)).*(1 -(( p_exh_ov(co1)/←↩
p_ov(co1)).^((g-1)/g))).^0.5;

elseif p_ratio_ov >= 1 && p_ratio_ov < ←↩
1.852

co3=co3+1;

% integral part for subcritical flow ←↩
from exhaust port to cylinder

int_ov31(co3 ,k) = CDA_exh_ov_back(co1←↩
).* p_exh_ov(co1).*(( p_ov(co1)/←↩
p_exh_ov(co1)).^(1/g)).*(1 -(( p_ov(←↩
co1)/p_exh_ov(co1)).^((g-1)/g)))←↩
.^0.5;

elseif p_ratio_ov >= 1.852

co4=co4+1;

int_ov32(co4 ,k) = CDA_exh_ov_back(co1←↩
).* p_exh_ov(co1);

end

end
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% preparation of delta -t for integration for←↩
different areas

t_step = 0.5/ N_deg_sec(k);

t_ov21 (1:co1 -co2 -co3 -co4 ,k) = transpose (0:←↩
t_step:t_step *(co1 -co2 -co3 -co4 -1));

t_ov22 (1:co2 ,k) = transpose (0: t_step:t_step←↩
*(co2 -1));

t_ov31 (1:co3 ,k) = transpose (0: t_step:t_step←↩
*(co3 -1));

t_ov32 (1:co4 ,k) = transpose (0: t_step:t_step←↩
*(co4 -1));

% exhaust mass flow calculation during ←↩
overlap in different directions (mg)

if co1 -co2 -co3 -co4 > 1

integ_ov_21(k) = trapz(t_ov21 (1:end ,k),←↩
int_ov21 (1:end ,k));

m_exh_ov1(k) = 1e6 *(1/(( R_evo*T_ov(k))←↩
^0.5)) * (g^0.5) * ((2/(g+1))^((g+1)←↩
/(2*(g-1)))) * integ_ov_21(k);

elseif co1 -co2 -co3 -co4 <= 1

m_exh_ov1(k)=0;

end

if co2 > 1

integ_ov_22(k) = trapz(t_ov22 (1:end ,k),←↩
int_ov22 (1:end ,k));

m_exh_ov2(k) = 1e6 *(1/(( R_evo*T_ov(k))←↩
^0.5))*((2*g/(g-1))^0.5) * integ_ov_22←↩
(k);

elseif co2 <= 1

m_exh_ov2(k)=0;

end

if co3 > 1

integ_ov_31(k) = trapz(t_ov31 (1:end ,k),←↩
int_ov31 (1:end ,k));

m_exh_ov3(k) = 1e6 *(1/(( R_evo*←↩
Exh_run_temp(k))^0.5))*((2*g/(g-1))←↩
^0.5) * integ_ov_31(k);
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elseif co3 <= 1

m_exh_ov3(k)=0;

end

if co4 > 1

integ_ov_32(k) = trapz(t_ov32 (1:end ,k),←↩
int_ov32 (1:end ,k));

m_exh_ov4(k) = 1e6 *(1/(( R_evo*←↩
Exh_run_temp(k))^0.5))*(g^0.5) * ←↩
((2/(g+1))^((g+1) /(2*(g-1)))) * ←↩
integ_ov_32(k);

elseif co4 <= 1

m_exh_ov4(k)=0;

end

m_exh_ov(k) = m_exh_ov4(k)+m_exh_ov3(k)-←↩
m_exh_ov1(k)-m_exh_ov2(k); % total ←↩
exhaust mass flow (mg)

m_res(k) = (m_ivo_mg(k)+m_exh_ov(k))*1e-6; ←↩
% total residual mass (kg)

n_res(k) = m_res(k)/MW_res; ←↩
% total residual molar←↩

mass (kmol)

m_res_mg(k) = m_res(k)*1e6; ←↩
% total residual ←↩

mass in mg

elseif theta_ivo(k)-theta_evc(k) >= 0

% total residual mass calculation for the ←↩
case there is no overlap part

m_exh_ov(k) = 0;

m_res(k) = m_ivo_mg(k)*1e-6; % total ←↩
residual mass (kg)

n_res(k) = m_res(k)/MW_res; % total residual←↩
molar mass (kmol)

m_res_mg(k) = m_res(k)*1e6; % total ←↩
residual mass in mg

p_exh_ov_m(k) = 0;

p_ov_m(k) = 0;
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end % flag_residual

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% EVC/IVO to ←↩
point 7 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Vapor mass ←↩
calculation at BDC %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

p_sat(k) = interp1(temperature_table ,←↩
p_sat_table ,amb_temp(k)); %←↩
water vapor satuation pressure (Pa)

p_vapor(k) = rel_hum(k)*p_sat(k); ←↩
←↩

% water vapor partial pressure (Pa)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Fuel mass ←↩
calculation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

m_fuel(k) = m_air(k-1) ./( A_F_stoich*←↩
lambda(k)); % fuel mass for next cycle (←↩
kg)

n_fuel(k) = m_fuel(k)/MW_fuel; ←↩
% fuel molar mass for next ←↩

cyle (kmol)

m_fuel_mg(k) = m_fuel(k)*1e6; ←↩
% fuel mass in mg

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Temperature ←↩
at BDC calculation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Q_imp(k) = (1-z) * ←↩
m_fuel(k) * h_fg_fuel_piston; % heat ←↩
transfer due to impinged fuel {J}

Q_charge_cooling_intake(k) = ←↩
h_fg_fuel_intake * z * y * m_fuel(k); %←↩
latent heat of fuel vaporization (J)

W_PV_fuel(k) = FRP_ATI_cycle(k)*m_fuel(k)←↩
*1e5/fuel_density; % intake fuel ←↩
flow work (J)
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if theta_ivo(k)-theta_evc(k) >= 0

p_intake(index_ivo(k):1440 ,k) = resh_pr(←↩
index_ivo(k):1440 ,k); % ←↩
Cylinder pressure during intake (Pa)

v_intake(index_ivo(k):1440) = VOL_CAS(←↩
index_ivo(k):1440); % ←↩
Cylinder volume during intake (m^3)

W_intake(k) = trapz(v_intake(index_ivo(k)←↩
:1440) ,p_intake(index_ivo(k):1440,k)); ←↩

% Boundary work from EVC to ←↩
BDC (J)

MAP_intake(index_ivo(k):1440 ,k) = ←↩
MAP_raw(index_ivo(k):1440,k); % ←↩
Cylinder pressure during intake (Pa)

W_PV_intake(k) = trapz(v_intake(index_ivo←↩
(k):1440) ,MAP_intake(index_ivo(k):1440 ,←↩
k)); % Fluid work from EVC to BDC←↩
(J)

DT_int(k) = (540- theta_ivo(k))/N_deg_sec(←↩
k);

a_7(k) = m_fuel(k)*Cv_fuel_intake + m_res←↩
(k)*Cv_res_intake - MW_air*←↩
Cv_air_intake *( n_res(k)+n_fuel(k))...

-(hA_int(k)*DT_int(k)/2);

b_7(k) = -((hA_int(k)*DT_int(k)*(( T_ivo(k←↩
)/2)-T_co(k)))+Q_imp(k)-W_intake(k)-←↩
Q_charge_cooling_intake(k)+W_PV_intake(←↩
k)+...

W_PV_fuel(k)-(MW_air*Cv_air_intake *(←↩
n_res(k)+n_fuel(k))*T_ind_air(k))-(←↩
MW_vapor*p_vapor(k)*VOL_7(k)*←↩
Cv_vapor_intake/R_u)...

-(MW_air*Cv_air_intake *(( p_7(k)-←↩
p_vapor(k))*VOL_7(k)/R_u)) + m_fuel←↩
(k)*Cv_fuel_intake*T_evc_fuel +...

m_res(k)*Cv_res_intake*T_ivo(k));

c_7(k) = -((MW_air*Cv_air_intake *(( p_7(k)←↩
-p_vapor(k))*VOL_7(k)/R_u))...
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+( MW_vapor*p_vapor(k)*VOL_7(k)*←↩
Cv_vapor_intake/R_u))*T_ind_air(k);

% Temperature at BDC 2nd degree equation ←↩
coefficients

T_7(k) = (-b_7(k)+(b_7(k)^2- 4*a_7(k)*c_7←↩
(k))^0.5) /(2* a_7(k)); % cylinder ←↩
temperature at BDC (K)

T_7_2(k) = (-b_7(k) -(b_7(k)^2- 4*a_7(k)*←↩
c_7(k))^0.5) /(2* a_7(k));

n_tot_7(k)=((p_7(k)*VOL_7(k))/(R_u*T_7(k)←↩
)); % kmol % {Ideal gas law}

Q_int(k) = hA_int(k)*((( T_ivo(k)+T_7(k))←↩
/2)-T_co(k))*DT_int(k);

else

p_intake(index_evc(k):1440 ,k) = resh_pr(←↩
index_evc(k):1440 ,k); % ←↩
Cylinder pressure during intake (Pa)

v_intake(index_evc(k):1440) = VOL_CAS(←↩
index_evc(k):1440); % ←↩
Cylinder volume during intake (m^3)

W_intake(k) = trapz(v_intake(index_evc(k)←↩
:1440) ,p_intake(index_evc(k):1440,k)); ←↩

% Boundary work from EVC to ←↩
BDC (J)

MAP_intake(index_evc(k):1440 ,k) = ←↩
MAP_raw(index_evc(k):1440,k); % ←↩
Cylinder pressure during intake (Pa)

W_PV_intake(k) = trapz(v_intake(index_evc←↩
(k):1440) ,MAP_intake(index_evc(k):1440 ,←↩
k)); % Fluid work from EVC to BDC←↩
(J)

DT_int(k) = (540- theta_evc(k))/N_deg_sec(←↩
k);
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a_7(k) = m_fuel(k)*Cv_fuel_intake + ←↩
m_res(k)*Cv_res_intake - MW_air*←↩
Cv_air_intake *( n_res(k)+n_fuel(k))...

-(hA_int(k)*DT_int(k)/2);

b_7(k) = -((hA_int(k)*DT_int(k)*(( T_evc(k←↩
)/2)-T_co(k)))+Q_imp(k)-W_intake(k)-←↩
Q_charge_cooling_intake(k)+W_PV_intake(←↩
k)+...

W_PV_fuel(k)-(MW_air*Cv_air_intake *(←↩
n_res(k)+n_fuel(k))*T_ind_air(k))-(←↩
MW_vapor*p_vapor(k)*VOL_7(k)*←↩
Cv_vapor_intake/R_u)...

-(MW_air*Cv_air_intake *(( p_7(k)-←↩
p_vapor(k))*VOL_7(k)/R_u)) + m_fuel←↩
(k)*Cv_fuel_intake*T_evc_fuel +...

m_res(k)*Cv_res_intake*T_evc(k));

c_7(k) = -((MW_air*Cv_air_intake *(( p_7(k)←↩
-p_vapor(k))*VOL_7(k)/R_u))...

+( MW_vapor*p_vapor(k)*VOL_7(k)*←↩
Cv_vapor_intake/R_u))*T_ind_air(k);

% Temperature at BDC 2nd degree equation ←↩
coefficients

T_7(k) = (-b_7(k)+(b_7(k)^2- 4*a_7(k)*c_7←↩
(k))^0.5) /(2* a_7(k)); % cylinder ←↩
temperature at BDC (K)

T_7_2(k) = (-b_7(k) -(b_7(k)^2- 4*a_7(k)*←↩
c_7(k))^0.5) /(2* a_7(k));

n_tot_7(k)=((p_7(k)*VOL_7(k))/(R_u*T_7(k)←↩
)); % kmol % {Ideal gas law}

Q_int(k) = hA_int(k)*((( T_evc(k)+T_7(k))←↩
/2)-T_co(k))*DT_int(k);

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Temperature at Intake ←↩
Valve Closed calculation (K) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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T_ivc(k) = T_7(k)*(p_ivc(k)/p_7(k))^((←↩
poly_comp(k-1) -1)/poly_comp(k-1));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Total ←↩
trapped molar Mass calculation at IVC (←↩
kmol) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

n_tot_new(k) = (( p_ivc(k)*VOL_ivc(k))/(R_u*←↩
T_ivc(k)));

temp1=n_tot_new(k);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Vapor mass ←↩
calculation at IVC %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

m_vapor(k) = (p_vapor(k)*VOL_ivc(k))/(←↩
R_vapor*T_ivc(k)); ←↩

% water vapor mass←↩
(kg)

n_vapor(k) = m_vapor(k)/MW_vapor; ←↩
←↩

% water vapor molar mass (kmol)

% w_vapor(k) = n_vapor(k)/n_tot(k); ←↩
% vapor←↩

mole fraction

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Air mass ←↩
calculation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% fuel molar mass calculated based on ←↩
previuos cycle air (kmol)

% residual gases produced in previous ←↩
cycle molar mass (kmol)

n_air(k) = n_tot_new(k)-n_res(k)-←↩
n_vapor(k)-n_fuel(k); % air molar mass←↩
(kmol)

m_air_new(k)= n_air(k)*MW_air; ←↩
% air mass ←↩

(kg)

temp2 = m_air_new(k);

w_air(k) = n_air(k)/n_tot_new(k);
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m_air_mg(k) = m_air_new(k)*1e6; ←↩
% air mass ←↩

in mg

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Total ←↩
trapped mass calculation at IVC (kg) ←↩
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

m_tot(k) = m_fuel(k)+m_vapor(k)+m_air_new←↩
(k)+n_res(k)*MW_res;

m_tot_mg(k) = m_tot(k)*1e6; ←↩
% ←↩

total trapped mass in mg

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Polytropic ←↩
index calculation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

p_1_comp(k) = resh_pr(index_1_comp ,k); % ←↩
pressure at point 1 for compression (Pa)

p_2_comp(k) = resh_pr(index_2_comp ,k); % ←↩
pressure at point 2 for compression (Pa)

poly_comp_new(k) = abs((log(p_2_comp(k))-log(←↩
p_1_comp(k)))/(log(VOL_2_comp)-log(VOL_1_comp)←↩
));

temp3 = poly_comp_new(k);

X_res(k) = m_res(k)*100/( m_air_new(k)+m_res(k));

X_res_m = mean(X_res);

X_res_std = std(X_res);

end % t cycles

zz=1250

figure

h = subplot (4,1,1);

set(h, 'Position ', [0.1 .78 0.8 0.2]);

hold on

plot(N_CAS (1,1: CAS_end_idx), 'MarkerFaceColor ','k','←↩
MarkerEdgeColor ','k','Marker ','o',...

'LineStyle ','--','color ','k','MarkerSize ',3);
grid on;

set(gca ,'FontSize ',14)
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ylabel({'Speed ';'(RPM) '})
yyaxis right

plot(IMEP_g (1,1: CAS_end_idx)*100, 'MarkerFaceColor←↩
','r','MarkerEdgeColor ','r','Marker ','o',...

'LineStyle ','--','color ','r','MarkerSize ',3);
ylabel({'gIMEP ';'(kPa) '})
xlim ([0 zz])

set(gca ,'XTicklabel ',[])
h = subplot (4,1,2);

set(h, 'Position ', [0.1 .55 0.8 0.2]);

hold on

plot(exh_ret (1,1: CAS_end_idx), 'MarkerFaceColor ','b←↩
','MarkerEdgeColor ','b','Marker ','o',...

'LineStyle ','--','color ','b','MarkerSize ',3);
plot(int_adv (1,1: CAS_end_idx), 'MarkerFaceColor ','k←↩

','MarkerEdgeColor ','k','Marker ','o',...
'LineStyle ','--','color ','k','MarkerSize ',3);
ylabel({'Valve ';'Timing (CA) '})
grid on;

set(gca ,'FontSize ',14)
yyaxis right

plot(MAP_avg (1,1: CAS_end_idx)/1000, 'MarkerFaceColor←↩
','r','MarkerEdgeColor ','r','Marker ','o',...

'LineStyle ','--','color ','r','MarkerSize ',3);
ylabel('MAP (kPa) ')
xlim ([0 zz])

legend('Exh -Ret ','Intake -Adv ','MAP ')
set(gca ,'XTicklabel ',[])
h = subplot (4,1,3);

set(h, 'Position ', [0.1 .32 0.8 0.2]);

hold on

plot(IGN_CAS (1,1: CAS_end_idx), 'MarkerFaceColor ','k←↩
','MarkerEdgeColor ','k','Marker ','o',...

'LineStyle ','--','color ','k','MarkerSize ',3);
grid on;

set(gca ,'FontSize ',14)
ylabel({'Ignition ','(ATDC) '})
yyaxis right

plot(Lam_ATI_cycle(cycle_diff_CAS_ATI +3: CAS_end_idx+←↩
cycle_diff_CAS_ATI -1), 'MarkerFaceColor ','r','←↩
MarkerEdgeColor ','r','Marker ','o',...

'LineStyle ','--','color ','r','MarkerSize ',3)
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ylabel('Lambda ')
xlim ([0 zz])

set(gca ,'XTicklabel ',[])
h = subplot (4,1,4);

set(h, 'Position ', [0.1 .09 0.8 0.2]);

hold on

plot(m_air_mg (1,2:end), 'MarkerFaceColor ','r','←↩
MarkerEdgeColor ','r','Marker ','o','LineStyle←↩
','--','color ','r','MarkerSize ',3);

ylabel('Air mass (mg) ')
ylim ([0 700])

yyaxis right

plot(m_res_trap (1,2:end), 'MarkerFaceColor ','k','←↩
MarkerEdgeColor ','k','Marker ','o',...

'LineStyle ','--','color ','k','MarkerSize ',3);
plot(m_exh_ov (1,2:end), 'MarkerFaceColor ','b','←↩

MarkerEdgeColor ','b','Marker ','o',...
'LineStyle ','--','color ','b','MarkerSize ',3);
ylabel('Residula mass (mg)')
grid on;

set(gca ,'FontSize ',14)
legend('Air Mass ','Trapped Residual ','Overlap ←↩

Backflow ')
ylim ([0 70])

xlim ([0 zz])

set(gca ,'XTicklabel ',[])
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Appendix B

Real-Time In-Cylinder Air Charge,

Residual Gas, and Temperature

Model
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